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ABSTRACT
Class Act: Symbolic Revolution and the Meaning of College in Prison
by
Ruth Delaney
Adviser: Michael Jacobson
The United States has gone through two transformations in the meaning of higher education in
prison and the value of access for people in prison in the last 50 years and is now moving
towards a third. The establishment of Pell grants in 1972 allowed for widespread access to higher
education in prison, while the removal of those grants in 1994 effectively ended access. Federal
policy makers are now poised to restore access to Pell grants to a broad swath of people in prison
(Green, 2019; Krieghbaum, April 22, 2019; Krieghbaum, October 11, 2019). In this paper, I
interpret the meanings that 18 men and women attach to their experiences in college in prison in
New York state using Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of habitus, capital, and symbolic revolution and
the Interpretive Phenomenological Approach to qualitative research (Bourdieu, 1984; Bourdieu,
2017). These men and women, all now living in the community, look to college as a means to
join the American middle class. Having gained this status for themselves, they seek a symbolic
revolution: to break the cycle of incarceration and downward class mobility and to aid others in
prison in rising to the middle class.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

An Unlikely Opportunity: College in Prison
Patrice is 47 years old and identifies as a Black man. He went to prison in 1991
and was released in 2014. He completed his GED in prison at the encouragement
of the manager of the barber shop in which he worked. He passed the test without
taking any courses to prepare. He enrolled in a public college soon after. Once
home, Patrice connected with a college success program that works with formerly
incarcerated people and enrolled in a public college to complete his bachelor’s
degree. He aspires to attending graduate school but is uncertain about the cost
and how to pay for it. His career goal is to start a nonprofit that provides
resources to struggling communities, such as creating community gardens.
Montez is 51 years old and identifies as a Latinx (non-White) man. Montez
graduated from an elite public school in New York City. He applied to college
before he was incarcerated but did not enroll. Montez went to prison in 1994 and
was released in 2010. When he arrived in prison, the 1994 Pell ban had just been
enacted. The college program at the facility where he was incarcerated closed
down before he could enroll. Later, Montez moved to a different facility, where he
enrolled in a non-credit private college program and then continued in the
program when it began to offer an associate’s degree and later a bachelor’s
degree. Montez graduated with his bachelor’s degree while in prison. Montez
earned a master’s in social work after returning home. On the advice of
a college mentor, he enrolled in an elite graduate school. Montez has worked in
the non-profit reentry and justice policy sector and at a state agency. In his time
since prison, he has been unemployed for only a short time – a few months - while
he completed his graduate program.
Terri is 57 years old and identifies as a Black woman. She completed high school
before serving three years in prison, from 1990-1993. While in prison, she
enrolled in college, but after signing up and attending classes for a few weeks, she
was told she had an outstanding student loan and could not continue taking
courses because she did not qualify for a Pell grant. When she left prison, she
joined a college success program for formerly incarcerated people. This program
assisted her in paying down her student loan and enrolling in private college.
After completing her associate's degree, she completed her bachelor’s degree in
2012. In 2017, she finished her master‘s degree in social work and passed her
licensure requirements. Along the way, she also earned her Credentialed
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Counselor certification (CASAC). For Terri,
college is a means to meaningful work. She has a leadership role in a program
that works with people in prison and in reentry. Terri’s two children and one
1

grandchild have attended or graduated from college. She has one other
grandchild who she expects to enroll after finishing high school.
This project is about 18 people like Shawn, Montez, and Terri. College is
a rare opportunity to which a small number of people in prison get access. College is a ticket to
the American middle class (Reeves et al, 2018). In contrast, prison is an engine of downward
class mobility (Western and Pettit, 2010; Wacquant, 2001). Once common, these programs now
exist in only a fraction of the 2,000 prisons that dot the American landscape (Sawyer and
Wagner, 2020; Castro et al, 2018). Their demise is largely due to the 1994 ban
on incarcerated people receiving Pell grants, the primary need-based financial aid program in the
United States (Tewksbury et al, 1996). Without this aid, few of the 2.2 million behind bars in the
United States have the means to pay for school (Western, 2006; Travis et al, 2014). Today,
getting to enroll in a college program while in prison is rare – although programs exist in nearly
every state (Castro et al, 2018). The persistence of these programs and their students in this
challenging context speaks to the value each finds within it. This project explores the meaning of
college for those few who, like Shawn, Montez, and Terri, get to enroll while in prison.
Although they remain scarce today, college programs in prison are expanding at a rapid
pace (Gorgol and Sponslor, 2011; Davis et al, 2013; Castro et al, 2018). College programs in
prison are endorsed by corrections leaders and college presidents alike and legislation to make
college widely available currently enjoys bipartisan support in
Congress (Precythe, 2020; The Vera Institute of Justice, 2020; REAL Act of
2019). Although they are education programs, the discourse about college in prison is dominated
by corrections concerns and statistics (Gould, 2018). College programs reduce recidivism, the
paramount goal of the current paradigm in corrections (Davis et al, 2013; Bozick et al, 2018). On
2

a societal level, recidivism reduction means fewer people become victims of crime and tax
dollars can be spent on a wider range of priorities (Davis et al, 2013). On the individual level,
recidivism reduction means less time spent in prison - a painful and debilitating experience
(Delaney et al, 2018). While these are valuable goals, recidivism is a single statistic. It cannot tell
us much about the complexity of human experience.
When formerly incarcerated students reflect on their experience, their comments suggest
that college cultivates new goals and shifts their view of themselves and others (Livingston and
Miller, 2014; Halkovic et al, 2013; Fine et al, 2001). Although this literature explores other
research questions, what comes through is the sense that college is a meaningful experience. This
project explores this question directly: what does college mean to people who enrolled while in
prison. With this project, I set out to collect a set of individual perspectives on the meaning of
college in prison. Using the Interpretive Phenomenological Approach (IPA), I organized my
research to elicit what I hoped would be a diversity of opinions by leaving my questions openended. I let the men and women I interviewed take our discussion in the directions they believed
mattered most. In these interviews, my participants told that college was a means to break free
from the cycle of incarceration and recidivism – supporting the statistical claims that these
programs reduce recidivism - but they also told it meant me much more. Enrolling in college set
my participants on a new path than that to which they believed prison would limit them.
They saw in it the opportunity to rise to the middle class, to enjoy rewarding careers, and to pay
their achievements forward by encouraging family, peers, and even strangers to enroll in
college.
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My participants’ comments led me to Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of class reproduction
and symbolic revolution (Bourdieu, 1984; Bourdieu, 2017). Reading over and considering what
they had told me, a pattern of capitals and habitus emerged. They told me about what they hoped
to gain from college (symbolic capital), how they planned to claim it (cultural capital) who
helped them along the way (social capital), and whether they had reached their goals (economic
capital). In our conversations, they also told me about the ways in which they believed college
had changed them and how they were seen by others (habitus). I learned that my participants saw
college as a pathway to the middle class. I also learned that their status in the middle-class could
only ever be partial. Having spent time in prison is not part of the symbolic capital of their new
class status. Unable to change the past, they managed their divided experience in the present,
developing a split habitus. But my participants were not content with attempting assimilation into
the middle class. They also told me that sought to change the systems of exclusion to which they
were subject. My participants were aware of how unusual their opportunities had been and they
sought to expand them to others by removing barriers to college in prison and on the outside
Looking to Bourdieu for a way to interpret these actions, I came to his theory of
symbolic revolution (Bourdieu, 2017). In this paper, I describe the experiences of 18 men and
women who enrolled in college while they were in prison, analyzing their experiences by using
Bourdieu’s theories of social class reproduction and symbolic revolution. In the chapters that
follow, I will show my participants’ experiences can be understood in the context of the
American class hierarchy, mass incarceration, and education policy and practice. Through this
work, I will theorize that my participants are engaged in a symbolic revolution of the education
and criminal justice systems and the social class reproduction their practices coalesce to
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create. In this paper, I assert that my participants were using the tools of the American class
hierarchy to challenge its exclusionary distribution of capital. That enrolling in college enabled
them to claim the capital of the middle class. That their college experiences led them to
realizations about the ways in which the distribution of capital had shaped their lives and
opportunities. That having once seen this, they acted to reveal class hierarchy as a social
construct to others and to break down the systems of exclusion from class mobility that they saw
as embedded in education institutions and criminal justice agencies.
An Outline of What’s to Come
The United States has gone through two transformations in the meaning of higher
education in prison and the value of access for people in prison in the last 50 years and is now
moving towards a third. The establishment of Pell grants in 1972 allowed for widespread access
to higher education in prison, while the removal of those grants in 1994 effectively ended access.
Federal policy makers are now poised to restore access to Pell grants to a broad swath of people
in prison (Green, 2019; Krieghbaum, April 22, 2019; Krieghbaum, October 11, 2019). There are
many factors that contribute these shifting meanings over time. All of these factors shape the
experiences of people who enroll in these programs and the meaning they find in it that
experience. In this paper, I will interpret the meanings that 18 men and women attach to their
experiences in college in prison in New York state using Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of habitus,
capital, and symbolic revolution and the Interpretive Phenomenological Approach to qualitative
research (Bourdieu, 1984; Bourdieu, 2017). These men and women, all now living in the
community, look to college as a means to join the American middle class. Having gained this
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status for themselves, they seek a symbolic revolution: to break the cycle of incarceration and
downward class mobility and to aid others in prison in rising to the middle class.
This paper is a qualitative study of the meaning of college as described by people who
enrolled while they were in prison. In the following pages, I will discuss the contexts in which
my participants experiences took shape. These include a discussion of the contours of the
American class hierarchy and the definition with which I will be working in this paper to
distinguish between social and economic classes. From there I will summarize the education
experiences common among people who grow up in poverty or the working-class and those who
go to prison. I will also discuss the criminal justice paradigms that define the eras relevant to my
findings: the rehabilitative paradigm, mass incarceration, and the evidence-based approach to
corrections. This review also summarizes the literature on the experiences of college students in
prison and formerly incarcerated college students on campus. Like mine, this research is shaped
by the contexts I describe below.
Next, I outline the theoretical framework and the methods I used to conduct this
research. Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of capitals, habitus, and symbolic revolution form the
scaffold for my interpretation of my participants experiences. These theories ground my findings
in theories of class reproduction and the circumstances that lead to social change. My research
methods are based in the Interpretive Phenomenological Approach (IPA). This method focuses
researchers on a double interpretation. First, researchers ask participants to describe the
meanings they see in the experience under study. Second, researchers examine and analyze these
meanings in the aggregate, drawing on theory and existing literature to put them into context and
draw from them intersubjective interpretations of experience.
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Three chapters on findings and my discussion follow. The first deals with Bourdieu’s
capitals: symbolic, cultural, social, and economic. Here, I share my participants’ reflections
on what college meant to them. They told me that college meant access to the middle class and
its symbolic capital of time, money, and freedom. The second chapter discusses habitus, or the
physical embodiment of class. My participants described a split habitus. Prison time was an
insurmountable obstacle to assimilation into the middle-class. Some of my participants leaned
into this contradiction, while others hoped to leave their criminal histories behind. The third
chapter on findings discusses symbolic revolution. Taking a general theory of symbolic
revolution from Bourdieu’s case study of Édouard Manet’s transformation of the art world in
France in the second half of the 19th Century, I show how my participants strategized to use the
middle-class capital they had secured to overthrow the affinity of hierarchies among education
and criminal justice agencies that had made acquiring that capital so difficult for them.
I close with a discussion of my findings and their relationships to the theory, context, and
prior literature I discussed earlier. In this section, I draw conclusions from my findings and make
predictions about what the future might bring to this field. College appears to be on the cusp of
becoming broadly accessible to people in prison. My participants and many others have fought to
make this possibility a reality. I suggest that a new era of college enrollment behind bars could
bring the corrections field and America as a whole to a new era of opportunity, in which human
dignity remains intact behind bars and people leave prison having done their time relevantly,
preparing for life after their release.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Experience in Context: Class, Education, and Prison
The experiences my participants shared with me are best understood in context. The
themes that I discuss in the following sections are grounded in the interviews I conducted. What
I interpret here comes from the comments they shared. But the questions I asked and the
meanings I drew from the responses of the men and women with whom I spoke are shaped by
my understanding of the context in which they were situated. In this section I share this context,
as I understand it from my review of the literature and as it was told to me by my participants.
Three contexts animate much of the findings I discuss in later sections. These relate to social and
economic class, to the interplay between education and incarceration, and to the experience of
incarceration during the times in which my participants were behind bars. A fourth summarizes
the existing literature on college programs in prison and the experiences of people who go to
both prison and college. I summarize these contexts here and discuss them in detail in the
sections that follow.
My participants talked about class, but they did not use the term. They told me about the
households and circumstances in which they had been raised and contrasted these with their
present lives. For 15 of my participants, these were stories of living in poverty or in the workingclass. For three, these were stories of middle-class upbringings. Among those raised in poverty,
waiting for welfare checks and stories of school drop-out were frequent. My participants with
middle-class origins told me about family priorities set on education and the professional
accomplishments of their parents. When they told me about the futures they anticipated once
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they were in prison, they talked about insecure and minimum-wage work. They contrasted this
with salaried jobs and careers. These distinctions describe differences between economic and
social classes in the United States. Below I will describe the statistical and qualitative boundaries
around these classes, taking a four-class hierarchical framework from the literature: poverty,
working-class, middle-class, and wealthy or rich. This four-part hierarchy breaks evenly into
upper and lower classes for easy reference throughout this paper, although my participants rarely
referenced wealthy or rich people. Their main focus was on the distinctions between workingand middle-class opportunities.
My participants also talked about whether or not they had seen college in the futures
when they were in primary and secondary school. Those that grew up in the lower classes
typically did not seriously consider enrolling in college. My participants from middle-class
households talked about college as something they had always expected to do, but from which
they had been sidetracked. In either case, my participants saw either their primary and secondary
education or their prison term as diverting them from college study. All felt they were on the
track to a working-class future until they enrolled in college in prison. The context I provide
below describes the likelihood of postsecondary attainment among children of the lower classes.
Starting with disparities in early childhood, this section tracks the likely futures of people who
grow up poor or working-class. College is the capital of the middle-class, so my middle-class
participants expected to enroll. But prison makes college less likely for everyone who spends
time inside. This section describes the interplay between college and prison and the barriers to
reaching the middle-class to which each contribute.
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My participants had all spent time in prison, making criminal justice policy and prison
practice important context for interpreting their stories. The 18 people I spoke with had done
time over a period starting in the 1980s up until 2018. Their experiences in prison spanned
multiple eras of corrections practice. In the section below on prison policy and practice, I
describe the ideologies of the last three eras of corrections practice: the rehabilitative paradigm,
the mass incarceration period, and the current evidence-based approach. Each of these eras
shaped the experiences of my participants. The forces that supported college in prison and then
led to its demise in the 1990s arise from the rehabilitative and the mass incarceration periods. In
the current moment, college access is again growing, supported by the evidence-based approach
to corrections practice now taking root. The practices of the current and previous era support the
insularity of the prison experience my participants described. They felt a profound disconnect
from life outside of prison that led to a strong feeling of lost time. This experience shaped the
value they placed on college when they were able to enroll.
Finally, other researchers before me have asked questions about the intersection of
college and prison and the experiences of people who pass through them both. This literature
informed my research question, the methods I selected, and my interpretation of my participants
stories. To date, the statistical literature has focused primarily on criminal justice outcomes such
as recidivism and facility safety. The qualitative literature has centered on the experiences of
people while they are still enrolled in college in the community. One study by Lindsey
Livingston and Jody Miller briefly discusses class, noting the rise in status of those who came
from poor or working-class backgrounds that college promised as compared to the restoration
of status it offered those who grew up middle-class. One study discusses social capital, but from
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a different theoretical basis than I use here. These researchers, Susan Sturm and Vivian Nixon,
find similar patterns to what my participants shared: a drive to share their knowledge and newly
acquired college skills with loved ones. This literature forms the base knowledge of the field of
higher education in prison and the outcomes of those who enroll in these circumstances.
These three background discussions are presented here to place the experiences my
participants describe in the contexts that give them meaning. The meaning of college as a means
to gain access to the middle class is difficult to interpret without a shared understanding of the
contours of the middle class. The excitement my participants shared about enrolling in college
and their experiences therein are best understood against the backdrop of a typical primary and
secondary educational experience for people raised in poverty or the working class and the
college outlook for anyone who passes through prison in their lifetime. The drive my participants
describe to make college more available to people in prison and those with criminal records
becomes meaningful in the context of the isolation of prison and the years of time they lost
inside with no relevant or engaging activities.

Prison and the Contours of the American Middle Class
In the United States, economic capital or income, along with education and culture define
class. Estimates and theories of income and class boundaries vary, but in general, social
scientists and economists agree that middle-class earnings fall near and usually above the
median national or local earnings (Reeves et al, 2018). One commonly cited definition uses twothirds to twice the median income as the definition of the middle class, or about $42,000 to about
$126,000 annually (Pew Research Center, 2015; Rothbaum and Edwards, 2019). This works out
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to about $20-$60 dollars per hour. Holding a bachelor’s degree places people within the middleclass and puts these earnings within their reach (Reeves et al, 2018; Draut, 2018). Working class
wages are typically defined as higher than minimum wage, but lower than middle-class, ranging
from about $20,000 to $30,000 per year to or about $12 per hour (Draut, 2018). They are more
likely to be hourly than salaried workers (Draut, 2018).
At the bottom end of the income distribution are people in poverty, while on the upper
end are people who are rich or wealthy. According to the U.S. Health and Human Service
Agency, a person in poverty in 2020 earns less than $12,760 per year, or about $6 an hour on
average if working full-time. The federal minimum wage is currently set at $7.25 per hour (U.S.
Department of Labor, 2020). The federal poverty line meshes with the federal minimum wage
when looked at in the aggregate, but regional and state-based measures of poverty differ based
on local costs of living. Some regions have higher state minimum wages, but still, most people
who work minimum wage jobs will fall at or near the poverty line in their region (U.S.
Department of Labor, 2020). The highest minimum wage in 2020 was set at $13.50 per hour in
Washington state. On the upper end of the class hierarchy, people who can rely on their wealth to
meet their financial needs or those who earn more than double the median income are members
of the upper class or considered wealthy or rich (Reeves, 2018).
In some instances, people on the lower end of the middle class may overlap with those on
the upper end of the working class in terms of income alone, but having a college education
and the type of profession in which they are engaged maintain boundaries between
them (Williams, 2017; Reeves, 2018). Distinctions between working class and middle-class jobs
include the worker’s feelings of professional independence and autonomy, the extent to which
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their work depends on their opinions and ideas, and their feelings of economic security (Reeves
et al, 2018; Draut, 2018). Working class jobs are typically highly supervised positions with few
opportunities for decision-making (Draut, 2018). High-paying working-class jobs are those that
may require some amount of postsecondary education, licensure, or apprenticeship, but that do
not require a bachelor’s degree (Draut, 2018; Reeves et al, 2018). People who work in the skilled
trades fall into this group.
Class is also defined by culture. Culture is the set of ways of communicating, shared
customs and beliefs, and collective identities and memories of a certain social group (Brekhus,
2015). People who share class also share culture (Bourdieu, 1984). In 2010, the United States
Department of Commerce released a report on the middle-class that drew conclusions about the
culture of this diverse group of Americans. This report focused on the ways in which they hoped
to use their incomes. They aspired to homeownership, the ability to retire, their children’s
enrollment in college, health security in the form of health insurance, having a car for each adult
in the family, and being able to take an annual vacation (Reeves et al, 2018; White House Task
Force on the Middle Class, 2010). Self-concept surveys show that the majority of Americans see
themselves as middle-class, although their incomes ranged from below $30,000 to more than
$200,000. This self-definition is more prevalent among White than Black Americans, especially
at the lower end of the income distribution (Reeves et al, 2018).
Some estimates define up to 60 percent of the American population as middleclass. Using a cultural definition, all those who share the aspirations of the middle-class can
claim they are members of it. Looking at membership through the lens of educational
boundaries, only those with bachelor’s degrees or higher can claim middle-class status. Income
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measures place middle-class salaries from about $42,000 to $126,000, although some estimates
go as low as $30,000 and as high as $200,000. Most definitions agree, however, that having a
bachelor’s degree positions a person in the middle-class, regardless of other measures. My
participants’ responses adhere closely to all three of these definitions. Their aspirations track
closely to those named in the Commerce Department’s report, their wished for and attained
salaries fell within the $40,000 - $126,000 range, and they looked at their bachelor’s degrees or
aspirations to complete bachelor’s degrees as the cultural capital that would enable them to cross
the working-class/middle-class threshold.
Involvement with the criminal justice system also defines class in the United
States. People who spend time in are concentrated in the zip codes with the lowest per capita
incomes (Western, forthcoming). Having limited financial means puts a person at higher risk of
prison time. The American courts largely rely on money bail to determine who remains free
before trial and who awaits their court date in prison. The majority of people in jails are there
because they are unable to pay even the smallest bail amounts (Rabuy and Kopf, 2016; Dobbie et
al, 2018; Rose, 2013). A person who awaits trial in jail, as opposed to in the community, is
much more likely to be sentenced to prison, all other factors remaining constant (Dobbie et al,
2018; Lowenkamp et al, 2013). Because bail is a cash system, people who live in poverty and
those in the working class are the least likely to be able to remain free before trial. People
coming from these backgrounds have fewer resources from which to raise funds. For example, a
home loan or a line of credit (Dobbie et al, 2018).
Being arrested has also become more expensive over time. One a person is arrested, the
costs of their involvement in the criminal justice system pile up. This creates the circumstances
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in which contact with the system begins to produce class. Jail time reduces current income by
preventing people from working, and fines and fees reduce future income by creating debt
burdens. While in jail or prison, people will have few opportunities to advance their education
(as will be discussed in the next section) cutting off the other remaining avenue to maintain their
membership in or rise to the middle class. Criminal justice agencies from police to parole in the
United States increasingly rely on fines and fees charged to those under their supervision to
manage their budgets. People held in jails may end up receiving a bill for their stay behind bars,
people processed through courts can be charged for the time their case takes up, and those on
parole supervision pay fees to their parole agents (Rabuy and Kopf, 2016; Harris et al,
2010). People without the means to pay may be subject to additional sanctions.
In addition to income, educational attainment shapes who goes to prison. The most useful
research for understanding this comes from Bruce Western and Becky Pettit. In 2008, they
estimated that less than one percent of people in the United States were incarcerated. But the
distribution of prison time was skewed towards people with lower levels of education and people
of color. Prison terms are most common among young men without high school credentials
(Western and Pettit, 2010). Having a high school diploma makes incarceration less likely.
Having a college degree makes it rare. In 2008, one third of young Black men without a high
school credential were in prison, as were about 12 percent of White and 7 percent of Latinx high
school drop outs. Among those that held high school credentials, the rates were lower: 10 percent
for Black men, two percent for White men, and three percent for Latinx men. Among those with
college credentials, the rates were still lower: about three percent for Black men, one percent
for Latinx men, and less than one percent for White men. Compared to 1980, these rates
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represented serious increases among all but the college degree holders. But across all income and
class statuses, Black men are much more likely to go to prison than any other group (Chetty et al,
2018).
After prison, unemployment is common. Joblessness rates reach 27 percent among all
formerly incarcerated people (Couloute and Kopf, 2018). This is higher than the unemployment
rate recorded during the Great Depression (Couloute and Kopf, 2018). Unemployment is highest
among women and is stratified by race. Among formerly incarcerated Black women without a
high school credential, unemployment reaches 60 percent (Couloute, 2018). Employment
increases in the years after release, but the impact of prison on earnings remains as time
passes. Incarceration reduces wages and annual earnings for those who go to prison, as well
as number of weeks worked per year. Among men who had served prison terms, wages are
reduced by 11 percent after incarceration and the number of weeks worked per year drops by
about nine, as a result, total annual earnings for people who serve prison terms drop by 40
percent (Western, and Pettit, 2010). Time lost to prison also means lost earnings during
separation from the workforce. Men who spend time in prison lose the equivalent of $179,000 in
earnings by the time they are 48 years old (Western, and Pettit, 2010).
People struggle to find work after prison. All people leaving prison face discrimination
from employers, but Black men find themselves the most marginalized. Devah
Pager’s (2003) examination of hiring decisions by employers showed that among four groups of
candidates with and without criminal records, all White candidates were significantly more likely
to receive a call back from an employer than any Black applicant with all employment
qualifications held constant. White applicants with criminal records were more likely to be called
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back than Black candidates with none – revealing a significant bias against Black job applicants
without a criminal history (Pager, 2007). Even in good economic times, people with criminal
records find employment precarious. People coming out of prison are the last group of potential
workers to join in the gains of an accelerating economy. During contractions, they are often the
first to lose their foothold in the mainstream economy (D’Alessio et al, 2014).
Prisons are engines of downward class mobility. Once involved in the system, a person is
excluded from wide range of opportunities to change those circumstances that put him or her at
risk in the first place. Criminal background checks and exclusionary policies bar people with
criminal records from housing, employment, and higher education (U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, 2019; Custer, 2016; Stewart and Uggen, 2019). These exclusions create the
circumstances for cycling in and out of prison at worst and marginal employment at best
(Western and Pettit, 2010; Wacquant, 2001; Western, 2018). This results in a stacking effect in
which race-based and class-based educational marginalization lead to prison time which leads to
further economic marginalization. The cumulative effect is a limitation on the economic mobility
of people with criminal records that is concentrated among people of color. Prisons produce the
circumstances of poverty at worst and the working class at best. These disadvantages are passed
on to children (Wildeman, 2009; Wildeman et al, 2018).
Whether looked at from the perspective of income levels or educational attainment, being
in poverty or the working-class makes it more likely that a person will do time in prison. As will
be discussed in the next section, people who go to prison are far less likely to earn a college
degree than those who do not. Less than five percent of people in prison have college credentials,
as compared to more than a third of people who are not in prison (Couloute, 2018). After prison,
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this rate of degree attainment rises to only six percent over time. Once in prison, their status in
these classes is reinforced by the stigma of a criminal conviction. Criminal justice contact, and
prison especially, is concentrated among those on the lower end of the class hierarchy, making
the reverse also true: being middle-class or wealthy is marked by freedom from the
interruption in education and earnings of a prison term.

The Intersection of Education, Class, and Prison
Incarceration and education are deeply entwined in the United States. While the many
institutions that make up the education system and the criminal justice system each operate
independently to achieve goals set by state or federal legislatures and governing bodies, their
actions coalesce to produce a shared result: that people with low levels of education go to prison
and once there, their opportunities to further their educations are reduced. Nearly all of the 700
percent increase in prison populations can be explained by the pervasive incarceration of men of
color with low levels of education (Western and Pettit, 2010; Travis et al, 2014). Even among
White people, incarceration is concentrated among those without high school credentials
(Western and Pettit, 2010; Travis et al, 2014). The men and women in our prisons are the
children of the poor and the working class. This section will describe the education and
incarceration policies and practices that combine to limit education opportunity to those in prison
and after.
The tax codes that fund American primary and secondary schools concentrate resources
within the school districts where wealthier people reside. American schools are funded primary
from property taxes (Leachman et al, 2018). Higher property values produce higher tax revenues
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and better funded schools. Schools in poor and working-class communities have fewer resources
with which to teach their students. Race plays a role as well. Legacies of racial discrimination in
housing – the pervasive use of redlining to lower the value of properties in Black communities
- have created a patchwork of segregated school districts across the country that rely on these
reduced property taxes to survive (Leachman et al, 2018; Rothstein, 2017; Mitchell and Franco,
2018). The children that enroll within these schools underperform their wealthier neighbors on
standardized test scores (Fahle et al, 2020). Qualitative studies of these schools show them to be
poor academic environments with outdated and crumbling facilities, too few materials (from
textbooks to desks), and chaotic environments in which rule-breaking and violence can
flourish (Kozol, 2006). The drop-out rates in these schools far surpass those in middle-class
communities (Chapman et al, 2011). Fewer of those who do graduate go on to college (National
Center for Education Statistics, 2019a).
Within schools, academic assessments are stratified by class, race, and gender. White
children score higher on academic assessments than children of color and girls score higher than
boys (Farkas and Beron, 2004; Hart and Risley, 1999; DiPrete and Jennings, 2012; Lee and
Burkham, 2002). Scholastic performance is also stratified by class. Children from poor
of working-class households achieve at lower levels than those from middle-class or wealthy
households (Lee and Burkham, 2002). These differences start to emerge well before school age.
By the time a child is two years old, their vocabulary will have been developed according to the
class to which they belong (Farkas and Beron, 2004; Hart and Risley, 1999). Differences in
vocabulary predict differences in school performance. Young children learn through language
because they are not yet literate. A larger vocabulary prepares them better for verbally
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based learning in school. When children enter school a few years later, these gaps
will be solidified, and they will persist over the primary school years. Higher class children
outperforming lower class children, White children outperforming children of color, and girls
outperforming boys.
Parents of color and poor and working-class parents have been blamed over the years for
their children’s underperformance in school (Domina, 2005; Lareau, 2002; Dumais et al,
2012; Entwistle et al, 2000; Hanuschek, 2002; Ogbu, 2003). Their lack of investment in
education, policymakers have claimed, is the reason for differences school outcomes across
communities (Entwistle et al, 2000). But another look at the performance of children of color
shows that during the 40-year period of school desegregation that followed the Brown
v. the Board of Education ruling in 1954, the gaps in assessment scores between White children
and children of color narrowed. In the early 1990s, researchers recorded the smallest
achievement gap on record (Loveless, 1999). As the 1990s wore on, however, schools moved
into a new period of segregation and assessment scores again began to diverge (Entwistle et al,
2000; Kozol, 2006). Qualitative studies of the families in these school districts have shown
mixed results. Families of color report strong investment in the education of their children, but
often have limited knowledge and skills with which to aid their children in enhancing their
performance in school (e.g., study skills) (Delpit, 2006; DiPrete and Jennings, 2012; Farkas
and Beron, 2004; Ferguson, 2000; Morris, 2008; Mateu-Gelabert and Howard, 2007; Harris,
2006; Downey et al, 2004; Carter, 2003). Working class and poor White families show less
investment in their children’s schooling (Morris, 2008).
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At the end of secondary school, children either graduate and join the workforce or go on
to postsecondary study. The ability to pay for college plays a role in which type of institution a
student enrolls. Those who grew up in poverty or the working-class are more likely to enroll in
community college (Fry and Cilluffo, 2019). The rise in college costs has outpaced that of needbased financial aid meant to make up the gap between students qualified for postsecondary study
who have the means to pay for college and those without (Protopsaltis and Parrott, 2017). The
primary need-based financial aid program in the United States is the Pell grant, named for
Senator Claiborn Pell of Rhode Island who led the effort to reform the Basic Education
Opportunity Grants established in 1965 by the Higher Education Act and to replace them
with the scaled grant program we still have today (Protopsaltis and Parrott, 2017).
The purchasing power of a Pell grant has declined substantially since they were
established in 1972 (Protopsaltis and Parrott, 2017). Today, the only institutions for which Pell
grants cover the full cost are community colleges, which offer certificates and associates degrees,
but do not offer bachelor’s degrees. This limits the class mobility potential of need-based
financial aid. Students who come from the lower classes and enter college only with the aid of
these programs rely on support that steers them towards credentials that will raise their wages,
but not their class status. Without a bachelor’s degree, these students will rise to the working
class, at best. The options available to students who want to pursue bachelor’s degrees are
federal loans, discretionary aid from colleges, and states financial aid programs (Hobby et al,
2019; Protopsaltis and Parrott, 2017). Unlike federal student aid, state aid is limited and can run
out before all students are served. Loans must be repaid with interest.
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About 60 percent of the two-thirds of students who start school will complete a
bachelor’s degree within six years (Karen and Dougherty, 2005; Karen, 2011; National Center
for Education Statistics, 2019b). Students who start at community colleges and transfer to
baccalaureate institutions take as many as four and a half years longer to complete their degrees
than those who start and finish their bachelor’s degree at one school (Monaghan and Attewell,
2015; Attewell and Lavin, 2007). State and federal financial aid is limited in duration. Those that
take longer to finish degrees may see financial aid expire, requiring them to take out more loans
or pay out of pocket (Protopsaltis and Parrott, 2017). Longer times to degree also reduce the
number of working years a person has with their credential in hand, lowering overall lifetime
earnings (Witteveen and Attewell, 2019).
Lifetime earnings are also stratified by race, gender, and college type. Those colleges that
are among the most elite in the United States (e.g., the Ivy League) secure higher incomes for
their graduates than less elite institutions (e.g., most public colleges) (Karen, 2011; Thomas and
Zhang, 2005; Dale and Krueger, 2015; Karabel, 2005). Men earn more than women with college
degrees, despite the fact that more women today graduate with bachelor’s degrees than men
(Autor and Wasserman, 2012; Mickelson, 1989; Morris, 2008; Attewell and Lavin, 2007). White
people earn more than people of color, holding education credentials constant (Dale and
Kreuger, 2014). Despite these disparities, a college degree accrues substantial benefits to its
holder. Bachelor’s degree holders earn on average $1 million more than those with lower levels
of education across their lifetime (Carnevale et al, 2015). They also enjoy better health,
economic security, and longer lifespans (Sasson and Hayward, 2019; The Pew Charitable Trusts,
2012).
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For the students who leave high school without a diploma, the outlook is more bleak. The
people who poured into American prisons from the 1970s onward were overwhelming Black
and Latinx men who left high school without a diploma (Travis et al, 2014). The living wage
jobs that had sustained the communities from which these men came in prior generations moved
overseas with the globalization of the American economy in the 1970s, leaving few economic
opportunities to those living in inner cities (Western, 2007). As the decades wore on, high school
and then postsecondary credentials became increasingly necessary to secure any job (Carnavale,
2011; Carnavale et al, 2013; Carnevale et al, 2015). Without work or the means to pursue
further education, prison became an increasingly common part of these men’s lives: today, one
on three Black men who left high school without a degree is in prison (Western and Pettit,
2010).
Once in prison, education opportunities often end with high school attainment. Since
people in prison were banned from receiving Pell grants in 1994, opportunities for postsecondary
study has been extremely limited for incarcerated people. The total number of college programs
in prison dropped from over 300 in 1993 to just 12 in 1995 (Tewksbury et al, 1996). Colleges
that continued to operate in prison after the ban did so with small cohorts of students and
philanthropic support (Erisman and Contardo, 2005). Not all offered college credit or
degrees (Erisman and Contardo, 2005). A few negotiated contracts with their state corrections
agency or secured funding through their state’s application for Workforce Innovation
Opportunity Act funds to continue teaching, typically offering certificates or associates degrees
in career-technical fields aimed at job training (Gorgol and Sponslor, 2011; Davis et al, 2014).
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College going is relatively rare among people who go to prison. Only about 6 percent of
people in prison have participated in education beyond high school, about 1/5th the rate in the
U.S. household population (Rampey et al, 2016). Looking at people who have already left
prison, eight times fewer attain college credentials as compared to those who never go to prison
(Couloute, 2018). Despite these low rates of attendance, incarcerated people report a high level
of interest in enrolling in college. In the most recent nationally representative survey of people in
prison, 70 percent indicated interest in education programs, and 83 percent of those wanted to
enroll in postsecondary education (Rampey et al, 2016). Taken at face value, these findings
suggest that over 870,000 people would enroll in postsecondary education during their prison
terms if given the chance. Colleges have been inconsistent in their efforts to meet this interest.
Colleges do not regularly enroll students while they are still incarcerated, nor have they
encouraged people to enroll after prison. Lack of funding accounts for the scarcity of programs
inside, but people regain their eligibility for state and federal financial aid once they leave
prison. Looking at their admissions practices, colleges do not seem eager to enroll these
interested students. More than two-thirds of colleges in the United States ask students to provide
information about criminal records as part of their application process (Stewart and Uggen,
2019). Asking for this information has been shown to have a “chilling effect” on applicants.
Many abandon applications when they reach this question, leaving them un-submitted (Center
for Community Alternatives, 2015). Applicants who report criminal records are more likely to be
rejected by the college (Stewart and Uggen, 2019). Although colleges ask for this
information, crime on campus has not been shown to arise from students who have previous
convictions (Center for Community Alternatives, 2010).
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While independent of each other, the practices of the primary, secondary, and
postsecondary education systems and the criminal justice system coalesce to make unlikely the
attainment of a bachelor’s degree by people born into poverty or the working class. They
combine to create what Pierre Bourdieu termed an affinity of hierarchies. Each institution
functions independently but the sum of their actions overlaps to produce a collaborative result. In
this instance, class reproduction. This is the context that shaped the experiences of my
participants. Excluding incarcerated people from college education, however, is not currently an
explicit goal of either institution. Instead, it’s a biproduct of other policies related to American
criminal justice ideology over the last 50 years. The next section will discuss the criminal justice
policy context and prison experience and their effect on the experiences of people in prison.

Corrections Ideology and Isolation in Prison
The foregoing would suggest that college is out of place in prison because of its potential
to increase a person’s earnings and secure their status in the middle class. Prison, it would seem,
is oriented toward downward rather than upward mobility. However, despite the frequency with
which I and other authors refer to a “criminal justice system,” institutional logic is only visible in
a zoomed out aggregate view of the 2,000 prisons, 3,000 jails, and myriad courts and police
departments across the country (Sawyer and Wagner, 2020). In truth, all of these are autonomous
or semi-autonomous institutions that operate according to the directives of the leadership and the
attitudes of the staff. There is no unified prison policy or corrections strategy that every prison in
this country follows. Even within states, each prison’s culture varies considerably. In this
context, college programs found footholds in individual prisons even after the Pell ban in 1994.
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Where they could secure funding and an enterprising college staff member felt compelled, they
developed programs for people in prison. Individual wardens gave them classroom space, as they
do many other volunteer –led programs that ask for permission to work with incarcerated
people. But as the 1990s passed into the 2000s, college programs gained prominence because of
a larger shift in corrections ideology that began to take root across the country.
Since the early 2000s, programming offered in prisons has been increasingly focused on
programs that can be demonstrated to reduce recidivism. This is emblematic of the present
evidence-based era of corrections policy in the United States. Understanding the present day
relies on a look at the past. At mid-century, the rehabilitative ideal positioned incarcerated people
as in need of treatment and reform and prioritized therapeutic programs, integration into the
community, and education (Cullen, 2016). Starting in the 1970s, the public and political call for
"tough on crime” policies and practices grew out of a combination of forces. This included the
perceived failure of the rehabilitative paradigm as crime rose precipitously in the 1970s. It also
drew on a new political rhetoric that linked civil rights activism led by Black Americans with
street crime and stoked the fears of declining social order among White Americans (Western,
2007; Delaney et al, 2018; Martinson, 1974). These attitudes contributed to zero tolerance crime
policy and public hysteria over crime and public health crises in America’s inner-cities, most
notably the crack cocaine epidemic in the 1980s and 1990s (Alexander, 2010). The policies of
this period were supported by an ideology of retribution, incapacitation, and deterrence (Travis et
al, 2014).
“Tough on crime” soon became mass incarceration. After rising 700 percent in 40 years,
the number of people in U.S. jails and prisons peaked in 2010 at 2.2 million, from which it has
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declined only slightly in the last 10 years (Travis et al, 2014; Kang-Brown et al, 2019). Mass
incarceration is about more than numbers of people in prison. The term also captures a system of
exclusion that operates across multiple institutions to deny people with criminal records access to
goods and services. In addition to people behind bars, there are hundreds of thousands of people
on community supervision, and more than 100 million people who carry criminal convictions
(Travis et al, 2014; Tonry, 2017; Rodriguez and Emsellem, 2011). Today there are hundreds of
thousands of statutory and regulatory restrictions on people with criminal convictions in areas of
housing, access to college, and employment (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 2019). With so
many people carrying criminal records today, the stigma associated with them has
drawn boundaries around huge numbers of people, dividing and categorizing them in ways that
shape their current circumstances and their future opportunities.
The sheer number of people that were concentrated in prison by the 1990s led to a shift in
the ideology of corrections practice. From rehabilitation, corrections agencies turned to
managerial approaches or, as some have called it, warehousing (Wacquant, 2001). During the
1980s and 1990s prisons became increasingly punitive in their internal practices in large and
small ways. For example, people in prison were limited to fewer possessions and visits with
family and prisons were made harsher and less comfortable by removing existing air
conditioning units and reducing the number of meals (Delaney et al, 2018). The use of solitary
confinement increased and the supermax prison was born (Gibbons and Katzenbach,
2011; Wacquant, 2001). People in prison saw their rights to petition the courts for relief on
8th Amendment claims curtailed through the Prisoner Litigation Reform Act and college
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programs cut by the Pell ban contained in the 1994 Violent Crime and Law Enforcement Act
(Gibbons and Katzenbach, 2011).
While this acceleration of arrests and prosecutions was carried out under the banner of
crime control, incarceration at this scale has only led to a small reduction in crime rates (Travis
et al, 2014). Since the 1990s, crime has been declining and today, for reasons other than
pervasive incarceration, many communities across the country are safer than they have been in
decades (Zimring, 2007; Blumstein and Wallman, 2006; Grawert and Kimble, 2019). After
peaking in the early 1990s, the crime rate in 2019 was lower than in any year since World War II
(Jacobson, 2005; James, 2018). But the policies put in place in the 1990s are not as easy to undo
as they were to enact. If prison populations continue to decline at their present rate, our prisons
will take 150 years to return to their pre-1970s levels (Kang-Brown et al, 2018). With concerns
about crime waning and two recessions that hit in 2001 and 2008 destabilizing state budgets,
corrections agencies and policymakers began to revisit the ideology that had led the United
States to the era of mass incarceration. From this emerged the evidence-based paradigm and its
focus on recidivism reduction.
Statistically, 77 percent of people released from prison will be arrested within 5 years and
55 percent will return to prison (Alper et al, 2018; Durose et al, 2014). By the early
2000s, people returning to prison accounted for 78 percent of bed usage in prisons (Rhodes et al,
2016). This stacking of populations led to unsustainably overcrowded prison facilities in many
states (Bronson and Carson, 2019). Corrections agencies with help from researchers, began to
look for ways to cut this cycle of recidivism and to prevent people from returning to prison after
their release. Looking at the population of people in prison and their returns to prison, predictive
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factors emerged about the circumstances and mentality of individual people (Andrews and
Bonta, 2006; Taxman et al, 2014; Hannah-Moffat, 2004; Starr, 2014; Cohen et al, 2016).
Researchers turned these statistical findings into tools that promised to predict the risk of
recidivism for person in a prison’s custody (Taxman et al, 2014; LeVigne and Bieler, 2014).
These practices supported a larger turn within corrections policy in which recidivism reduction
became the single most important goal of corrections practice (Gottshalk, 2015; Subramanian,
2010; Chung, 2017; LeVigne and Bieler, 2014).
This shift to evidence-based practice relates back to the programming available to people
in prison. Programs that can be shown to reduce recidivism get priority on classroom space and
staff resources in prison because they help the corrections agency to meet their agency goals to
reduce future returns to prison (Duwe, 2017; LeVigne and Bieler, 2014). College is one of these
programs: it has been shown to reduce recidivism among enrollees by up to 48 percent (Davis et
al, 2013; Bozick et al, 2018). Fitting into the evidence-based paradigm is crucial for a program to
maintain its claim to time and space to work with incarcerated people. This often means that the
programs that are offered are focused on addressing identified “criminogenic” needs among
people in prison, for example: drug treatment and programs that are designed to disrupt habitual
thinking patterns, such as cognitive behavioral therapy (Taxman et al, 2014). These programs
have been shown to reduce recidivism, but like the jobs available inside, they have little
correlation to the kinds of activities in which people who are not in prison spend their
time. Corrections’ focus on insular programs that are created for incarcerated people and
available only to them, contribute to prison becoming an increasingly insolating experience.
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Prison life is disconnected from the community by design. Forced separation
from society is the defining feature of incarceration. The isolation of prison results in a social life
inside that has few points of connection with social life outside of prison. At the same time, in
the United States, punishment is measured in time. A prison sentence and its severity are
measured in years: less severe crimes are punished with fewer years, more severe crimes with
more years. The combination of isolation and time-based punishment shape an experience in
which time follows two tracks: prison time and community time (Jamieson and Grounds,
2005). The isolation of prison social environments, that which makes them “total
institutions,” creates the circumstances in which these differing experiences of time
flourish (Goffman, 1962). Prison’s rhythms take over incarcerated people’s connections to the
outside world and reshape their routines (Jamieson and Grounds, 2005).
The experience of time is socially constructed and can vary by experience and by person
(Flaherty, 2011). When people leave prison, they return to a world that has inevitably
changed while they were away. Whether time spent in prison passes slowly or quickly, people
spend their time engaged in social life that is very different from life outside of prison. This
insularity effects not just how people act, but who they believe themselves to be. People go
through changes to their sense of identity when they enter prison. The process of entering prison
moves people through a ceremonial casting-off of older identities and the taking on of a new
prison-based identity (Harvey, 2005). Once inside, a new prison-based mindset takes shape. The
primary example of this is the “inmate code:” a sense of anti-authoritarian solidarity among
incarcerated people that positions the identify of incarcerated people as in opposition to prison
rules and officers (Sykes, 1958; Irwin, 1970; Crewe, 2005; Irwin and Owen, 2005).2
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Once adjusted to prison life, this mindset that can be extremely difficult to leave behind.
Psychologist Craig Haney refers to these shifts in cognitive patterns and personal habits as
“prisonization” (Haney, 2002; Haney 2006; Travis et al, 2014). This is a condition in which
incarcerated people adopt behaviors and values associated with prison life in an effort to cope
with the daily requirements of life behind bars. Those who suffer from it may develop routinized
behaviors designed to ensure their physical safety, internalize prison social norms related to
physical distances and eye contact, or react with extreme violence to minor insults (Travis et al,
2014). The effects of this condition run deep. People experience a loss of autonomy that is so
pervasive that it may extend to simple things like feeling empowered to open or close doors even
after they are released from prison (Irwin, 1970; Travis et al, 2014).
People leaving prison are confronted with the norms of their communities and the
irrelevance of the coping strategies they developed to manage their lives in prison. This leaves
them struggling to make sense of who they are. In a thorough qualitative study of 122 people in
Massachusetts, Bruce Western sought to shed light on the experiences of people in the first year
after release from prison (Western, 2018). Echoing research conducted nearly half a century
earlier by John Irwin, Western’s participants described feeling shame and fear as they struggled
to navigate public transportation and engage in routine social interactions in shops and at
government agencies (Western, 2018; Irwin, 1970). Some developed coping mechanisms that
mirrored daily life in prison to maintain continuity in their experiences (i.e., closing themselves
in their bedrooms from a certain time at night until the next morning to simulate “lock-in”)
(Western, 2018).
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This social disconnect is exacerbated by a lack of activities inside prison that hold
meaning among people outside prison, particularly in relation to work and education. Many
people in prison hold jobs during their incarceration, but since the 1970s these jobs have
increasingly related to prison facility upkeep (Delaney et al, 2018, Travis et al, 2014; Sawyer,
2017). These include custodial work and work in industries that have receded in the American
economy, such as in the garment industry (Sawyer, 2017). Wages earned in prison are also so
low that incarcerated people are unable to save for the costs of living in the free world, despite
sometimes having worked decades in prison jobs (Sawyer, 2017). Where opportunities exist for
incarcerated people to engage in skilled labor, such as producing furniture for government office
buildings or metalworks for state parks, their work experiences rarely translate to the equivalent
high-paying jobs in the community where certifications and union membership control
access (Slivinski, 2016). Only in recent years have departments of corrections moved towards
offering industry-relevant credentials in prison for the kinds of jobs that will be available to
people after they are released (Hecker and Kuehn, 2019; Davis et al, 2013; Bozick et al, 2018).
In many places educational and vocational training in prison remains out of synch with
the credentials employers seek in their hires (Solomon et al, 2004; Lawrence et al, 2002; Annie
E. Casey Foundation, 2016). Without a clear mechanism for translating the meaning of education
completed in prison to opportunities available outside of prison, years of experience and training
may be overlooked by employers.
The effect of this disconnection connection to community time is profound. People who
leave prison feel as if time has been taken from them, as if surgically removed from their
lifespans (Jewkes, 2005). They describe unexpectedly foreshortened life expectations, as if death
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is now 10 or 20 years closer than anticipated (Jamieson and Grounds, 2005; Jewkes,
2005).1 These factors combine to create an experience of being out of synch with or losing
synchrony with the world (Jamieson and Grounds, 2005). People who serve time have limited or
no engagement in activities that hold meaning outside of the prison environment (Gibbens and
Katzenbach, 2006; Delaney et al 2018). Because they seek to speed the experience of time
passing in order to arrive at their release date sooner, people in prison do not experience the
isolation of prison as stasis (Jamieson and Grounds, 2005). Time passes, but in an alternate
reality. When people leave prison, they find they are out of step with the world. This loss of
synchrony with the world is built on the irrelevance of prison experience to life outside. Once a
person leaves prison, time spent behind bars becomes lost time.
The evidence-based approach to corrections brings with it the possibility of a more
community-connected prison experience. The full impact of the current pandemic-related
economic downturn is yet to be seen, but if it follows the pattern of the last two recessions (2001
and 2008), further decarceration and a stronger commitment to evidence-based practices among
corrections leaders will result. Before the pandemic, support was growing among conservatives,
law enforcement, and the business community for industry-relevant or community-recognized
education programs and job training in prison. This arises from the evidence-based approach to
corrections practice and its emphasis on recidivism reduction. College programs that prepare
people for employment meet this criterion. But, as my participants told me, they also do much
more. They contradict the class producing effects of prison and open new possibilities to those
who enroll. These programs have the potential to more firmly connect prison time to life
outside.
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Living the Paradox: Experiences of College and Prison
The evidence-based paradigm has paved the way for college to reach its current high
level of availability in prison and has positioned it for broad expansion in the coming years.
Indeed, recidivism outcomes among participants have eclipsed all other measures in the
discourse of these programs. The most influential research in this field is a set of meta-analyses
conducted by the RAND Corporation on recidivism outcomes for people who participate in
education programs in prison (Davis et al, 2013; Bozick et al, 2018). Compiling 30 and 35 years
of research, respectively, these two meta-analyses found that students in these programs are 43
and 48 percent less likely to return to prison than those who do not participate in any educational
programming (Davis et al, 2013; Bozick et al, 2018). This section discusses the literature on
college in prison programs.
Studies of implementation have found that for those who make it into college classrooms
in prison, delays and barriers to persisting in college are significant. Completion of any
credential can take a considerable about of time and dedication as students may not be able to
attend full-time (Delaney et al, 2016; Delaney et al, 2019). Routine prison operations, such as
unscheduled transfers of a student to another facility or lockdowns as a result of security
concerns also interfere with progress. Still, some students do succeed. Some complete programs
in prison, earning certificates, associate degrees, and bachelor's degrees behind bars (Delaney et
al, 2016; Delaney and Montagnet, 2020). Many first-person accounts from faculty who teach in
programs in prison include praise for the academic abilities and focus of their students in prison
(e.g., Mercer, 2015).
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Although they are higher education programs, college in prison programs remain largely
untouched by researchers examining common education outcomes. Levels of achievement, while
discussed anecdotally by faculty who teach in these programs, have not been examined in the
aggregate. Drawing on the scholarship on student persistence in higher education institutions in
the free world, Owens and Volkwein (2002) surveyed 274 students in nine correctional
institutions on self-assessment of student educational outcomes and intent to persist in college
programs. They found that learning environment, faculty effectiveness, and self-assessed
educational outcomes all significantly impacted intent to persist. They also found that younger
students were more motivated to persist, as were those with higher self-assessments of their
educational outcomes. The researchers note the similarities in their findings to research on
students at traditional college campuses.
Degree completion, another common dimension by which postsecondary education is
examined has been given only a cursory examination. In 1975, Hinck studied completers and
non-completers of a prison-based three-year college program at two prisons in Illinois. He found
no significant predictors among a wide range of demographic and background characteristics
(Hinck, 1975). What he did find to significantly predict program completion was the frequency
of contact with friends and family during incarceration. Those who received more letters and
visits were more likely to complete. In 2004, Rose found similar factors predicted college
enrollment, this time among women prisoners. Using data from the BJS Survey of Inmates in
State Correctional Facilities in 1979, 1991 and 1997, Rose found that women who had been
visited by family or children during their incarceration were significantly more likely to enroll in
educational programs in prison (Rose, 2004).
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Amidst the resurgence in support for these programs, other fundamental questions about
who enrolls and why have gone unanswered. College programs that teach in prison do not
regularly report the demographics of their students, nor is there a national survey that captures
this information. Kim and Clark (2013) found that those who enrolled in a college program
tended to be admitted to prison at younger ages, to have been employed prior to incarceration, to
have served in the military, to have less extensive criminal histories, and to have received longer
sentences for their current convictions. Delaney and Smith (2018) determined that assessed
literacy and numeracy scores better predicted expressed interest in education programs than did
educational attainment, race, gender, or age. With no randomized controlled trials among the
studies of college in prison, motivation remains an uncertain force within the findings on
recidivism and other outcomes within this literature (Davis et al, 2013; Bozick et al, 2018).
The qualitative literature frames college as a site of paradoxical experiences among
people in prison or those who enroll after release. Incarcerated and formerly college students
embody two seemingly contradictory identities. Emblematic of this are the structural barriers
imposed on those who attempt to attend college while incarcerated (e.g., the removal of public
funding) or afterwards (e.g., the inclusion of conviction histories in application requirements)
(Custer, 2016; Evans et al, 2019; Stewart and Uggen, 2019). But some people do attend college
during a prison term or after release. Their experiences illustrate the logic of exclusion that links
the fields of incarceration, race, and education. These people often feel the paradox of their
experience, describing enrolling in college and having a criminal record as an experience of
embodying two identities that are mutually exclusive.
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The impact of policies of exclusion reach the individual and shape their senses of self.
Large-scale quantitative research suggests in general, compared to similarly academically
prepared peers, those who are arrested before completing high school are less likely to ever
enroll in a 4-year college. Taking these findings as evidence of labeling theory, criminologist
Alex Widdowson and colleagues suggest that those who experience arrest may not move on to
college because of this perceived conflict between two mutually exclusive possible future selves
(Widdowson et al, 2016: 640). Woven through the qualitative literature are discussions of
identity, changing peer and social networks, and feelings of connection and disconnection with
society at large. Many of the studies include people who are struggling to resolve tension
between two identities: the college-going and the non-college going former self. Some frame this
as a perpetual negotiation that will never be resolved, describing themselves as “works in
progress” (Halkovic et al, 2013).
These students also described a belief that possessing a college credential effectively
communicates an alternative story about its holder: while they may have spent time in prison,
they are also hard workers and determined to succeed (Halkovic et al, 2013). For those that do
attend college either in prison or after, their enrollment can support the establishment of a new or
reclaimed identity that is different from their prison identity. Lindsey Runnel (2015) found that
some students described college as a starting point for a new identity, while others framed it as
consistent with earlier conceptions of who they believed themselves to be (Runnel, 2017). In
both instances, college provided an opportunity to make this emergent identity real through
action. Those that saw college going as consistent with their lives before prison came from
middle class backgrounds and identified as White.
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Some students seek to fuse their past and present identities (Runnel, 2017; Davis and
Tolbert, 2019; Halkovic et al, 2013). In doing so, they challenge the duality of their life
experiences, contending that they can be both a college student and a person who has been to
prison. Student see themselves as examples of the capacity of people convicted of crimes to
change (Livingston and Miller, 2014). Some students believe corrections agencies recognize the
personal change college attendance represents and support their efforts to enroll (Potts and
Palmer, 2014). However, other students describe probation and parole requirements (such as
curfews, employment requirements, and requirements not to socialize with other known felons)
as structural barriers to fully engaging in education (Halkovic et al, 2013).
Formerly incarcerated people find their current and former social networks are influential
in their ability to establish their college-going identity. This points to the reflexive nature of
identity formation (Mead, 1934). Students who return to disadvantaged neighborhoods reenter
peer groups and social networks in which college attendance is uncommon, creating tension
between past and present identities that can at times erupt in violence (Livingston and Miller,
2014). Yet students also have doubts about their ability to assimilate into the college community
for academic and social reasons (Runnel, 2017). These students may suffer from what
Psychologists Alexis Halkovic and Andrew Corey Greene call invisible stigma, or the sense that
they would be discriminated against if they disclosed their disclosed their criminal history to
peers or professors (Halkovic and Greene, 2015). In this and other research, students described
being told or suspecting that they had been declined for jobs or interviews due to their criminal
histories (Halkovic et al, 2013; Runnel, 2017; Owens, 2009).
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Formerly incarcerated students describe changed relationships to the larger society. This
they accomplish through “developing an awareness that stigmatized identity is rooted in
structures, rather than individual characteristics” (Halkovic and Greene, 2015). As students
experience these shifts in their relationships to their pasts, they set goals for the future that
sometimes encompass broadscale social changes such as ending the cycle of incarceration in
their communities. Students across the research described wanting to give back to their
communities following incarceration (Halkovic and Greene, 2015; Halkovic et al, 2013; Potts
and Palmer, 2014; Livingston and Miller, 2014; Runnel, 2017; Sturm and Nixon, 2015). This
goal is manifest in the careers students choose, which tend towards the social service fields
(Halkovic and Greene, 2015; Halkovic et al, 2013).2
Students also set their sights on transforming the higher education institutions in which
they enroll. They see themselves as leaders who overcome the policy barriers to enrolling in
college after prison (Halkovic et al, 2013; Sturm and Nixon, 2015). They seek to serve as role
models and mentors to others who are leaving prison, encouraging them to enroll in college as
well (Halkovic et al, 2013; Sturm and Nixon, 2015; Digard and Smith, 2020). Rather than
seeking to hide their criminal histories, students challenge their faculty, classmates, and college
administrations to accept their pasts and value their contributions (Halkovic et al, 2013). They
push to change the policies of exclusion that limit people with criminal records from enrolling in
college in order to smooth the path for others who may follow.
This research informs the research questions I asked in this paper, as well as my
interpretation of my findings. Listening to my participants, I heard stories of transformation as
changes in class status and habitus. Comments about sharing knowledge and breaking down
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barriers, I interpreted as symbolic revolution. Common in this literature and what I present in the
chapters that follow is the sense that people who go to prison and to college carry paradoxical
identities. Their accomplishments challenge the reproduction of inequality that operates across
the fields of incarceration, race, and higher education. When they advocate to break down
barriers for others, their arguments are based on a belief that while their accomplishments are
unusual, they are not exceptional. Others now in prison could achieve the same if given the
opportunity to enroll. In my view, this rejection of exceptionalism is what makes their strategies
revolutionary. In seeking to transform higher education, these activities challenge the meaning
of a criminal record as the basis for exclusion from educational opportunity and the middle
class.
Summary
Getting the opportunity to enroll in college while in prison is rare in the United
States. Yet some people do get the chance. This project is an analysis of these rare experiences
and the meanings they hold for those that go through them. I offer the context above to paint the
backdrop to my participants experiences. I include this context because these themes weave in
and out of my participants stories. Placing my participants within their moment in history offers
insight into their circumstances when they enrolled and when we spoke. Their
circumstances shape the meanings they drew from their experience and shared with
me. Reviewing the literature on college in prison specifically, I offer a summary of what other
researchers have deemed relevant about this experience. The following chapters will show that
there is crossover in this qualitative literature with my findings here. This speaks to a common
experience among people who spend time in prison and enroll in college. But my theoretical
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approach and the conclusions I draw from this framing differ from these earlier studies. The next
section will discuss this theory and the methodology I followed to collect my data and interpret
my findings.
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CHAPTER 3: THEORY
In our conversations, my participants often discussed the ways in which they used what
they had learned about how to succeed in college to try to change the policies that had made their
success so hard-won. This focus on paying forward the benefits of their opportunities by
changing corrections or college policy or encouraging friends and family to go to school is
common in the published literature. I was not surprised to encounter it among my participants.
But when I considered this in relationship to the comments I heard about salaries my participants
hoped to earn, their aspirations to homeownership, their desire for rewarding careers and
leadership positions, and their talk of the “good life” involving leisure time and children who
themselves enroll in college, I began to see a pattern of class aspiration emerge from my
data. From this perspective, feeling and being perceived as changed by loved ones and
peers – what prior research tied to identity transformation - became in my view a realization of a
changed class status. This led me to revisit Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of class reproduction
and to explore his less well-known theory of social change.

Class Reproduction: Capitals and Habitus
Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of class reproduction takes economic stratification in society
and connects it to individual actions and choices (Bourdieu, 1979). Bourdieu theorizes the
stratified society as a series of fields. Fields are spaces in which individuals compete for position.
Fields are numerous, including academic disciplines, literature, economic markets, politics, and
more. Those that are dominant within a field are called incumbents, while those seeking to
unseat those in dominance or to change the rules or values that determine dominance are called
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insurgents. Where a person is positioned within a field depends on the capital they can mobilize
in the competition for dominance.
Three concepts to explain the way in which social stratification is reproduced across
generations: symbolic capital, cultural capital, and social capital (Bourdieu, 1979). Symbolic
capital is a system of belief that defines the goods that have value within a field. Cultural capital
describes the individual attributes of a person, their education and qualifications, experiences,
ways of thinking, and accumulated goods. The various value placed on each person’s cultural
capital depends on the symbolic capital of value in a given field. Finally, social capital describes
the sum total of the cultural capital held by all the people within a given person’s social network
that a person can bring to bear on an action in a field.
Each person has a mix of capital at their disposal, including economic capital. For
example, a person may have a high degree of control over symbolic capital due to their position
within a field while having very little economic capital. Bourdieu sees religious leaders who take
a vow of poverty as among those who have a monopoly on symbolic capital within that religion,
while having no economic capital at all (Bourdieu, 1979). Similarly, a person may have a high
degree of economic capital but very little cultural capital. There are numerous fictional and realworld stories about people who rise from poverty to wealth but do not gain the cultural capital
that defines their new field or social class along the way.
Bourdieu theorizes that everything from accent, to clothing choices, to furniture within
the home, to how a person spends their Sunday are connected to the social class into which a
person is born and raised. Bourdieu’s theory of habitus encompasses all this: the physical
embodiment of social class (Bourdieu, 1979). Habitus allows the social class structure and the
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economic stratification of society from which it arises to appear natural or taken for granted.
Economically limited circumstances are transformed into traditions or individual preferences.
Habitus is shaped not just by economic means, but also by the field in which a person is engaged.
As with cultural capital, some aspects of habitus have value in some fields while others may in
other fields.
The economy of symbolic goods and the way in which habitus hides economic
stratification by making it appear taken for granted or natural, enables those that are dominant
within a field appear more capable, successful, intelligent, and prepared to lead than those who
are subordinate (Bourdieu, 1979). An economy of symbolic goods is based on a system of belief.
In order to establish that a given activity or object has value as a symbolic good, actors must first
establish that there is a need for the good in the marketplace. To sell a symbolic good, there must
first be a market (system of belief) in which that good has value.
In some fields, a dominant group holds a monopoly over the economy of symbolic goods.
This group is called the corps. Bourdieu’s oft-used example is the catholic church, which
carefully polices the symbolic goods under its control. For example, only priests can give last
rites or administer the sacrament of communion (Bourdieu, 2017). To be a corps, rather than a
series of incumbents, the dominant group must be homogenous and must be “united by a
solidarity founded on the collective participation in the same symbolic capital” (Sapiro,
2018). This can be accomplished by social closure and the use of criteria for entry into the corps
that allow only those that share symbolic capital with the corps to join its ranks. The example
Bourdieu uses is the examination system that limits the students who can enter elite colleges in
France, referred to as the principle of numerus clausus, or closed number.
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When a person moves from his class status of origin to another class status, that person’s
habitus also changes. A person raised in one status who moves to another has what is called a
habitus clivé or split or cleft habitus (Bourdieu, 2017). This can result in a feeling of dislocation
or internal division – people with this habitus may feel torn between worlds. Bourdieu’s own life
experience bore this out, having been raised in a working class, rural family, he went on to great
success in academia, including rising to the chair of the sociology department at an elite college
(the Collège de France). While Bourdieu envisioned habitus clivé as a rare occurrence - he
believed habitus to be so durable that most retained their original habitus regardless of their
changed circumstances – those that study social mobility have found this experience to
be more common (Friedman, 2016; Ackers, 2019; Curl et al, 2018; Ingram and Abrahams,
2016).

Social Change: Symbolic Revolution
Bourdieu has supporters and critics. He is criticized as being too deterministic (Gartman,
2007). His most well-known theories of class reproduction that are described in Distinction: A
Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste do not include a mechanism for social change, but
social change is observed in the real world (Burawoy, 2018; Riley, 2017; King, 2000; Gartman,
2007; Alexander, 2001). His critics relegate his theory to the realm of specific as opposed to
grand (Burawoy, 2018; Riley, 2017). Even with these potential problems, his work has been used
to examine American education systems (DiMaggio, 1979; Swidler, 1986; Lareau, 2011). It
appears to remain relevant to the study of education as a mechanism of class reproduction in the
United States (Hamlin, 2019; Farkas, 2018). His supporters, however, note that he repeatedly
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and consistently referred in his writing and lectures to the development of a theory that accounts
for social change or revolution (Fowler, 2020).
Bourdieu sketched out this theory of change in two-years of lectures given from 19982000 at the Collège de France and an unpublished book manuscript dated to the 1980s. Both the
lectures and the book manuscript – prepared in part by Bourdieu’s wife Marie-Claire Bourdieu –
were published in French in 2013 and in an English translation in 2017 (Bourdieu, 2017). This
work seems to have been taken up by French scholars (Google Scholar’s cited by function
recorded over 250 citations for the French work as of July of 2020), while the English translation
has yet to be incorporated into many analyses (Google Scholar’s cited by function recorded just
25 citations for the English translation) perhaps because of the more recent publication date.
This theory describes the process for a symbolic revolution to take place by examining
the revolution in painting credited to Édouard Manet in the second half of the 19th century.
Bourdieu theorized this revolution as the transformation of the field of painting in France from
domination by a corps to a field of incumbents. Bourdieu lays out the circumstances that set the
stage for this revolution, the actors involved, the economy of symbolic goods in which the actors
traded, Manet’s habitus, and the symbolic, cultural, social, and economic capital he mobilized to
bring about this revolution. The key elements of this theory revolve around the corps, the
economy of symbolic goods, and the habitus and capitals.

The Corps
The corps are a group of people that hold a monopoly over the symbolic goods in a field.
In Bourdieu’s study of Manet, this is the French Academy of Fine Arts and its Salon,
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which through its training and exhibition system controlled the symbolic capital of the field of
painting. When an artist had a work accepted into the Salon, he became a member of the
Academy. This conferred symbolic capital on the artist and subsequently enhanced their cultural
capital and social capital. It also gave economic value to their works. The Academy - through its
control over symbolic capital - held a monopoly on access to economic capital. The Salon was
the only public exhibition of paintings in France, making it a crucial avenue toward economic
success. Paintings exhibited at the Salon were purchased by members of the public. In addition,
all government employment in the arts was restricted to members of the Academy.
The Academy’s control over symbolic capital rested in three institutions: the school it
operated and the limited number of seats available in that school (the École des Beaux-Arts), the
Salon and the limited number of works selected from the students in the school to exhibit there,
and membership in the Academy itself, which was defined by the acceptance of a work into the
Salon. Paintings submitted to the Salon were judged by a jury of Academy members. Bourdieu
explains that this was a closed system that allowed for only a limited number of people access to
the symbolic capital of the corps. It operated on the basis of a closed number of members, or
numerus clausus. There were very few opportunities for people who were not accepted into the
Academy to sell their art and the value of their products were low because they were
not consecrated as “art” by the Academy.
This system existed from the mid-1600s through the mid-1800s, at which point, Bourdieu
explains, the Academy began to lose hold of its monopoly. Manet was the figurehead of this
transformation in the economy of symbolic goods that led to the destruction of the corps, but
there were several other factors that set the stage for him to play his crucial role. These have to
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do with morphological and technical factors that destabilized the closed system, or
numerus clausus. Bourdieu draws on Émile Durkheim’s discussion of morphological factors to
theorize the impact of these changes in the field of painting: that these changes create the
circumstances for transformation of a field, but they do not guarantee it will change or predict in
what ways it will change if it does.
The morphological factors were the increase in the number of students who gained entry
to the Academy’s school and the increase in interest among the public for paintings appropriate
for display in their homes. Entrance to the Academy’s school was based on an exam.
Improvements in secondary schooling by the mid-1800s in France meant that more people
qualified for entrance into the school. This created a glut of painters in training that were seeking
access to the Academy through the Salon. Due to the policy of numerus clausus only a limited
number would ultimately be accepted, leaving many trained, but un-consecrated painters
seeking access to economic capital through other means. At the same time, changes to
the distribution of economic capital across French society resulted in an increase in interest
among the bourgeoisie for paintings to hang in their homes. Academy painting, which favored
historical and mythical subjects, as well as battles, did not fully meet this interest.
The technical factors that set the stage for change were innovations in the development of
painting equipment, such as the tube of pre-mixed paint and the pre-stretched canvas. Pre-mixed
colors allowed painters to leave the studio and paint in new settings. The complex chemical
mixtures previously required to produce colors had tied painters to indoor, studio settings, as had
the labor-intensive process of stretching and preparing a canvas for paint. These
innovations changed both the number of paintings that could be produced and the types of places
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where painters could work. Being able to paint outdoors allowed for different types of subjects to
be painted. This resulted in more paintings that were out of line with the rigid standards related
to appropriate subjects for art held by Academy and its Salon. It also increased the number of
amateurs who took up painting.
Neither of these factors toppled the monopoly of the Academy on their own. As Bourdieu
describes it, they knocked cracks into the foundation of the corps. The corps can control a certain
level of reproduction of its stratified system of access to symbolic capital, but morphological
factors (too many inputs for two few outputs, for example) can create a situation where access to
symbolic capital is so limited that the corps can begin to appear illegitimate. In the case of
Manet, the increase in the number of trained painters, combined with the bottleneck created by
the Salon’s numerus clausus, contributed to a new interest among artists in the establishment of
alternative salons or markets in which to exhibit paintings to the public. Faced with this threat,
the Academy shifted its approach to absorb the potentially destabilizing blow that these changes
could strike against its monopoly on symbolic capital - a move that Bourdieu calls the creation of
a safety valve.
The Academy’s first safety valve was to admit some dissidents to the Academy, Manet
among them. The Academy allowed for the formation of a liberal left wing. This allowed for a
certain number of works that met Academic standards but were produced by innovative artists to
be accepted by the Academy and for aspiring artists to see their interests reflected in its
membership. Manet had two works accepted to the 1861 Salon, although others he submitted
were rejected due to their failure to adhere to Academic forms. The second safety valve was the
Salon des Refusés (the exhibition of rejects). The Academy rejected over half of the 5,000
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paintings submitted for the Salon of 1863. When advocacy and protest by the rejected painters
reached the ears of Emperor Napoleon III, he authorized a public exhibition of these rejected
works, calling it an opportunity for the public to view and judge these works for themselves.
Because the Academy was part of the national government, this officially sanctioned
public exhibition could have acted as a safety valve in preserving the Academy’s and with it, the
government’s, control over symbolic capital, but this backfired. It is at this exhibition that
Manet’s revolutionary painting Le Déjeuner sur l'herbe (Luncheon on the
Grass) appeared. Manet had three paintings shown at the Salon des Refusés after all his
submissions were rejected from that year’s Salon. Instead of shoring up support for the
Academy, the exhibition of rejected works - and Luncheon on the Grass in particular - attracted
much public and critical attention. This revealed the Academy’s monopoly on symbolic goods as
arbitrary. If its judgments were based on a natural law of aesthetics, the public and the critics
would have concurred with its rejections, but they instead showed intense interest and engaged in
debate about the works displayed. This called into question the legitimacy of the Academy and
its judgments. Its relevance declined quickly thereafter.
Bourdieu argues that these structural factors were necessary but not sufficient to end the
Academy’s monopoly on symbolic capital. The corps deployment of safety valves were attempts
to stabilize the corps by incorporating a managed field of dissent into its hierarchy. In Bourdieu’s
theory, actions by at least one individual that directly challenges the economy of symbolic goods
controlled by the corps are a necessary additional factor – in his case Manet. These actions must
be sufficient to unmask the taken for granted nature of the corps and its monopoly on capital and
to reveal it as an arbitrary mechanism for the preservation of its monopoly. In Manet’s case, this
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was the Academy’s hierarchy of painting techniques and subjects and its role in legitimizing
painters. Manet challenged the Academy by revealing that its system of hierarchy was arbitrary
rather than based on a natural law of aesthetics, as it professed to be. He achieved this by
reclaiming and subverting symbolic goods over which the Academy claimed control.

The Economy of Symbolic Goods
The corps controls the economy of symbolic goods of its field. The defining
characteristic of a corps as compared to a series of incumbents is that it holds a monopoly
over these goods. The Academy controlled the objects and symbols that had meaning within the
economy of symbolic goods for the field of painting. Bourdieu explains that these goods
included a hierarchy of genres for painting, the process and techniques for creating a work, and
the sizes of canvasses used for different types of works. Academy painters, as members of the
corps, had the authority to judge whether a painter had produced a work that engaged symbolic
goods in an orthodox way. When it had, the painter could be consecrated as a member of the
corps.
The hierarchy of genres was a system of ranking the importance of different types of
paintings. Those that were within the genres at the top of the ranking system had more symbolic
value than those at the bottom of the ranking system. The hierarchy in order of symbolic
value was: history painting, portraiture, genre painting, landscapes, and still life. The Academy
held that this system was based on universal laws of aesthetics. Painters who worked in these
different genres held different positions within the corps based on the ranking of the works they
created within this hierarchy.
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The process for creating a painting was also a part of the symbolic goods governed by the
corps. An artist was expected to move through established stages to produce a work: sketches,
impressions, and creative invention. Each of these stages produced goods that had symbolic
value in that they were part of the process to complete an academic work but only the last
was considered a valuable work in its own right. The final step in finishing a painting – creative
invention – is where a painter created a work ready for public view. It is also the stage at which
the artist endowed the work with a meaning, moving the work from a series of forms in space to
a recognizable narrative.
Techniques of painting and production were also included in the economy of symbolic
goods. Finished paintings could have no visible brushstrokes and depth and perspective had to be
executed in a specific way. The actual images within the painting had to be painted according
to ideas of realism, including that people be idealized and colors be muted. Painters had to use
hierarchies of symbols within the images and to imply relationships between objects in the
painting to establish meaning. The hierarchy of genres also governed canvas size. Certain canvas
sizes were reserved for history paintings and for each of the other genres in the hierarchy.
Manet used the objects within this economy of symbolic goods in new ways, challenging
the monopoly of the corps. Manet accomplished this in myriad ways. Manet’s Luncheon on the
Grass was considered a genre painting, but he painted it on a canvas the Academy had
designated for historical paintings. He presented works that had no discernable relationship
between objects or people, challenging the assumed necessity of creative invention as the final
step in finishing a work. He challenged conventions related to depth and perspective, creating
works that appeared two-dimensional. He also presented paintings that were not “finished”
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according to the Academy, showing them at the stage of impressions (hence the term,
Impressionist). In Olympia and Luncheon on the Grass, he also challenged the idealized,
desexualized nude.
Bourdieu asserts at length that Manet’s ability to challenge the Academy was only
successful because of his mastery over the approved forms. He describes some of Manet’s works
as parodies because they use established forms to reveal the conventions that they represent,
rather than the universal laws of aesthetics that the Academy claimed they represent. In
Luncheon on the Grass, for example, Manet includes an academically perfect still life in the
corner of a work that challenges academic forms in nearly every other way. Demonstrating this
mastery was important to Manet’s project. Much of the contemporary criticism of Manet from
the Academy and art critics debated whether or not he knew how to paint, according to the
Academic definition of painting and whether he (and other Impressionists) were releasing works
they had not finished because they were lazy or driven to make money quickly by speeding up
the production of paintings by skipping the final stage of creation.
Using these symbols in new ways forced the Academic conventions out into the open.
Critics and Academy members had to reveal the economy of symbolic goods in which they
traded in order to explain why Manet’s paintings could not be consecrated by the Salon. This
threatened to shake the Academy’s assertion that these symbols were based on natural laws of
aesthetics. Manet challenged the taken-for-granted or appearance or naturalness of these laws
and with them the authority of the Academy to define and consecrate art. Because the Academy
was part of the national government, this also presented a challenge to the state.
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Manet’s paintings are heretical because they re-claim and reinterpret the symbolic
goods in the field of painting, as defined under the Academy’s monopoly. In Bourdieu’s words,
Manet had been ordained a priest of the Academy, authorized to deal in its consecrated symbols.
But he repeatedly challenged those symbols from within. As with a heretical priest that
challenges the monopoly of a corps over religious symbolic capital, Manet’s challenge to the
Academy was crucial step in the creation of a new system of belief for painting – or a new
church that reclaimed and reinterpreted the texts of the old church.
In order to destroy the monopoly of the Academy, Manet and other painters (the
Impressionists) had to create a new market for symbolic goods and then produce the goods to be
traded within that market. Before a market can take shape, a belief in the need for such a
market has to be established. The morphological and technical factors set the stage for this
market to take shape. New salons with new markets emerged, private art schools were
established, and Academic art became increasingly irrelevant as the 19th century closed. The rise
of art criticism also coincided with this shift. Critics played an increasingly important role in
defining and placing value on paintings within the new economy of symbolic goods. Some of
these critics, notably Émile Zola and Stéphane Mallarmé both played roles supporting Manet’s
challenge to the corps.
Manet played a crucial role in the destruction of the corps. His heretical
paintings revealed the monopoly held by the Academy over economy of symbolic goods to be
arbitrary. This caused the Academy to lose legitimacy. Bourdieu explains that this symbolic
revolution could not have occurred without a figurehead – heresiarch in his terms – but neither
could it have occurred without the morphological factors. Manet emerged as this heresiarch
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because he was contemporary to these morphological changes and because of his unique habitus,
cultural, social, and economic capital.

The Habitus and Capitals
Manet’s habitus was shaped by the cultural, social, and economic capital of his family.
He was born into an upper-class family in Paris. His father was a high-ranking civil servant and
his mother from a diplomatic family. He attended elite schools and could have pursued a career
in law, but instead chose to paint. After twice failing the entrance exam to join the Navy, he
joined the studio of Thomas Couture to train as a painter. His family’s economic capital gave
him he means to travel Europe to study and copy great works in museums and collections across
the continent.
Manet’s cultural capital was made up of his skill as a painter, his knowledge of the
history of art formed in his travels, and his elite education. Manet’s work shows that he had
mastered the skills necessary to succeed as an Academic painter. He understood and could
reproduce the forms and conventions that made up the corps’ economy of symbolic goods. In
some works, he adhered to these conventions – as noted above, he had two works accepted into
the Salon in 1861. One – the Spanish Singer – received positive attention from a key art critic
and was admired by those who attended the Salon. Manet remained focused throughout his
career on recognition by the Salon, but repeatedly used his mastery over the symbolic goods of
the corps in ways that challenged the Academy. He had many more works rejected than accepted
to the Salon.
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Bourdieu lists seven sources from which Manet derived social capital. These include his
secondary school, the Salon of a family friend, Commandant Lejosne, the Salon held by his wife,
Thomas Couture’s studio in which he trained, the Louvre, the Cafés, and Manet’s own
studio. Manet’s social capital initially arose from his parents and their parents’ friends and
connections, such as Commandant Lejosne, and also through his school. Bourdieu mentions the
social network cultivated by his mother only in passing. Manet’s wife later took over this role,
organizing a social network in which she regularly entertained:
...Seven members of the higher echelons of the trading and financial bourgeoisie; six
senior public servants, especially of the higher courts; seven men of letters – novelists, poets, and
historians of art and literature; nine aristocrats; six physicians; five musicians and composers;
three art critics; eleven academic painters; and only five avant-garde painters at the most, who
all came from the higher echelons of the bourgeoisie.
The people in his social network were sources of support he drew on as he pursued his
unorthodox painting. Some posed as models, at least one purchased one of his pieces, and others
defended his work against critics. Manet’s wife also supported his work in his studio
by entertaining friends who posed as models. Bourdieu sees this group as crucial to his fortitude
in withstanding the rejections of the Salon.
Manet had a second source of social capital: a network of professional contacts of
artists that he met at the Louvre and at the Café Guerbois. This network was bohemian, including
both artists and writers of various social class backgrounds, including Claude Monet, Émile Zola,
Edgar Degas, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Paul Cézanne, and Camille Pissarro. This group of artists
were leaders in what later became known as the Impressionist movement. They sought to deviate
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from the Academy’s rigid aesthetic rules and to create new markets in which exhibit and sell
their works to the public. Manet appears to have been fixated on exhibiting to the public, but
practically, he did not need to sell paintings to continue his career as a painter because of his
economic capital. This group, according to Bourdieu, supported Manet in his efforts to develop
new styles of painting.
According to Bourdieu, Manet’s habitus was marked by his upper-class way of dressing
and speaking and the way in which he carried himself. Writing about Manet at the
time describes his stylish dress, aloof manners, and commanding presence. Bourdieu notes
that few other painters shared his upper-class background – Edgar Degas being one – and that as
a result he held the network of painters to which he was connected at a distance. This division
between Manet’s class of origin and the social networks in which he moved professionally is one
of Bourdieu’s key points. Through his engagement with these two types of networks, Manet
developed a split habitus.
Bourdieu describes the experience of having a split habitus as being ill at ease in every
social setting. A person whose habitus is out of step with his field is unable to take the economy
of symbolic goods within that field for granted. Instead, the symbolic goods and the ways in
which they are traded are revealed for what they are – a series of values, objects, or attitudes that
are the tools of the competition for position within a field. This is because rather than being
acculturated to these values over a long process of socialization, the person with the split habitus
is dropped into this new setting fully aware and with a fully developed habitus. As that habitus
fails to signal the symbolic goods over which the field competes, that person becomes aware of
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the economy of symbolic goods that is taken for granted by those around him – both in his field
of origin and in the field he has now entered.
Manet had a habitus that was at odds with the artistic field in which he was seeking to
compete. Those that trained and worked in studios to develop their craft, typically came from
lower class backgrounds. The only avenue open to them for economic stability was through
approval from the Academy. According to Bourdieu, this was a milieu in which Manet felt out of
place. Bourdieu suggests this is the reason for which Manet selected Thomas Couture’s studio,
which had a more liberal and less hierarchical culture. Still, this group by and large took the
symbolic goods of the Academy for granted and sought to succeed based on their ability to trade
in those goods. Because there was so much commonality across this group, they
shared a habitus. Manet was presented with the same set of symbolic goods as those he studied
and worked alongside but with his different habitus, he did not take these symbolic goods for
granted.
Manet was not the only person to see the monopoly that the Academy held on the
symbolic goods of painting as too rigid, but does appear to be the only one who saw his
relationship to the Salon as a battle in which he sought to reveal the Salon to itself. His network
of artists at the Café Guerbois shared an interest in developing new ways of painting. The artists
that were rejected from the Salon of 1863 protested loudly enough for the Emperor to give them
an exhibition. Other artists before Manet had also introduced new brush stroke styles into their
works or to develop pastiches that came close to mocking the works on which they were
based. Manet’s work was received as revolutionary because he used his mastery over the
symbolic goods of the corps in new ways by developing parodies and juxtaposition. He appears
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to have been singularly motivated to reveal the arbitrary rules enforced by the Academy through
his work.
Bourdieu does not comment on why Manet pursued his project of revealing the Academy
and its control of symbolic goods, just that he became fixated on revealing the Academy’s
arbitrary aesthetics. Instead of why, his theory focuses on how Manet became the figurehead, or
heresiarch, of the revolt against the French Academic system and the establishments of new
fields of painting. Bourdieu develops a theory to explain a historical event that brought about
social change and to identify and describe the processes that led to its occurrence. He
suggests that having a split habitus can reveal the taken for granted economy of symbolic goods
that make up a field. He suggests that those that have this revelation feel compelled to share it
with others, but that these revelations are not always heard by others. What gave Manet’s
revelations their power were his unique habitus and capitals. These enabled him to withstand the
Salon’s rejections and his lack of commercial success.
Manet’s works that were displayed at the Salon des Refusés are credited with the launch
of the field of modern art and the end of the Academic system’s monopoly on the definition of
art. Bourdieu argues that Manet’s split habitus enabled him to see the arbitrary nature of these
symbolic goods and his capital enabled him to pursue a heretical course. Bourdieu argues that all
of the types of capital Manet had at his disposal supported his project. His cultural capital gave
him the skills necessary to challenge the Academy. His social capital enabled him to withstand
the rejections of the Salon and criticism in the press. His economic capital protected him from
needing to capitulate in order to sell paintings. These aspects positioned Manet to succeed in his
heretical project.
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Manet’s Symbolic Revolution
Bourdieu’s theory explains how the symbolic revolution in painting in the second half of
the 19th century came about. In seeking to explain this revolution, Bourdieu rejects Karl Marx’s
and Max Weber’s sociological theories of revolution because of what he sees as their overly
deterministic structures. Marx is too mechanistic and lays out a process of changes that is too
predetermined, while Weber relies too heavily on what Bourdieu sees as the unexplained
property of charisma to explain social change. He raises up Durkheim for the element of
randomness in morphological factors that create the conditions in which change can occur. He
also credits Durkheim with the idea that the elements of the old order will be reconstituted in the
elements of the new order. Both of these ideas he incorporates into his theory of social change.
While he does not explore the question of why the symbolic revolution
happened, Bourdieu does discuss evidence of earlier heretical acts that failed to produce a
revolution. This suggests the possibility that heretical acts are constantly being perpetrated
against a corps, but that not all heretical acts succeed in achieving revolution. He notes that
Academic painters prior to Manet had begun to change their brush strokes, making them more
visible in finished works. He also notes that several other of Manet’s contemporaries had begun
to produce pastiches that showed their recognition of the arbitrary nature of the approved
forms. Gustave Courbet challenged some aspects of Academic painting, but in small ways. These
acts did not have the same effect that Manet’s actions did, which Bourdieu credits to his habitus
and sources of capital, the factors that distinguish Manet from most of his contemporaries.
Because of the domination of the corps, the Academic system did not allow for new ways
of painting to develop or flourish. For new ways to become to established, a revolution would be
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necessary to remove the corps and make way for a diversity of fields of different styles of
painting. In other markets, such as in England or the United States, there was no equivalent to the
Academy. Painting had developed in these places as a series of fields with incumbents and
insurgents with no corps holding a monopoly on symbolic goods. Painting was not controlled or
sanctioned by the national government, nor were viewings limited to a single public event. These
fields, therefore, did not require a revolution in order to develop new markets for symbolic goods
– or forms of art. The existence of the corps in France created the necessity of revolution for
painting to change in France.
Bourdieu is ambiguous on why painting needed to change. He is more concerned with
how it changed. The why seems to rest on morphological factors. Too many painters with too
few opportunities for advancement created a bottleneck in opportunity – and a number
of painters who needed to find ways to sell their works that did not rely on the Academy and its
monopoly on public viewings. Bourdieu takes pains to explain that the groups of painters
meeting at the cafés in Paris had both economic and aesthetic motives to their efforts to develop
new markets. They seem to have wanted to break away from the Academy aesthetically, but
exactly why is not clear. Bourdieu’s argument suggests that simply having so many trained
painters seeking outlets called into question the closed system of the Academy, including its
hierarchy of subjects and ordered process of creation.
Bourdieu explains that Manet was not interested in alternative markets, laying his dogged
commitment to gaining approval for public viewing from the Academy at the feet of his class
status and habitus. At the time, the Academy represented the only real market and the only real
opportunity for his works to be seen by the public. He did not need the secondary economic
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market his fellow painters were seeking to create because of the economic capital he already
had. But he did need a venue in which to share his works with the public. Bourdieu contends that
Manet’s split habitus – divided between his high-class status of origin and the bohemian world
he frequented through his chosen profession – enabled him to see the Academic system for what
it was: a corps that sought to reproduce its monopoly in order to preserve its status. Once having
seen this, Bourdieu describes Manet as compelled to reveal it to others – like a heretical priest.
His works reveal this arbitrary system through parody and juxtaposition. When given the
opportunity to exhibit his works at the Salon des Refusés, he seized it, submitting three works.
His heresy was not lost on those who viewed his works. Manet’s paintings in the Salon
des Refusés (Luncheon on the Grass and Olympia) shocked the public and attracted critical
attention from the writers of the time. This established avant-garde art that was not approved by
the Academy as a worthy of print criticism. The paintings’ ability to shock hinged on the
challenge to Academic forms that they represent. Bourdieu explains that much attention was
given to the salaciousness of the nudes in each work, which stare out blankly at the viewer; and
much criticism was focused on the flatness of the works and their failure to display
the expected relations between objects, depth, and perspective. The combination of elements that
proved the painter was capable of producing an Academically correct painting, but chose not
to (as seen in the still life in Luncheon on the Grass), set up a challenge to the Academy that
Bourdieu argues was recognized by the Academy, the public, and art critics whether they
supported or denigrated Manet’s works.1
The Salon des Refusés heralded the decline of the Academy. Manet’s Luncheon on the
Grass played a starring role in this challenge to the Academy’s
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monopoly. The volume of criticism launched at Manet established the symbolic value of his
work despite its rejection by the Academy. Because of this somewhat random configuration of
events: the increase in trained painters with no market in which to sell their works, the
Academy’s refusal to accommodate innovations in painting, Manet’s capital
and split habitus that revealed to him the nature of the corps, this assault had an effect that earlier
challenges to the Academy had not achieved: a symbolic revolution that broke the corps and
allowed for the development of multiple fields of painting in France.

From Specific to General: A Theory of Symbolic Revolution
Bourdieu developed his theory by seeking to explain how a specific symbolic revolution
came about: how Manet came to be credited with the destruction of the Academy and the launch
of modern art in France. But the theory can be reduced from this specific case to its general
elements. These revolve around circumstances of a corps within a field, the economy of
symbolic goods within that field, and the habitus and capitals of those engaging in heretical
acts. The subject of Bourdieu’s theory is how a corps becomes a field of incumbents.
The circumstances before a symbolic revolution occurs are such that a corps has
a monopoly of the economy of symbolic goods in a field, that economy of symbolic
goods is taken for granted by competitors in that field, and the habitus and capital of those in the
field is relatively homogeneous. For change to occur, morphological factors must change the
flow of competitors in the field and/or the mode of competition within the field. In Bourdieu’s
example, the change was an increase, but it is possible a decrease could be destabilizing as
well. If the corps does not successfully adapt to this change by deploying a safety
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valve, the increase in the number of competitors can create a crisis of legitimacy for the
corps because there are too few opportunities for competitors to access symbolic capital. This
pressure alone is not enough to bring about a symbolic revolution but it may create an opening
for heretical acts to have an effect.
Heretics appear when the change in status of an individual results in that person
developing a split habitus. The conscious act of adapting their habitus to their new status reveals
to them the symbolic goods within that setting as arbitrary rather than as natural, taken for
granted, or unquestioned aspects of social life. Once a person has seen this, they cannot un-see
it. They also see the arbitrary nature of symbolic capital in their status of origin. As a result,
those with a split habitus cannot feel at home in any setting. Heretics may appear at any time
within the competitors in the field. These heretics feel compelled to reveal the arbitrary nature of
the economy of symbolic goods that are taken for granted by others in the field.
While heretics can arise and challenge the corps at any time, only those with the right
mix of cultural, social, and economic capital will become heresiarches – or revolutionary
leaders. For a heretic to become a heresiarch, they must have the necessary cultural capital
(skills, education, personality) to master the symbolic goods of the corps in order to use them
against the corps. They must also have the social capital to maintain their attack on the corps for
as long as necessary. When they are criticized by the corps or by other competitors in the
field, they must have sufficient networks of support to continue their heretical activities. Finally,
they must also have economic capital that makes them independent of the corps.
Heretics without economic capital will capitulate to the corps or seek alternative fields in which
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to compete. Heresiarches are able to successfully destroy the corps and make way for multiple
fields of incumbents in its place.
These are the elements of Bourdieu’s theory of symbolic revolution in the abstract. While
Bourdieu developed this theory using Manet as a case study, he believed it could be broadly
applied. In his lectures he calls on scholars to apply the theory to other settings in order to test its
universality (Bourdieu, 2017). He developed the theory by seeking to explain an event widely
recognized as a successful revolution in a specific field. But Bourdieu explains that a symbolic
revolution has implications beyond the specific field in which the heresiarch acts. Affinity
among hierarchies creates conditions in which the challenge to the corps of one field is also a
challenge to the corps of several fields. Here I will apply this theory to the experience of
attending college in prison: a heretical act aimed at achieving symbolic revolution in the field of
higher education and, through the affinity of hierarchies, mass incarceration.
Summary
As I began to apply Bourdieu’s theories to my data, new connections emerged across the
stories my participants had told. This framework connected all of the themes that had earlier
seemed disparate or too independent of each other to fit within the same theory framework. The
theory “fit” the data, but more than that, it brought new aspects of the data into focus for me. I
had been interested to hear about the ways in which my participants sought to change the
systems that had excluded them. This activity seemed more complex to me than an attempt to
push the door open a little wider for the people that came behind my participants. The way they
leaned into the paradox of their experience and used this duality to make their points about the
arbitrariness of the policies that had made enrolling in college so difficult for them hinted at
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something bigger: a challenge to the role of education and criminal justice policy in
(re)producing class. Bourdieu’s theory framed this activity as symbolic revolution. The next
section will describe the methodology I used to collect and analyze my data, as well as a
summary of the characteristics of my participants.
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CHAPTER 4: METHODS AND DATA
In developing this project, I sought a methodology that would support an interpretive
research question: “what does college mean to you?” This question asks the respondent to
describe the meaning of their experience, rather than the experience itself. Having spent some
time with the literature and speaking with people who had experienced college and prison, I
believed then – and still do – that this is an experience that spurs reflection. I wanted to collect
these reflections and to analyze them in the aggregate. This led me to the Interpretive
Phenomenological Approach (IPA) to qualitative research. This methodology, borrowed from
psychology, is oriented toward the study of meaning-making activities among people (Smith,
2007; Bevan, 2014; Englander, 2012; Larkin et al, 2006; Starks and Brown Trinidad, 2007;
Smith et al, 2009). This was the type of research question I posed. IPA fit my purposes well.

The Interpretive Phenomenological Approach
IPA connects individual experience with social context (Smith, 2007; Larkin et al, 2006;
Starks and Brown Trinidad, 2007). The method draws on the philosophical writing of Husserl
and Heidigger, both of whom saw the individual as inextricably connected to their social context
(Smith, 2007; Smith, 2010; Larkin et al, 2006). It draws, too, on the thinking of Ricoeur, who
saw the self and the story of the self as one and the same, and Schutz who theorized that all
experience is socially constructed through interaction with others and the development of an
intersubjective view of the lifeworld (Ricoeur, 1990; Schutz, 1973; Shinebourne, 2011; Bevan,
2014). This methodology is built on cognitive and cultural sociological theories of the self as
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existing only within the context of society (Mead, 1934; Schutz, 1973; Berger and Luckmann,
1989).
Like other phenomenological approaches in psychology, IPA seeks to understand the
meanings of objects within a person’s lifeworld and to describe the intersubjective meanings of a
group of people who share a given experience. The goal of IPA is to answer the question “what
about this experience was meaningful to people who experience it?” (Smith et al, 2009). With
this methodology, researchers do not attempt to define an objective truth about an experience,
but rather to explore the meanings that participants find in it (Smith et al, 2009). Subjects of
study can be single, one-time events, such as a medical diagnosis or the start of a new
relationship. They can also be studies of ongoing experiences, such as living with an illness,
being a parent, or other aspects of human life that unfold over a span of many years or even a full
lifetime. IPA has been raised as a promising approach for criminology and is emerging as a
methodology in sociological studies (Miner-Romanoff, 2012; Javornicky, 2019).
Researchers using IPA engage in two levels of analysis to understand
and interpret meaning. First, they ask participants to describe the meanings of their experiences.
Second, researchers interpret these meanings by placing them within a wider social or theoretical
context (Larkin et al, 2006; Starks and Brown Trinidad, 2007; Smith et al, 2009). Research
conducted using IPA has three objectives: to understand the lifeworld or context of the
participant by bracketing off the researcher’s own assumptions about meaning and asking
clarifying questions about described experience; to apprehend the phenomenon under study by
developing an intersubjective view of it by 1) speaking with multiple people who experienced it,
and 2) using imaginative variation in questioning to draw out new perspectives from each
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participant; finally, 3) by interpreting the experience through coding and analysis of the collected
data in consultation with theory and the existing literature (Larkin et al, 2006; Starks and Brown
Trinidad, 2007; Smith, 2007).
IPA challenges researchers to enter their project from the perspective that they know
nothing about the experiences of their participants – even including common language,
ideologies, or values (Larkin et al, 2006; Starks and Brown Trinidad, 2007; Smith, 2007; Smith
et al, 2009). This technique, referred to as bracketing, pushes researchers to ask probing
questions about the meanings that lie beneath taken-for-granted assumptions (Starks and Brown
Trinidad, 2007). The research question for this project is “what does college mean to people who
enrolled while in prison?” The interviews were semi-structured, including the following four
questions:
•

What does college mean to you?

•

Can you tell me a story about before college, during college, and after college that best
captures the meaning of each for you? These can be different stories.

•

What do you think it means to other people that you went to college?

•

What didn’t I ask about?
Applying bracketing strategies to my approach to these discussions, I followed responses

such as “college means freedom,” with additional questions about what values or meanings were
connected with the idea of freedom for the interview participant. These questions took our
conversations in new directions, sometimes with participants connecting their experiences to
larger social movements and ideologies such as the struggle for racial justice and equity among
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Black Americans, advancing the rights of women, or striving for financial independence,
attaining the American Dream, and a path to the middle class.
IPA studies use purposively selected samples of people who share a common
experience. Some IPA studies use tightly controlled criteria for participation, limiting samples to
those matched on multiple demographic characteristics. This project includes participants that
share a common engagement with the experience of interest (college in prison), but who only
share only a few other characteristics: having been incarcerated in a New York state prison,
having enrolled in college while in prison, and having been home from prison for five or more
years. As a result, this project includes people of multiple racial and gender identities, people
who served varied prison sentences, those who recidivated and those who served only one prison
term, people who had only the briefest contact with college programs in prison and those who
earned multiple degrees, and people who have been out for a few years to several decades. I
selected these parameters to cultivate this diversity, while retaining some cohesion
across participants’ experiences.
First, New York has a rich history of college programs in state prisons, including both
before and after the Pell ban. Conducting this study in New York allowed me to protect against a
sample that was biased towards a specific college program (i.e., including participants that all
enrolled in the same program or lived in the same prison). I was able to include people that had
enrolled in a wide range of colleges, to include both men and women, and to recruit participants
that represented the distribution of racial identity among people in prison to my sample. While I
would have liked to create a representative sample of all people who attend college while in
prison, it is not possible to know if I have done so. There is no state or national data collected on
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people who enroll in college while in prison. As a result, there is no way to know if this group of
participants is representative of all people who enroll in college while in prison either within
New York state or nationally.
Second, five years is a meaningful time frame in relation to human experience and
release from prison. Since1998, sentences for people convicted of violent offenses in New York
State have include a mandatory up to five-year term of post-release community supervision
(New York State Department of Corrections and Community Supervision, 2019).1 This policy
applies to the majority (64 percent) of all people in New York State prisons (New York State
Department of Corrections and Community Supervision, 2018). This signals that for New
York, five years after prison is a time period that holds meaning - this is the length of time that
many will be under surveillance and control after release. For other reasons, as well, a minimum
of five years holds relevance to individuals in relation to time and meaning. Among people
interviewed about their relationship with time, five years appears to offer enough of a window to
set a goal or envision a different future, while less time is much like the present to envision
changes and more time is too distant to clearly imagine (Jones et al, 2019).
These parameters shaped the sample for this project. To recruit participants, I distributed
my invitation to participate through several channels. I submitted it to a national email list-serve
made up of people interested in higher education in prison, I shared the invitation with contacts
at 15 nonprofit organizations and/or colleges that work with formerly incarcerated people, and I
shared the invitation with 10 individual people I knew had attended college while in prison in
New York to share with their networks. From this outreach, I eventually met and spoke with 18
people who fit my criteria and one additional person who ultimately did not. Overall, sample
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sizes for this type of study tend to be small. IPA has most often been applied to psychological
research related to the experience of illness or medical treatment, typically including 1-15
participants (Smith et al, 2009).
To reach a wide group of people over a potentially vast geographic area (all of New York
State) I offered participants the opportunity to sit for an in-person interview or to speak with me
through a video-call. In the end, five of my participants resided in locations other than New York
City. I conducted seven of the interviews in person and eleven over a video-call program. For
five of the video-call interviews, the participants had no working camera. For these, I conducted
the interview essentially by phone. Methodologically, telephone interviews can produce rich
data similar to that collected during face-to-face interactions (Novick, 2008; Block and Erskin,
2012; Oltmann, 2016). I saw no difference in the richness of the data I collected through these
three types of interviews. Participants were compensated with a $25 cash gift
card. The interviews ranged in length from roughly 45 minutes to three hours with the average
interview lasting about 90 minutes. I recorded and transcribed these
interviews. The total recorded audio totaled 26 hours and 12 minutes and produced transcripts
totaling about 250,000 words.
With transcripts in hand, I conducted an initial review to identify major and minor
themes, drafting memos on each participant that summarized his or her narrative and identified
the major and minor themes of the interview. On these I sought input on from my
committee. After reviewing their comments, I revised these themes and coded each interview
line by line using the NVivo software program. After completing line by line coding, I revised
my themes. These revisions reflect both feedback from my committee and the more thorough
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analysis for which line by line coding provides. The revised coding structure I developed
incorporates but reorganizes the original structure. These coded transcripts became the core of
my chapters and the tool with which I identified the most relevant and meaningful passages from
the interviews to illustrate these themes. The chapters explore three major themes and the minor
themes that make them up in detail.
There are limitations to note. Because of the nature of purposive sampling and the
realities of finding people interested in engaging in a research project, this sample is likely biased
towards people for whom attending college in prison was a positive experience. While, notably,
one participant had been unimpressed with college in prison, for the most part, people who did
not find this experience meaningful were not likely to either hear about this research or to
participate in it. There are also temporal limitations to this project. Participants’ reflections on
college in prison were retrospective. These experiences occurred at minimum five years prior or
at maximum as many as 26 years prior to the interview. The meanings they discussed are
inevitably influenced by their life experiences since that time, but this is the nature of this type of
study. Making meaning of experience is an ongoing and ever-developing aspect of human
experience (Ricoeur, 1990). This research captures the meanings that my participants connect to
their experience of college in prison in the past through the lens of the present day.
Finally, although IPA urges researchers to bracket off taken-for-granted meanings and to
assume nothing about shared experiences, no researcher in the United States can overcome the
foundational socialization to race and gender that makes up our lifeworlds (DiAngelo, 2011). As
an American, I have always lived in a world marked by social and economic segregation based
on race (DiAngelo, 2011). While race holds significant meaning within my society, I experience
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my own race as unmarked and default (DiAngelo, 2011; Brekhus, 2015). This is a situation that
has produced a societal level belief that White experiences, worldviews, values, and meanings
are universal, rather than particularized to a specific intersubjective construction of
reality (DiAngelo, 2011; Berger and Luckmann, 1989; Schutz, 1973). Setting aside decades of
socialization may be impossible – and it would be unrealistic to claim I have done so here
(DiAngelo, 2011; Zerubavel, 1999). How others see me cannot be divorced from this
project either and no doubt influenced the stories I heard. Woven into the meanings I heard,
probed, and interpreted, therefore, are a web of symbols and values from my own lifeworld. This
cannot be helped (Berger and Luckmann, 1989; Schutz, 1973; Durkheim, 1995; Brekhus, 2015).
I invite readers to engage with this project despite these flaws and I look forward to
future research that will bring a variety lenses the experiences described herein.

A Snapshot of the Participants
Using the methods and parameters described above, I recruited 18 participants to my
study. This section discusses their characteristics. While my sample is small, I recruited with an
eye to the New York state prison population. My sample roughly hews to the demographics of
all people in prison at the time when I held the interviews. My sample reflects the
overrepresentation of people of color incarcerated in state prisons. It includes both men and
women, but it oversamples women to account for their small proportion among people in state
prisons. It skews somewhat older than the state prison population because nearly all of my
participants had been released for five years by the time we spoke. At the time of my interviews,
there were at least 23 colleges operating in New York’s 37 prisons. This number fluctuates with
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funding and college interest. As a result, it only reflects the programs offered at the time of the
interview, rather than the number of programs offered at any other time over the 30 years my
participants discussed in our interviews. But my participants’ experiences span 15 college
programs, reflecting this diversity of programming.
Men made up 72 percent of my sample, while women made up 28 percent. Among
people in state prison, 95 percent are men and 5 percent are women (Weprin, 2018). Among the
13 men, five identified as Black/African American, four as Hispanic/Latino, two as White, one
as Asian, and one as other. Four of the five women who participated identified as Black/African
American, while one identified as Biracial. Totaling men and women, 50 percent identified as
Black, 22 percent as Hispanic/Latino, 11 percent as White, 5 percent as Asian, 5 percent as
Biracial, and 5 percent as other. In comparison, the New York State prison population in 2018
included 47,093 people, of which 48 percent identified as Black/African American, 24.5 percent
Hispanic/Latino, 24.5 percent White, and less than one percent each Asian, Native American,
and other (Weprin, 2018). My participants‘ ages ranged from 32-65 years with an average age of
50, several years older than the average age of incarcerated person in New York, which is 38
years (DiNapoli, 2017).
My participants had been released from prison from 1-26 years before we spoke. I had
two participants who had been released from prison less than five years prior. When I screened
them for eligibility, both told me they considered themselves to have met the eligibility. One –
José – had been released in 2007 but absconded from parole. He had turned himself in to resolve
his case in 2015 and had been released again in 2017. In his view, his first release was the end of
his prison time. Since this project was a study of meaning, I included him based on the meaning
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of his time as he described it to me. A second participant – Keith – had completed his prison
sentence 2006 and had remained free for five years before being convicted of a subsequent crime
in 2011. He had been released from this sentence in 2018. Keith believed that this conviction was
false and was actively appealing it when we spoke. He, like José, did not count this second term
as prison time because he believed himself to be falsely convicted. Like with José, I included
him in my sample because of the meaning he described in relation to his prison time. All other
participants were at least five years since their release date. One – Shawn – I spoke to on the day
he had reached five years and had been officially released from parole supervision.
Participants in my sample also shared characteristics with the prison population in terms
of criminal justice contact. Thirteen had served one prison term, four had served two, and one
had served three. This translates to 72 percent serving just one term, while 28 percent served
more than one term. Two also mentioned jail detention separate from and subsequent to their
prison terms. In comparison, among people in prison in 2018, 65 percent were in prison for the
first time while 35 percent had served a term in prison previously (New York State Department
of Corrections and Community Supervision, 2018). These single or multiple terms served among
my participants are not recidivism rates, but, for context, 40 percent of people leaving New York
State prisons in 2010 returned within three years (New York State Department of Corrections
and Community Supervision, 2014). Nationally, about 41 percent of people released in 2010
returned to prison within three years (Gelb and Velázquez, 2018).
This sample includes important markers of diversity that suggest that – while there is no
way to know if it is representative – it is at least not homogeneous. The 18 participants in this
study attended 15 different colleges while in prison, including public, private, and religious
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institutions. Their participation in college in prison ranged from just one-week to the completion
of multiple degrees. Eight enrolled in college before the Pell ban was put in place in 1994, while
ten enrolled after. Once home, all but one re-enrolled in college, pursuing degrees at 12 different
colleges, including public and private institutions. In total, participants enrolled in 25 unique
institutions over the course of their educations. In the community, these participants went on to
attain college credits, associate’s degrees, bachelor’s degrees, master’s degrees, and doctorates.
Five went it alone, while 13 connected with three college success and reentry programs designed
to support college attendance among formerly incarcerated people.
The following tables summarize these characteristics. The first table describes my
participants’ demographic characteristics. The second table is a snapshot of their educational
characteristics at the time when we spoke. The third table notes where my participants
overlapped in their involvement in college success programs. The fourth table captures the
colleges programs in prison where my participants overlapped. Finally, table 5 describes where
my participants enrolled in the same college after prison. Engaging with the same college or
college success program, however, does not mean that that they were enrolled at the same time.
My participants experiences encompass 30 years. In addition to these tables, a narrative
summary of each person’s experience is included in Appendix TK. All of this data is
anonymized to protect the privacy of my participants.
Table 1: Demographic characteristics

Name

Age

Gender

Carlos
Celeste

58
43

Man
Woman

Race (selfidentified)
Other
Biracial

# of prison
terms
2
1
77

Years since
release
14
13

Pell in prison
Yes
No

Daniel
Diane
Eric
Grace
Greg
James
José
KC
Keith
Montez
Patrice
Peter
Sebastian
Shawn
Terri
Tomas

58
51
50
45
65
40
41
60
56
51
47
32
51
38
57
51

Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Man
Man
Woman
Man
Man
Man
Man
Man
Man
Woman
Man

White
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Latinx
Black
Black
Latinx
Black
Asian
Latinx
Black
Black
Latinx

2
3
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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6
15
13
11
7
6
12 (2)
15
13 (1)
9
5
9
18
5
26
14

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Table 2. Educational characteristics

Name

HS before College
prison/in before
prison
prison

College
attainment in
prison

College
after
prison

Highest degree
held

Carlos
In
No
BA & MA
Yes
PhD+
Celeste
Before
Yes
0 credits
Yes
BA
Daniel
Before
No
53 credits
Yes
BA
Diane
In
No
84 credits
Yes
MSW
Eric
In
No
Some credits
Yes
Some college
Grace
In
No
47 credits
Yes
BA+
Greg
In
No
~60 credits
Yes
Some college
James
In
No
60 credits
Yes
BA
José
In
No
0 credits
Yes
BA+
KC
Before
No
9 credits
Yes
AA
Keith
Before
Yes
BA & MA
No
MA
Montez
Before
No
BA
Yes
MSW
Patrice
In
No
~60 credits
Yes
BA+
Peter
Before
Yes
Some credits
Yes
MA
Sebastian In
No
BA
Yes
MA
Shawn
In
No
15 credits
Yes
BA
Terri
In
No
0 credits
Yes
MSW
Tomas
Before
Yes
112 credits
Yes
PhD
+ indicates enrolled it this program at the time of interview

Plans to
continue
for additional
degree
No
MA
MA or PhD
PhD
BA
MA
BA & MA
No
No
BA & MA
No
No
MA
No
MSW
No
No
No

Table 3. Overlapping enrollment in college success programs
College success 1
Celeste
Grace
Terri
Tomas

College success 2
Daniel
Eric
José
KC
Patrice
Peter
Shawn

College success 3
Greg
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None
Carlos
Diane
James
Keith
Sebastian

Table 4. Overlapping enrollment in college programs in prison
College in prison 1
Daniel
José
Patrice
Shawn

College in prison 2
Greg
KC
Keith
Sebastian
Tomas

College in prison 3
Celeste
Diane
Grace

College in prison 4
Carlos
Daniel
Keith
Sebastian
Tomas

Table 5. Overlapping enrollment in college programs after prison
College 1 College 2 College 3 College 4 College 5
College 6
College 7
Daniel
Peter
Greg
Carlos
Celeste
Daniel
Diane
Patrice
Shawn
Tomas
Tomas
Terri
Shawn
Tomas
Because of the snowball sampling I used, I anticipated that there would be a few shared
experiences included in my sample. However, only one participant ultimately referred me to
others. This cluster includes: Carlos, Keith, and Tomas. The three college success programs from
which I drew participants all circulated this research on their email lists, resulting in a number
of people who joined the study from these sources. The most overlap appears in the college
success programs. Among colleges, I only listed the overlaps I identified among my participants.
As noted above, they enrolled in over 25 institutions. My participants enrolled in more colleges
than I include in these tables. In addition, this lists only the shared enrollments I captured in my
participants’ comments. I did not at the time of our interviews ask for a full list of the programs
in which they enrolled. As a result, these lists may be incomplete. Still, they give a sense of some
of the shared experiences my participants may have.
Summary
Using the IPA methodology, I conducted interviews with 18 participants, including 13
men and five women. These men’s and women’s experiences spanned a wide range of college
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programs in prison and in the community, as well as participation in college success
programs. Because they enrolled in multiple colleges over the course of their educations, there
were multiple opportunities to overlap with other people who participated in this study. My
snowball recruiting strategy and my request for participants through college success programs
increased the likelihood of shared experiences. Overall, while there is some overlap among my
participant’s college programs both during and after prison and college success programs after
prison, the sample is diverse. My participants’ experiences spanned over 30 years, as noted
above, and 25 unique college enrollments. This array of experiences would suggest that their
comments do not reflect any one college experience or college success ideology. Collectively,
they offer a wide range of perspectives on college in prison in New York. This was my goal for
my recruitment strategy. The next section describes my findings related to capital.
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS

Sources of Capital
Capital - symbolic, cultural, social, and economic - was the most prevalent theme among
those I with whom I spoke. All 18 participants discussed these capitals. In total, discussion of
these themes made up 54 percent of all coded statements. For six of my participants, discussions
of these topics took up more than half of their interviews, among them all five women
participants. One of these women, Grace, spent 69 percent of our time together discussing
aspects of capital. No participant spent less than 20 percent of their interview talking about these
subjects. Participants discussed capital in four broad ways: they described the symbolic capital in
their field, their efforts to increase their cultural capital, the ways in which they drew on social
capital in their networks and how they contributed capital to the people in their networks, and
their efforts to translate these capitals into economic capital.
The field in which the men and women I spoke with sought position was class status.
Prison lowers the perceived status of all that pass through it. It is an engine of downward social
and economic mobility. My participants sought to escape this downward cycle and to secure a
place in the middle class. There are many ways of defining social and economic class
among social scientists, but for this project, I define the American class hierarchy from low to
high as poverty class, working class, middle class, and upper class (Reeves et al, 2018). As
described earlier, social scientists draw distinctions between poverty and working class, typically
related to earnings that fall below the Federal Poverty Line and the reliance of the people in these
statuses on government benefits for day to day needs. There is some consensus that the
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difference between working and middle class depends on the education level of the
person (Reeves et al, 2018; Williams, 2017; Draut, 2018). That, regardless of income thresholds,
having a bachelor’s degree puts a person in the middle class.1 This is where I understood my
participants to draw the line between classes and so I use this definition to draw a dividing low
between low and high. Lower class here means poverty or working class, while upper includes
middle and upper class.
Symbolic capital represents the objects of value to my participants. Their claim to these
objects positions them in the field of competition. In this competition, they position themselves
to claim symbolic goods by building their cultural, social, and economic capital. My participants
described an economy of symbolic goods that defined the middle-class experience to which they
aspired. These included time, money, and freedom. The men and women I spoke with sought to
reclaim time spent in prison and its meaning, they looked for employment that offered economic
security, and they were committed to securing their freedom by escaping the cycle of
incarceration. My participants saw themselves as competing for agency over the quality and
circumstances of their lives. In their efforts to claim the symbolic goods of time, money, and
freedom, college was the capital in which they traded.
College was the cultural capital the men and women I spoke with used to advance within
this field by making claims to its symbolic goods. College is a defining aspect of middle-class
status in the United States. Having a college degree enhances a person’s ability to compete
for higher wages and increases the likelihood that they will find employment. For people in
prison, college has two additional meanings. College in prison gives relevance to time spent in
prison because it is an activity that has value outside of prison. This allows people leaving prison
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to communicate the meaning of the time they served using the cultural capital of the field in
which they enter. College also protects a person from the likelihood of reincarceration, securing
their freedom. My participants laid claim to this capital by enrolling and succeeding. To do so,
they overcame substantial hurdles to enroll.
College became a source of social capital for my participants and enabled them to be
sources of social capital to others. Prison damages social ties through forced separation of the
individual from their community and the stigma of a criminal record. This limits the network of
people to which a person returns after release from prison. Among my participants,
excluding college, this network was limited to reentry organizations and family, neither of which
offered the social capital they sought to position themselves within the middle class. College
reversed this, building their social capital exponentially by connecting them to a wide range of
people who can lay claim to the symbolic goods of the middle class. The men and women I
spoke with drew on the capital of the faculty and staff they met through college to achieve
professional and economic goals. Having built cultural capital themselves through enrolling in or
completing college, my participants also sought to be sources of social capital for others in their
networks.
College was also tied to economic capital and my participants’ ability to secure jobs that
offered economic security. College became the mechanism by which they were able to compete
for jobs that paid more than the minimum wage. College also offered access to work they found
rewarding and meaningful. For those that had been involved in the drug trade prior to prison, the
wages they earned did not necessarily amount to more than the money they earned illegally. For
these men, doing meaningful work and feeling protected from incarceration were of higher value
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than the actual dollars they earned. But while college overall gave my participants access to
salaried, stable work that enabled them to leave public housing and save money, several found
their wages limited or job offers rescinded after their criminal records were revealed. College
could not fully overcome the stigma of a criminal record.
This section will discuss my participants views on symbolic, cultural, social, and
economic capital. My participants’ reflections led me to this capital structure. It is my
interpretation of the participants’ responses to the question: what does college mean to you? And
the conversations that followed. Using the double-analysis offered by IPA, my participants gave
me their interpretations of their experiences and the meanings they gave to them. Looking at
these in the aggregate, I did a second interpretation, connecting them to theory and
organizing them into this framework to discern their shared meaning. What follows is a
discussion of the ways in which my participants described these capitals.

Symbolic Capital
Competitors are organized within a field based on their claims to capital. Symbolic
capital is contextual to a field. Claiming symbolic capital enables agents to compete for position
within that field. Symbolic capital can be role-based, such as the symbolic capital of priests or
mothers. While these two roles generally do not come with economic capital, they come with a
status that gives their occupants position within certain social contexts. Objects and activities can
also hold symbolic value. Sometimes these values intersect with economic capital, such as
buying a certain model of car or wearing clothes of a certain style. Activities such as how a
person spends their leisure time can make claim to symbolic capital. To where one travels on
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vacation can be a claim to symbolic capital, but even having leisure time at all can also be a
claim to status in the American class hierarchy.
In our conversations, my participants discussed the symbolic capital to which they sought
to lay claim. These ideas came through when they discussed what they expected college to do for
them or had seen it do for them. In many cases, these ideas came early in our conversations.
Sometimes they were the direct response to my opening question of “what does college mean to
you?” The symbolic capital they described show me what status they were seeking to claim and
the field in which they saw college helping them to compete. My participants described to me the
downward class trajectory they believed prison was putting them on. The few that entered prison
from a middle-class background saw their ability to maintain that status hindered by their time in
prison and looked to education as a means to secure their status. Those that entered from
impoverished or working-class backgrounds saw prison limiting their ability to rise to the middle
class. In either case, class status was their field.
College education is the primary marker of middle-class status in the United States.
When my participants told me what they believed or experienced college to have given them,
they were telling me what they saw as the symbolic capital of the middle-class. These were:
time, money, and freedom. Prison, broadly, afflicts lower class people. Those who go to prison
in large numbers come from low-income families and communities. The symbolic capital of a
prison term relegates a person to the working-class or to poverty. Myriad restrictions on social
and economic life that come with a criminal conviction translate this negative symbolic capital
into limitations on a person’s ability to build cultural, economic, and social capital. If prison time
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is symbolic of lower than middle-class status, then the inverse is also true: not doing prison time
is part of the symbolic capital of middle-class or higher status.
People who go to prison by default lose out on time that they would otherwise have spent
in the community. This is the nature of a prison term: it separates a person from their homes and
families for a given period. Prison are closed or total institutions. This means they operate on
their own set of social norms in isolation from the norms of the societies in which they exist.
Prison isolation breeds a feeling of disconnection from the outside world. As time passes and
people in prison are limited to their insular world, they become increasingly disconnected from
the world outside, which continues to develop throughout the time they are held out of it. Time
passed in prison shares few markers with time passed outside of prison: birthdays, holidays spent
with family, births, deaths, graduations have all been missed by the person in prison. They can
leave with a feeling of being behind or out of step with time and needing to catch up. The
inverse of this is a right to uninterrupted social life in the community, something members of the
middle class enjoy. When my participants tell me about the ways in which college aided their
efforts to reclaim and make relevant to the community the time they spent in prison, they are
laying claim to middle-class symbolic capital.
Prison limits the types of jobs and the earnings that people can secure after release. My
participants told me about what they believed their prospects for employment would have been
without access to college. They saw, at worst, reliance on government programs and public
housing in their futures. At best, they described working class jobs in the service industry or
building trades and expected to make only the minimum wage. As José put it: “typical ex con
types of jobs.” My participants were aware of the economic class for which prison was preparing
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them. For some, it was the class in which they had grown up, but for others, it was a downward
transition. They saw college as the dividing line between those kinds of jobs and career jobs.
More than just earnings, career jobs came with choice in employment, feelings of satisfaction
and professional respect, and overall feelings of enjoying life through job security and leisure
time. Higher earnings are what separates the working- from the middle-class, but my participants
described more than differences in economic capital. They sought the symbolic capital of
middle-class career jobs: leisure time, professional respect, and feelings of security.
Freedom, as opposed to incarceration, is part of the symbolic capital of the middle-class.
When my participants describe the feelings of freedom they experienced when they enrolled in
college while still in prison – that they felt as if they were no longer behind bars during their
hours in the classroom – they are showing me the incompatibility of prison with college. Prison
and all that usually happens within it prepares people for more prison in the form of recidivism
or insecure economic participation after release. It (re)produces lower class status. College
breaks with this. My participants describe college as being different from all other opportunities
to which they had access in prison. College, which opens the door for a person to move from the
lower to the middle classes, offers that feeling of freedom because freedom from incarceration is
part of the symbolic capital of the middle-class.
My participants saw college as a way to claim the symbolic capital they believed to be
held by the middle class: time, money, and freedom. College, as the mechanism that allowed
them to enter the middle-class, was the cultural capital that enabled them to claim this symbolic
capital. My participants told me the ways in which enrolling in college changed their trajectory
away from poverty or working-class opportunities. Upon enrolling in college, my participants
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began to claim middle-class symbolic capital even while they were still behind bars. Feeling free
and feeling stronger connections to community time are claims to capital the middle-class takes
for granted: the right to uninterrupted life in the community and freedom from incarceration.
Seeking not just economic capital from higher paying jobs, but also feelings of security and
respect and the right to leisure time, my participants articulated the symbolic capital they sought
to claim as members of the middle-class. They saw this as differing from what they could lay
claim to in the working class, where they expected to face a need for multiple jobs and a lack of
respect. My participants saw college – the primary avenue to the middle-class – as bolstering
their ability to claim this capital.
Because of their prison terms, however, these claims are also tempered. Reclaiming time
by making prison time relevant, feeling free while behind bars, or gaining a career after years in
prison will always be partial claims to middle-class symbolic capital. A person who embarks on
a career after a 15-year delay behind bars will always be short on experience. They can never
claim as long a job history as those who were not incarcerated. The criminal record itself can
also never be erased. The record and the subsequent anxiety of background checks, job offers
rescinded, lowered salary offers, housing denied, all keep my participants from fully claiming
membership in the middle-class. Criminal convictions are not part of the middle-class
experience. My participants live with constant reminders that they are not fully welcome in their
new class. Their claims to this status will always be partial.
All 18 participants spoke about symbolic capital: time, money, freedom. These topics
took up about 17 percent of the total time we had together. Interest in these topics varied
considerably. These topics took up from 4-31 percent of our interviews, with most of my
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participants using between 10 and 20 percent of our time together on symbolic capital. My
participants’ comments on these topics are described in this section. No great differences
emerged across the demographics of those with whom I spoke. Symbolic capital had relevance to
men and women, people of all ages, and people of every racial identity with whom I spoke. This
section describes each of the aspects of symbolic capital that my participants discussed.

Time
In our interviews, my participants talked about time. All but one participant (José) spoke
about the symbolic value of time. These topics and discussion of these themes made up about 7
percent of all coded statements. This was not a topic that any participant talked about at great
length. Rather these ideas peppered other discussions of their experiences and the meanings they
drew from them. Discussions of time made up 2-9 percent of each interview. Their comments
touched on the ways in which time is wasted in prison, strategies for taking control over time,
using time in prison in ways that have relevance to the world outside, and feelings of having lost
time to prison that cannot be made up.
Time has symbolic meaning to people who served prison terms. Feelings of time being
wasted or not being able to make up time lost to prison surfaced in my participants’ comments.
This time was characterized as wasted or stalled time – time spent “spinning my wheels.” What
made it wasted or empty was the lack of programs or activities that had relevance to the outside
world. Time in prison without these activities became a routine made “miserable” by its
insularity and irrelevance to the community. This added up to a feeling of being “behind” those
that had not gone to prison or not having enough time to complete education or career goals
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before death, even among people who had attended college in prison. My participants
connected time, ways of using time, and progress toward goals – or position in the field – in their
reflections on the meaning of college.
In prison, my participants described realizing that they had control over the way in which
they used their time. While they could not control the duration of their prison terms, the prisons
in which they were sent to live, or the people with whom they shared space, they could control
their attitude toward the time they were serving. For some, these realizations came before they
enrolled in college, while for others, college brought on this realization. Recognizing
the control they had, my participants were able to make decisions about with whom they spent
their time, the types of interactions they had, and the activities in which they engaged – within
limits. Because they were incarcerated, they had only the people and activities available within
the prison from which to choose. Only one sought to reach outside of the available resources.
Shawn tried but was unable to raise funds from his family to enroll in a correspondence college
course.
My participants saw college as a way to mitigate the effect of time lost to prison. It
allowed them to transform empty time into productive time. While without college they could
engage in activities that gave them control over their days, unless the activity had relevance to
outside world, it would not assist them in their efforts to prepare for opportunities after prison.
For example, Grace participated in work and other programs in prison but none held any
meaning for people outside of prison. Her years welding park benches for the state in prison did
not qualify her for work as a welder once home. Only college or training in skilled trades enabled
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people in prison to make their time in prison relevant to the world outside. It allowed them to
reclaim this lost time and with it position in the field.
Attending college is the only universal marker of middle-class status in the United States
(Reeves et al, 2018). My participants’ comments reveal time as symbolic capital in the
competition for class status. Prison (re)produces lower class status. At best, people leave prison
with the ability to join the working class through work experience or transitional job programs.
At worst, they leave prison for poverty, being unable to secure work or housing. Prison offers
few opportunities to build middle-class cultural capital. Being forced to spend time in a place
that does not allow for opportunities to build capital put my participants at a disadvantage within
the field. Not being in prison is symbolic capital to which people in the middle- and upper-class
lay claim. Since my participants could not leave prison through their own volition, they sought
the next best thing: to make time in prison relevant to the community form which they were
separated and thereby lay a qualified claim to the symbolic capital of time.

Wasted or empty time
The threat of wasted or empty time loomed among the men and women with whom I
spoke. Prison sentences served without access to education held the prospect of enforced years of
intellectual inactivity and idleness that might cause a person to succumb to the insular,
“miserable,” prison routine and its accompanying “menial” activities. My participants sought to
“progress” in their lives despite their sentences. Without education, a prison term could cause a
person to stall or regress. This added up for some to a sense of life being wasted without access
to education that was relevant and applicable to life outside. Prison sentences spent idle
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symbolized lost opportunity, failure to advance, and disconnection with the world outside. These
statements hint at the idea of life moving on outside the walls without them. While incarcerated,
my participants felt they were sidelined for a stretch of time, alluding to a sense of losing
position in the competition for access to resources and opportunity.
College and training in skilled trades breaks up the prison routine. Without these
programs, the routines internal to prison take over, pushing people into a cycle of insular prisonbased activities and priorities. The men and women I spoke with had served terms both before
and after the 1994 ban on Pell grants in prison. Even those who entered prison after the ban was
in place felt the absence of these programs. Montez, Diane, and Grace made these points clearly.
Montez who served a term in prison from 1994-2000 describes this.
Montez:
But then when there's.... [college and training in trades are] no longer there, then
all of a sudden, it's like, hey, wait a minute, like, this is not there, this is not there,
like, you start to see like this, like, your life can become like a miserable kind of
routine. You know, programming, eating lunch, sleeping, and being scrutinized,
and kind of, you know, depressing and monotonous experience.
The absence of programs was felt strongly by Diane who was in prison from 1992-2004 and saw
the programs leave the facilities in 1994. She felt a sense of despair about the empty stretch of
time ahead of her. Without college, Diane saw herself declining or disappearing: “withering
away.”
Diane:
And so when when college [went away], there was this sense of despair. You
know, like, Oh, no. So I had 11 to, I had 11, or no, a nine to 18. I did 11 years, but
I had a nine to 18 year sentence. And so, at that juncture, it's like, I'm starting out.
I'm starting out, what am I going to do? You know, so it was this, that because I
felt like, if I have to do this time, I need to make it worth my while. I had to make
it worthwhile. I had to make it matter. And without college, I just didn't see that.
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You know, so it really was like, oh, my goodness, we're just going to wither away
here.
Grace was able to start a college program before the Pell ban, but could not finish her degree
before the programs left prisons. This left her stranded with some college credits, but no way to
continue. In her view, this meant she was forced “to do nothing” for 15 years. It made doing the
time much harder for her.
Prison terms without meaningful activities were seen by the men and women I spoke with
as wasted time. Two of those I interviewed described this clearly. For Greg, college was the
converse to wasted time.
Greg:
You know, so I recommend education through any means necessary. Because
without it, you spinning your wheels, who wants to spin their wheels? You got to
advance not regress. So, you know, you got to progress, you know. You have to go
forward.
Tomas continued a college career he had started before prison during the 15 years he served from
1989-2004. He drew a line between education with and without relevance to life outside. If the
education was not applicable, Tomas saw it as a waste of time. For Shawn, the lack of college
during his prison term from 1999-2014 left him with no step to take after completing his high
school equivalency.
Shawn:
So when I got arrested, so I was sentenced in '99, I came upstate, and I got my
GED in 2000. So I was 18 years old, got my GED, and then afterwards, there was
nothing else for me to do. So. You know, the crime bill really impacted me
because here was an 18 year who just got the GED, and there was no next step
for me.
Shawn felt this absence and attempted to enroll in correspondence courses but could not raise
the funds to do so.
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The implications of wasted time in prison could amount to a wasted life. This point is
illustrated by comments from James and Patrice. James who immigrated to the United States at
18, saw the completion of a college degree as proof that he had made good on his mother’s
efforts to bring him to the country. James started college in prison and completed outside. He
described his degree as making up for his prison term and saving his life from being viewed as
“wasted.”
James:
I'm the first person in my family with a bachelor's degree, you know, she brought
me [to this country at 18 years-old]. So it was sort of like, I would always tell her
and in prison, I thought this, like, my mother didn't bring me to this country for
me to spend my life locked inside of this human cage, you know, and to be able to
get the degree it was also like a manifestation of hey, like, you know, like, like,
look, you didn't, like I didn't just waste my life.
Patrice saw a similar connection between education and a meaningful life. Patrice described a
life in disarray.
Patrice:
So you know, if anything, when I say wasting time, it's like, you're not dealing
with your priorities. And your priority can be taking care of what it is that you
need to take care of, that's most important in your life, and it might not be
education, it might be your health. It might be something else. So I feel that when
I speak about that, that's what I mean by wasting time. Because they're not taking
time to utilize what's left of their life to, I guess, pick up the pieces for the most
part, you know.
In his view, time was well-spent putting the pieces of his life back together. Not doing so, he
saw as wasting time. Patrice saw his education as a strategy to get his life back in order and to
make the years of his life left to him meaningful.
For those I interviewed, college filled empty time in prison. In their view, this time would
have been wasted had they not been in college. Those that saw college programs leave prisons as
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a result of the 1994 Pell ban described feelings of despair at the thought of the years ahead with
no college courses to break it up. Those that entered after the college programs had left felt their
absence just as keenly. Time spent in college divided prison time into years they spent
advancing in life and those spent stalled – or “spinning their wheels.” For college to matter, it
had to be applicable to their lives after prison. For some, college became proof that they did not
waste their lives – reclaiming the meaning of their lives from the prison term they served.

Control over time
My participants could not control with whom they lived, where they lived, or for how
long they their time was subject to external control while they were in prison. With the length of
time they spent behind bars out of their hands, my participants saw time in prison, as described
above, as potentially empty or wasted. Reacting to this, my participants told me about
realizations they had about their control over their experience of time. College was at times what
spurred these realizations, but not always. Some of those I interviewed described realizations that
predated college enrollments, spurred by books or time spent in introspection. Discovering the
control they had over their time allowed those I interviewed to put it to use for their own
purposes. These were often focused on preparation for life outside.
College was a strategy by which my participants took control of time they served and
turned it to their own purpose. This they contrasted with the essence of a prison sentence: a
period during which a person has no control over the way they spend their time. Comments from
James, Keith, and Montez communicate this idea. James attributed his realization of his control
over time despite his prison term to two books he read while in prison: Victor Frankel’s Man’s
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Search for Meaning and Stephen Covey’s the Seven Habits of Highly Effective People. Through
these books, James realized he could control his experience even within a place where he had no
control over his circumstances. James told me what he learned from Frankel’s book.
James:
He said, the only thing that I can control in this moment, is how I react to this
moment, my own emotions, my own reactions to it. And of course, being in a cell
and being incarcerated for 13 years, I really... I truly identified with that. And I
identified with that book very early on to where it actually shaped the way that I
did the rest of my time.
Keith had a similar realization of his control over his time in prison. He described prison as
showing to him the ways in which time can be used or squandered. Forced idleness could be put
to the purpose of the individual with some creativity. In the absence of college, Montez saw men
with whom he was incarcerated finding other ways to direct their time to avoid the feeling of
being “in a war zone.”
Some kept busy in prison, but did not engage in what they considered “productive”
activities until they enrolled in college. Carlos and Tomas were frank about organizing criminal
activity – both violence and drug sales – for years behind the walls. Tomas enrolled in college
after reaching a point in his term where he realized that his involved in violence in the prison had
escalated and that if he continued without change, he would either kill another person or be
killed himself. It was not until he enrolled in college that he described his time as “productive.”
Carlos enrolled because another older incarcerated man encouraged him to by pointing out how
Carlos was a leader in organized prison violence. He appealed to Carlos as a leader to consider
college and set a new example. As with Tomas, Carlos felt his attitude toward his time in prison
change when he enrolled in college.
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Carlos:
But definitely, I would tell them you know, do something with your time, just don't
let the time do you, do the time. Go to school, get something out of it, so that when
you go home, you have an opportunity.
While he had been busy before, time spent enrolled in college allowed him to take control of his
prison term and prepare for life after prison. He now encourages others to do the same.
Preparing for life after prison was one way that my participants saw themselves taking
control of their prison terms. Celeste and Peter made these point clear to me. Neither had the
opportunity to complete a college degree in prison. Celeste enrolled in college, though, with the
goal of making her time, as she called it, “productive.”
Celeste:
And this time in prison is not going to define who I am. So I had a fight, well my
personal thing. I had a fight, I was defending myself, 'cause that's what went on in
the neighborhood that I was from right? Because I'm a product of my
environment, where I don't want to sound like [...] but that's the truth. So I would
have wanted to do my time, you know, learning and doing something to be more
ready for society. I guess. Ready for the world.
College gave her control because enabled her to prepare for life after prison. Peter saw college in
prison as a head start. He had enrolled in college in the period during which he was awaiting the
conclusion of his criminal case. He had hoped that having enrolled would encourage leniency in
the judge, but he told it had not. He had still been sentenced to five years. He told me: “I wanted
to get a head start on what I was going to finish outside.”
College programs met a need my participants described for making time in prison
“productive.” Being productive held the promise of taking control of an experience that was
ultimately controlled by others: the length of time to which my participants were sentenced to
prison. Taking ownership of time in prison is summed up in Carlos’s statement “do the time,
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don’t let the time do you.” My participants sought to “get something” out of their sentences.
While some described larger projects to take control of their experiences in prison with enrolling
in college as one strategy among several, others saw college as the primary strategy for
managing time. When college was not available, my participants talked about people in prison
engaging in other strategies to manage their experience of time. College, though, held the most
promise for “productivity” or preparing for life outside.

Relevant time
College offered my participants a means to make their time in prison relevant to life after
prison. Having the means to take control of time by choosing with whom to interact and with
what activities to engage supported these efforts, but it was not enough to make them relevant.
Few activities available in prison had any meaning to those outside and because they were in
prison, they had to work with the people and resources available to them. Only one person –
Shawn – attempted (unsuccessfully because of lack of funds) to reach outside of the resources in
prison by trying to enroll in a college correspondence course. My participants contrasted college
with insular work or prison programs that had value within the prison system but no meaning to
those outside. When available, college served as a bridge between the prison world and the “real
world.” College, when made available in prison, became a strategy by which to translate time in
prison to the currency of time in the community.
People in prison may spend their days engaged in work or programs, but few of those
hold any meaning outside the walls. Grace and KC explained this idea to me. They saw college
as the only activity in which they could engage in prison that would having meaning after they
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left. Grace worked in a variety of prison jobs and enrolled in prison programs during her twenty
years behind bars but only college, she believed, would help her afterwards. KC had a similar
view of her college credits. She described earning those credits as her first steps toward freedom
because they would translate and have value in her life after prison.
KC:
Yeah, that was my step for... my first step to freedom, right? Because although
they were remedial courses, I brought those [nine] credits out with me. And then
credit, literally followed me when I went to go try to get into the next college. […]
It just really made me feel free to know that I was able to get something, hold on
to it, and leave with it.
This allowed her to plan for her life after release while she was still inside. Knowing she could
transfer the credits she earned in prison made her time in prison relevant to the world outside. To
KC, this felt like freedom.
College in prison could transform the meaning of the time they spent behind bars. Carlos,
Diane, and Patrice made this connection for me. Carlos did not predict the way in which a
college degree would help him in his life after prison, but he told me “And at the end of the day,
at least, when I left prison, I was going to come out with something other than just time, right?”
The marker of the college degree and its relevance to the world outside changed the quality of
time in prison from empty (“just time”) to meaningful. Patrice made this connection explicit. He
drew a distinction between insular prison activities as helping him to build his prison knowledge,
while what he wanted to prepare for leaving prison was what he called “real world” education.
College, in his view, offered this.
Patrice:
You know, I had done a number of years where I had plateaued, academically.
[...] Learning the information that they thought would be beneficial to me, but I
knew that if I needed to have real world experiences, you know, I would need real
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world education. And because I knew that I wouldn't be able to, you know, go
beyond my circumstances of earning and, you know, having these things that I
want to occur with just prison information, right, so I needed […] the form of a
higher thought process, you know, with people that have experience in those
areas.
Diane also saw college as changing the quality of her time in prison. While it did not make her
prison term “worthwhile” on the whole, it made the time in prison relevant (“made it count”).
Attending college in prison enabled her to prepare for life after prison. She contrasts the
difference between empty time in prison (“withering away”) with active time (“building myself
up”).
College was sometimes part of a broader effort to prepare for life after prison. James and
Daniel told me about how they developed marketable skills or in other ways to prepared for life
after prison in addition to college. James talked about the skills he spent time developing – such
as typing - and that he selected them because he believed they would be transferrable to life
outside.
James:
You know I worked in a law library and a general library for most of the time
when I was in prison. The reason I picked those jobs was because I wanted to be
intellectually challenged. But also, I thought about very early on, like marketable
skills. So I said, I don't know how to type. I've never used a Word program. Never
even got on the Internet before I got arrested. So I need to be able to put that I
can type on my resume, things like that. They had a legal research certificate. Just
- I can do that, I can work on people's cases. And I saw those as transferable.
Daniel organized his life in prison around the goal of developing “discipline.” This, he believed,
is what he needed for when he would be released. Daniel served two prison terms and enrolled in
college in prison twice during the total of 22 years he spent behind bars. He described himself as
a successful drug dealer in the New York City suburbs before prison. But he worried about his
ability to stick to a job once he was released with more discipline.
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My participants enrolled in college in an effort to make time in prison relevant to life
after prison. This they described as making the value of time spent in prison “tangible” through a
degree or the feeling of earning credits in prison as the “first steps toward freedom.” College in
prison allowed them to transform the quality of their time in prison from empty to meaningful.
This enabled them to leave prison with “more than just time.” One explained why college was
important by distinguishing between “prison information” as a means to prepare for low-paying
jobs and college as a means to prepare for what he called “real world experiences.” College
enabled participants to prepare for life after prison, including getting a head start on reaching
their goals. For some, college fit into a broader effort to gain skills they deemed necessary for
life after prison, including transferrable, recognizable skills such as typing, or an orientation to
life, such as discipline.

Lost time
Even when my participants could enroll in college during prison, they could not fully
reclaim or make relevant the time they lost to prison. The men and women I spoke with felt this
could never fully be made up. This suggests a connection between time, ways of using time, and
progress toward goals – or position in the field. Prison offers few opportunities to build middleclass cultural capital. Prison is overwhelmingly likely to lower a person’s earnings and to make
their housing and employment precarious, making it difficult to claim membership in the middleclass. Spending time in prison is also much more common to people coming from poverty or the
working class. As a result, the inverse – not spending time in prison – is a marker of middle-class
status. My participants saw the right to uninterrupted time in the community as symbolic capital.
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People who attend college in prison can mitigate the time lost by building cultural capital during
their term, but they cannot fully gain it back.
My participants saw their prison terms as changing the direction of their lives. College
became a tool for righting that altered trajectory. Daniel, James, Celeste and Terri shared
reflections on how their lives could have been different. Daniel put this in terms of having been
born to his uncle and aunt rather than to his parents. His cousins had gone to college, while he
had gone to prison. Had his life unfolded along the same tracks as theirs, he believes he would
have been much farther along in his academic and career goals. He may have earned a PhD. For
James, this difference was more structural. While he found great meaning in his college program
in prison, James questioned the lack of opportunity he was confronted with in the community
that made college going more of a possibility for him behind bars. James felt his circumstances
had precluded him from opportunities for education before prison.
James:
I was probably given more access to college during my time [in prison] and
education, then then when I was out in the world. And whether that was through
environmental factors, whether it was like... whether that was... for whatever
reason, you know? So so so yeah, you know, it's not prison that allowed me to do
it. It's that the things that happened while I was in there should have happened in
society, specifically, education and access to higher education, to college and the
professors, and that discourse is what did it. You know?
Had he been given access to quality education before prison, he may not have ended up there in
the end. Both Celeste and Terri had children at age 16, limiting their opportunities for college
before prison. Absent these early pregnancies, both thought their lives would have taken a
different course.
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Time spent in prison became time unavailable for pursuing academic and career goals.
Daniel, Terri, and KC had additional academic goals they hoped to meet, but felt their chances of
reaching them were diminished by their age. When we spoke, Daniel was struggling with the
decision to go to graduate school. His age, however, made this goal feel out of reach: “So I didn't
know if I was going to grad school. Right. So I'm 58 years old. So If I went to grad school, I'd be
60 you know, with a masters.” Terri, too, was considering additional graduate school, but saw
her age as a barrier. KC wanted to finish both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree, but worried
that if she devoted her time to school, she would not have enough time after that to work towards
her advocacy goals in order to leave a legacy behind her.
KC:
Well, I am. I am, I am almost 60-year-old woman this year, right. And although
I've talked to folks in my age bracket, and folks have gone to school and
completed at 65, 70, and still gotten their degrees, I just want to make sure that
I'm able to get one and at least do something with it that would leave an impactful
legacy to my sisters behind me.
Prison terms had delayed their academic starts, leaving them fewer years to complete schooling
before retirement age. This foreshortened period for study and career advancement required them
to make trade-offs between academic and career goals.
Prison time caused my participants to feel out of synch with where they expected to be in
their lives. Peter, Terri, and Tomas captured the feeling of being out of step with time. Peter was
driven to complete his college degree quickly after he released because he felt behind his peers
who had been headed off to college when he had gone to prison. He doubted whether he would
ever overcome this feeling. Terri felt this loss of synchrony differently. She felt 20 years younger
mentally and emotionally than her age. As she described it, Terri felt she was “still arriving” at
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her place in life, including at her age. She connected this feeling of disjointed time with her
delayed college start as a result of becoming a mother at age 16. Attending college was one
strategy Terri used to try to catch up with herself. Tomas felt as if he had lived far longer than
her ever expected to.
Tomas:
The other piece is because I lost so many friends at a young age when they were
teenagers, that I never thought I'd be I live to be 19. I'm going on 51 in October.
And, and so one of my values is to understand that my reason for being here is
only to help somebody else, right? For one. And then the other piece was some of
the other values is that I work hard wherever I'm at.
Having been involved in violent crime from a young age, Tomas did not expect to live into his
twenties. As he aged past that and into his 50s, Tomas sought to put a meaning on his survival.
My participants described the feeling of having lost time to prison. This showed through
in my participants’ feelings that they could have achieved more had they gone to college earlier
in their lives or avoided other derailing events, such as early pregnancies. They also talked about
feeling that they did not have enough time left to complete the additional schooling they sought.
Others felt they were “behind” their peers due to the “late start” they got as a result of prison.
Prison robs people of time that they can spend pursuing their goals in the community. Prison
sentences are measured in time and enforced in environments with few connections to life in the
outside world. Prison terms led to a feeling of being out of step with time, or a loss of synchrony
with my participants’ expected life course. College could restore some feelings of synchrony – as
Peter described in trying to enroll and complete as fast as possible to feel more in step – but they
could not overcome it completely.
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Money
My participants saw college as a means to rising above poverty and the working class by
securing access to career jobs. All but one (Eric) discussed some aspects of money and career.
Comments about economic security and career made up about 7 percent of all coded statements.
Interest in these topics varied with participants using from less than 1 percent to nearly 20
percent of our time together to discuss these topics. They told me about the ways in which
college promised economic security and access to the middle class by allowing them to get off of
government benefit programs or earn higher than minimum wages, the ways in which it opened
careers to them (as opposed to jobs), and how it formed the basis of an enjoyable life.
Earning a salary that paid more than minimum wage offered not just economic but
also symbolic capital for my participants in their efforts to achieve a middle-class standard of
living. My participants described the limited horizons their upbringings or their prison
experiences had led them to accept. My participants explained living on government benefits as
symbolizing poverty and limited life circumstances. They felt that having to rely on these
programs for sustenance locked them into a pre-determined set of choices. As Daniel described
it, living in public housing and claiming $800 a month in disability benefits – what many of his
peers advocated he do when he left prison after serving 20 years – looked like a prison to him.
Without college, the men and women I spoke with saw minimum wage jobs or entry-level jobs
in nonprofit organizations as the highest earnings to which they could aspire.
College promised choice in employment and the ability to cultivate a career – as opposed
to a job. My participants talked about careers, attributing to them feeling valued, doing work that
was interesting or meaningful, and being able to earn higher wages. The dividing line between a
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job and a career was a college credential. Some of my participants had crossed that boundary
while in their current jobs and found that once they held a college credential, their opinions and
perspectives held greater weight in their workplaces. College credentials offered portability, as
well. They certified the holder’s skills and enabled them to seek employment without having to
prove their abilities anew in each setting. My participants also saw college as increasingly
necessary for securing living-wage jobs in the economies to which they returned after prison.
College helped them to overcome barriers to entry and served as a counterbalance to criminal
records.
Beyond higher earnings, college also formed the basis for my participants’ quality of life.
Having a college credential and a career offered feelings of security that led to happiness.
College was a means to secure a better quality of life or, according to Diane, a “decent life.” My
participants also credited college with guiding them towards a life they enjoyed living. This was
not just due to economic security but new perspectives they gained through their education. Greg
talked about his leisure time and the retirement he looked forward to, as well as his enjoyment of
reading and learning on a variety of topics as what he was doing to “enjoy his life.” Even just
enrolling in college gave my participants happiness. Grace, who had not yet finished, said that
college was showing her the fullness of the life she could live.
My participants recognized having choice in employment and the potential to earn higher
wages as symbolic capital associated with middle-class life. Without college, they saw their
prospects limited to life lived in poverty (subsisting on government programs) or the working
class (qualifying only for minimum wage jobs). These are the opportunities – in the absence of
college - for which they believed prison and their economic circumstances in childhood had
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prepared them. But money was not the only aspect of their lives that they saw college improving.
College was a pathway for my participants to engage in careers that combined the triple reward
of having their perspectives and contributions valued, earnings, and being able to do work that
interested them. College – whether or not they were yet employed – gave them the means to
enjoy their lives. My participants described these things: career, economic security, and
happiness as dimensions of the field in which they were competing for position. Having a college
degree was the means enabled them to lay claim to this symbolic capital.

Economic Security: Getting off of Government Programs, Earning above
Minimum Wage
For my participants, college was a means to gain economic security, go beyond minimum
wage earnings, or to have choice in their employment. Some sought to leave behind reliance on
government benefits programs (poverty), others sought employment that paid more than the
minimum wage (working class) and would enable them to work just one rather than multiple
jobs. Several of my participants referred to their class of origin in their comments on this, saying
they wanted to go beyond the circumstances they felt proscribed to them by their upbringing, to
not be “part of the system” in terms of government benefits as they had been as children, or to
have choice in their employment and not have to “settle” for the kinds of jobs open to people
with criminal records. In these reflections, my participants recognize their aspirations as
transcending their class of origin or the class imposed on them by their criminal records.
The people I interviewed looked at college as a way to gain economic security. This, for
several, meant rising above poverty as signified by welfare programs and public housing. Celeste
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told me that college meant “freedom, empowerment, stability, being part of a productive part of
society.” When pressed on these, she told me these meant getting off public assistance in her
eyes and keeping her kids out of what she called being “part of the system” in the way Celeste’s
mother had been. Patrice saw college as a way to transcend his class of origin. He called this his
“educational circumstances,” which he believed were set by his experiences growing up. He
shared his limited expectations for his life without college by telling me what he thought
education would enable him to achieve: meaningful employment, quality healthcare, and not
being afraid to speak up.
Patrice:
Usually, when you don't have the benefit of things that other people... maybe dual
parenting, maybe finances, right, growing up, right. And you're at this
disadvantage. I guess going beyond your circumstances, is gaining meaningful
employment. Being able to get a quality education, and even top tier medical as...
and also, being able to not be afraid to speak as if your voice won't be heard.
For my participants college was a means out of poverty, as defined by minimum wage jobs,
government benefit programs, and public housing.
My participants believed that college could raise their earning potential and free them
from reliance on government programs. Daniel and James described this to me best. Daniel, who
served 22 years in prison over two nearly back to back sentences looked to gain control over his
income. This he contrasted with disability payments. He described the idea of relying on such a
limited set income as a second prison.
Daniel:
I, oh, let me just tell you, when I came out, everybody was going on Social
Security. You know what I mean, like, that's the dream. And I'm like, you're out of
your fucking mind. And they're like, dude, you did 20 straight, you're automatic
and I'm like, I don't want it. Do I want to live in little room? in a studio apartment
making $800 a month? Isn't that like, prison? They're like, what are you kidding
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me? I get women I get drunk. You know? I'm like, yeah, it's like prison to me. I
want to live.
Daniel went on say that he believed college, specifically a bachelor’s degree, was necessary to
secure what he called a “living wage.” James was frank about his initial plans to earn a
bachelor’s degree that would secure him the highest starting wage possible: nursing. He selected
this career because other high-paying professions seemed out of reach due to his citizenship
status and criminal record. After some difficulties enrolling in the first college he tried to attend
after prison, he completed a degree in criminal justice at a second college. He was satisfied with
his earnings in the nonprofit sector, which when we spoke were higher than what he anticipated
he would earn as a nurse.
College was the dividing line between a career and a minimum wage job. Diane, Grace,
José, and KC shared this idea with me. Diane saw college as what enabled her to do work she
enjoyed and that paid her well. She told me “If I didn't have college, that I would more than
likely be working a minimum wage, if not, maybe a little more job, one that I probably wouldn't
particularly care for. KC saw college as the difference between minimum wage subsistence jobs
and career jobs. Without college, she said “it was like, even coming out of prison, and not having
the complete education, that I wanted, I really couldn't find a job that fit, right, or one that would
pay me more than minimum wages.” Without a career, she said she fell back into substance
abuse and did a second term in prison. Grace felt pressure to get a job quickly coming out of
prison from the nonprofits she got assistance from. She saw examples of people who had gone to
school and were doing better economically than those who had not and decided to follow their
example. As she explained: “I think: so let me start listening to the people who have degrees. Not
these people that work four or five jobs just to make ends meet.”
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Grace:
I was in a transition house [run by a nonprofit] where they impressed on me
going to school and "go to school and don't worry about working. Go to school."
You know we have a lot of other people were saying "you need a job.
you gotta get a job." And these are people... these are not people who have
degrees. I think: so let me start listening to the people who have degrees. Not
these people that work four or five jobs just to make ends meet.
José drew a distinction between college and the types of jobs that would be available to him
coming out of prison with no additional education. He said he did not want to “settle” for this
“ex con type of job.” Getting training in a specific field, he believed would give him more
choices in his employment which would in turn “improve the quality of [his] life.”
The men and women I interviewed looked to college as a means to escape poverty and
the working class. They spoke about this as getting off government benefit programs and being
able to work one rather than multiple jobs to make ends meet. College symbolized more than just
earnings. My participants looked at college as a way to get access to work in which they were
interested or to give them more choice in their employment. They referred to their likely
outcomes had they not sought a college degree as what they were trying to avoid or move
beyond. Some, like KC, had worked minimum wage jobs for years before her substance abuse
problems resurfaced and she served a second stint in prison – something she partially attributed
to working these subsistence jobs.

College as the Gatekeeper to the Middle-class
For my participants, careers symbolized having transcended the horizons they felt limited
to by their economic and social circumstances in childhood or their time in prison. Many had
found work in the nonprofit or government human services sectors before completing degrees
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but felt their ability to advance limited by their lack of credentials. College enabled them to
move past entry level jobs. Some summarized having a college degree and a career as being
“successful” in a broad sense. For all, college was the key that opened the door to a career.
Having this career is what differentiated their economic prospects before and after college. But
college meant more than a high-paying job. College also meant security and the happiness that
comes with it. College improved my participants’ “quality of life.” They credited college with
giving them the means to enjoy the lives they led.
My participants saw hard limits on what they could do without a college degree. Diane
and Daniel talked about this. Diane told me that college had helped her maneuver better in her
career. She reflected on her career achievements with a college degree and compared them to
what she thought she would have achieved without it. College, to Diane, was a signifier of her
abilities and helped her to show potential employers what she was capable of.
Diane:
If I didn't have college, with a background with the, with the record, right, I
wouldn't be too far too much further, I'd be stuck in a job that had been going
nowhere, really, because I would be overlooked I would be, you know, not
recognized in, no matter what, you know, you can have old street smarts, you can
have a great vocabulary, you could be articulate, you can be all of those things.
But a certain things require a certain status, you know, and I just feel like, you
know, if to have that education, then allows you to maneuver a little better, right?
Daniel chose to refuse a work release assignment in his first term in prison in order to enroll in
college. When asked by his prison counselor why he was refusing, he told her “I have no
education. I need a college degree to do anything in this world.” College, for Daniel, opened
possibilities for him after prison that would be closed without the credential.
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College enabled my participants to be more mobile in their employment because of the
portability of a college degree. José, Greg, and Keith saw in college external validation of skills.
As José, explains, college is proof of your knowledge and skills works as a label that signals to
employers that you have the skills you profess to have. This is what he sees as the value of a
college credential.
José:
No, thank God, I don't have that mentality, where it's like, you know, some people
say, oh, a college degree is worthless. Okay? It depends. Really, you know, right,
like right now. Yeah. Okay. If you want, you can, you can learn whatever you
want to learn. But you still need to go through a panel of people or peers to say,
okay, you know, what you're talking about, you know, what it is, you know, what
this is about. Okay, we, we, we approve of your expertise. Yeah. So you cannot be
just some self-proclaimed, you know, whatever. You know what I mean?
Having a college credential makes skills more portable. Greg told me that without a college
credential, a person would need to find a willing employer to test out what you say you know.
Not all employers will be willing to do this. Keith also described college as portable proof of
skills. He, like Greg, saw this as increasingly important to secure employment. He described the
ways in which people who attended college in prison realized the importance of a credential in
getting access to employment. He sums this up “this is a society of credentials.”
College had already aided some of my participants in securing careers. Montez, Shawn,
and KC talked about how college helped them embark on careers. Montez told me that he had
selected a highly ranked college for his graduate degree because he thought it would be a
stronger counter weight to his criminal record, which he believed would limit his employment
prospects. Shawn, who enrolled to finish is bachelor’s degree immediately upon release from
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prison, believed all of the professional opportunities that he had taken advantage of stemmed
from college.
Shawn:
Well, I definitely would not have had opportunities, which presented themselves
for me to take advantage of if I do not have access to higher education. So all the
projects and, you know, the jobs in which I've held, literally evolved from me
being in college, and I'm taking that further.
He had found college to be a rich source of professional networks and was actively seeking to
leverage the relationships he had developed to advance his career when we spoke. KC described
hearing about women who had left prison before her and secured college credentials. She drew
inspiration from their successes in opening nonprofits and engaging in policy advocacy work and
planned a future for herself that mapped to the paths they had opened up.
College did more than raise earnings. My participants also attributed a higher degree of
professional respect to their college credentials. KC and Diane felt that the way people viewed
them in the professional sphere changed when they completed their college credentials. KC
talked about being seen, heard, and valued as a result of college and how that enhanced her life.
She told me that she saw a difference between how she was treated in her field prior to
completing her associate degree and after. The effect was more than a change in salary.
KC:
And so doing that, and then being able to, to graduate, right in 2015. With my
associates, right? And so, so yeah, so that, for me, meant a lot. And I feel like I'm
not where I want to be education wise, but it has brought me to a level in my
career, where I'm seen, I'm heard, I'm valued. I also have been able to to become
financial, financially stable in my work.
Diane also saw her degree helping her to overcome the assumptions that people had about her
based on her time in prison. She wanted college to communicate that “the place where I was
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[prison], is not, in any way, reflective of who I am. Right? Because that was just a place." Diane
also felt her contributions were more readily recognized since she had completed her master’s in
social work.
College was becoming increasingly necessary in the economies to which my participants
returned for securing the kinds of work and life experiences my participants sought. Daniel,
Terri, Peter and Tomas explained how college was now a necessity. Daniel and Terri reflected on
how those economies had changed from when they were children. Daniel described this in terms
of the rising standards for educational attainment to access what he called “success.”
Daniel:
Well. It's the degree. So like, all successful people that I knew.... If you're a blue
collar, you're blue collar. And this is your ceiling. But if you want to be
successful, you know, and again, in the 70s, an associate degree would have got
you a job with a living wage. In the 80s and 90s, a bachelor's degree, you know.
Terri told me about a conversation she had had with her son in which she explained the
proscribed horizons she had seen growing up as a Black girl in the United States.
Terri:
I said, I came from the 60s, we didn't have those options. The option we had was a
government job, you became a mailman, a postman, or garbage man. You know,
and today, there's so much more, I said. […] But it is up to you to use the tools
that have been created to get ahead.
The primary tool, what Terri referred to the backbone of opportunity, is the college
degree. Peter reflected on the economy in New York City and the kinds of jobs that are available
in his comments on how college helped him to secure a career.
Peter:
I knew that I needed a degree. You know, I wasn't coming back to the middle of
America, developing a trade where I was a carpenter, or you know, building
houses or anything like that.
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For him, geography played a role in determining why a bachelor’s and master’s degree were
important for access to high-paying employment. Tomas equated higher degrees with higher
earnings in the nonprofit economy and enrolled in a PhD program in order to raise his earning
potential. As he describes it, he only learned after completing that PhDs face a fairly high level
of unemployment and do not always secure top wages in any field. In all four cases, my
participants saw college as increasingly necessary in the economies in which they sought
employment.
The benefits of college also extended to a broad sense of life being enjoyable. Diane,
Grace, and Greg all talked about the ways in which college had made them happier. Diane
stressed that this was not all about higher salaries. She was focused instead on the security her
career gave her and how that enhanced her feeling of security. This, she said, led to greater
happiness.
Diane:
Not only just earn, because I don't believe money, money doesn't make you happy,
but it allows you to provide a sense of security that can add to your happiness,
you know, and so, absolutely, I think that college with college, it it definitely
increases it gives you a better quality of life.
Grace, who was currently enrolled in a bachelor’s program when we met, described how her life
had improved since she enrolled in college. She had recently reconnected with one of her
brothers who encouraged her academic and career ambitions. She described feeling increasingly
independent and excited about the things she was learning and doing. She told me “I can party.
Yeah I can party. I can have fun. I can go to school. I can work. I can have it all. And be
independent. And, you know? Absolutely.” Greg, who had earned over 100 credits but had not
completed a college degree saw education as showing him that there was more to life than work.
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He credited his experience in college was showing him how to enjoy his life, saying “I'm living
my life, my best life now, because of my education.” Greg described this as travelling and being
involved in his community in his hours outside of work, as well as looking forward to
retirement.
My participants saw college as a gatekeeper to careers. Not having a college degree
limited my participants’ ability to – as Diane called it – maneuver in their efforts to seek highpaying and rewarding employment. They saw college credentials as portable proof of their skills
that enabled them to gain access to career jobs. College credentials could become a
counterbalance to their criminal records. College also appeared increasingly necessary for career
jobs in the economies to which they returned. The men and women I interviewed also reflected
on the kinds of lives they wanted to lead. Beyond a high income, they were concerned with
quality of life or what comfort or experiences their income could bring them. My participants
saw their experience of life improved by enrolling in college. College, as Diane described it, was
more of a “lifestyle.” It changed the way my participants looked at life and the ways in which
they spent their time.

Freedom
College also offered a way out of the cycle of recidivism, or communities of origin that
participants wanted to leave behind. Fourteen of the men and women with whom I spoke talked
about this aspect of college. Overall, these comments made up only a small portion of my
participants’ comments: about 4 percent. Freedom had two dimensions: physical and mental.
Some of the people I spoke with saw college help them to secure their release from prison or
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parole supervision. Others described these connections between college and release from prison
more generally, saying that they and others they were incarcerated with knew the statistics and
the first-hand accounts of people who left prison with college degrees and who did not recidivate
and come back. Mental freedom challenged the ability of incarceration to contain or control my
participants, offering a feeling of escape during lockup.
Incarceration is an experience concentrated among low-income and communities of
color. People from the middle- or upper-class are rarely incarcerated. Once a person serves a
term in prison, their likelihood of serving a subsequent term increases. This is enshrined in the
risk-paradigm. A previous conviction raises the likelihood of a future conviction. Prison draws
its population from the poor and working class and reproduces the conditions that keep a person
within those class parameters. Prisons offer few opportunities to enroll in community-relevant
education programs, pay incarcerated workers so little that those who work full-time behind bars
cannot save money towards their release, and mark people with criminal records that seed their
rejection from jobs, housing, and college after release. Proven in the negative, the right to avoid
incarceration becomes part of the economy of symbolic goods of the middle- and upper-classes.
Escaping the cycle of incarceration and recidivism is a freedom reserved for America’s
upper classes. My participants talked about their commitments to leaving prison and not
returning, but felt that without college, these efforts would be futile. College, for them, was a
way to prove to themselves or to others that they would not come back to prison. The men and
women I spoke with told me that they believed prison was preparing them for recidivism. They
connected this to the idea of opportunity. Without college, they would be prepared to take
advantage only of the kinds of opportunities their communities presented, which they saw as
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minimum wage jobs and illegal activity. College opened up a new set of opportunities that would
allow them to reach beyond the limited options they had faced before prison and to which they
believed prison – without college – limited them.
Feelings of freedom started while my participants were still behind bars. College had the
power to help my participants to mentally escape prison. College brought into prison new ideas
and ways of thinking. In college classrooms, they experienced a sense that they were no longer in
prison. The things they learned had them feeling as if their minds were “opened,” as if a “lightbulb” went off. They felt their old ways of thinking start to change and new ways of thinking
start to take root. My participants describe feeling as if college brought something entirely new
into the prison environment. When my participants talk about escaping the feeling of
incarceration by participating in college classrooms (still behind bars), they are saying that the
kinds of learning they are engaging in while there is different than anything else they
experienced while incarcerated. They described these new feelings as freedom.
Freedom is a privilege of the upper classes in the United States. Living a life
uninterrupted by incarceration is part of the symbolic capital of the middle- and upper-class. My
participants’ experiences show that college is at odds with prison and the class (re)production
that it represents. College became a means to claim the symbolic capital of the upper classes –
the right to a life uninterrupted by prison. But they did so after having served a term, making
their claim only partial. These feelings of freedom began before my participants left prison. They
felt free in their minds while engaged in college. College offers an experience that differs
substantially from those my participants had access to before and during prison. That this
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experience feels like freedom shows that my participants see it as incompatible with
incarceration and the futures for which incarceration otherwise prepares them.

Leaving Prison
Serving one term in prison makes it more likely a person will serve a future term in
prison. My participants recognized that they were at risk of falling into this cycle of recidivism.
They believed that prison in itself was likely preparing them for such a fate, regardless of their
commitment or efforts to avoid it. They saw college was a way to break this pattern. College, in
their eyes, represented a change from the status quo in prison and at home. It brought something
new into the equation. Without this new resource to pursue new opportunities, my participants
feared they would fall back into old patterns. Their commitment to get jobs and stay clear of
crime might not be enough. Incarceration and recidivism are concentrated in poor and
communities of color. In middle- and upper-class communities, these experiences are rare.
Freedom from criminal justice intervention is one of the hallmarks of these class statuses – or
one aspect of the symbolic capital of these classes. The men and women I interviewed sought to
use college to claim the symbolic capital of freedom.
College held promise for my participants as a way to get out of prison and stay out. For
Carlos, Diane, Sebastian, and Terri, college was a means by which to manifest their goals to
avoid recidivism. Carlos, who dropped his involvement with illegal activities in prison to enroll
in school, explained to his former circle that he was focused on his future outside of prison by
saying “I don't plan on being in here forever, right? I mean, life has to change sometime. I don't
think I was made for this.” Diane had already made a decision that she would not be returning to
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prison when she enrolled in college. She saw college as a way to secure a career, which she
thought would keep her out of prison in the future. Sebastian did not want to be pulled into the
cycle of crime and recidivism. He feared becoming a career criminal and saw college as the only
means for him to escape that future. He believed that without college, his 15-year sentence
would prepare him only for more crime in the future.
Sebastian:
And you know, it's not something that my parents pushed on me because they
didn't go to college. You know. It's not, it's not something that was bandied about
the family. It was something more that I you know, when I went to prison, I said,
What's the one thing that's going to save me from becoming a career criminal?
And the only thing that was left for me was to take advantage of these college
programs that were being given in the prison.
Terri had a similar view, but connected it to an escape from the violent neighborhood in which
she grew up. College, she believed, would help her to escape that neighborhood. Although she
did not ultimately move out, she felt she had broken with the drug activity that drives the crime
and violence that surrounded her. After she went to college, all of her children also enrolled.
The connection between college and freedom was more direct for some. Daniel, Greg,
and Patrice told me how they saw college help them to secure their freedom. Daniel, who was in
prison for life after being convicted for firing a gun at a police officer, saw college as the only
reason he was granted parole from prison. In addition to a woman in the prison speaking up for
him, Daniel believed that being White helped him to convince the parole board he could be
released.
Daniel:
So, ultimately, so I went to seven parole boards, right? Because I did 20 years.
[…] The only reason I believe I got out of prison was because of college. They
had some people working in... well, one woman working in the prison, and, you
know, she talked to the parole board. Whatever they called... I forget. And, you
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know, look at this, you know, look what this kid... he's not the same person da
dada dada dada.
Greg saw his parole term last longer than he felt was right after he was released. The length of
his term was three to five years. He believed he had done all of the things the parole board was
looking for and should have been let of parole sooner. Eventually, he asked people he had met
through the college program in prison to write to the board on his behalf and he was released.
Repeated parole denials over eight years were the reason Patrice gave for enrolling in college. He
wanted to prove to those on the board that he was making use of his time in prison by preparing
for the outside world. No other strategy he had tried (he worked in the barber shop) had worked
to show his commitment to avoiding crime in the future.
Patrice:
And I needed, you know, those credentials to go before this parole system, so they
could see I'm not just sitting on my hands in here. You know, and when I get out
there, I'll be able to, you know, articulate myself with some appropriate skills that
might land me a job besides having that conviction, or, you know, something like
that. So, after my for fourth subsequent parole denial, I enrolled in John Jay,
inside, and yeah, I enrolled in there.
These three saw college as a means to secure physical freedom by convincing the parole board of
their commitment to avoid crime in the future. College became proof of how they had changed
and that they were worthy of reintegration rather than reincarceration.
My participants were motivated to enroll by research and anecdotal evidence of the effect
of college on recidivism. Montez, Tomas, and José told me about the evidence they saw of what
college could do for them. As Montez describes, he and those he was in prison with knew the
statistics on reincarceration and education. He told me “Well, I'd be lying to you, if I said that it
wasn't part of not just my thinking.” While they did not know how education would stop
recidivism, they saw that it would and it was one of the reasons they enrolled behind bars.
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Without a clear reason why it had this effect, Montez believed it was the way in which college
cultivated commitment to long-term goals and enhanced communication skills. José was not
clear either on how college would keep him from returning to prison, but he nevertheless
believed it would. He was looking for ways to change his thinking. He believed that society was
not welcoming to people leaving prison and that without coming to terms with his past and
starting to believe in himself, he would be right back in prison in the future. In his words, this
would “perpetuate into an endless cycle of madness.” Tomas saw anecdotal evidence over his
over 14-year prison term that college kept people from returning to prison. Doing a long sentence
meant that Tomas saw people who were in prison for shorter terms leave and return while he was
still in prison. But those that left with college, he saw, did not return. He believed this was
because they had the skills to be employed.
Tomas:
Well, one of the things I realized in [the prison I was in] was that a lot of the guys
that were going home... I have friends who I had seen two or three times while I
was still incarcerated for the same bid. And I've seen guys come in two or three
times. Friends of mine who went to school with me, and these guys will come back
because they had no education. They have, I guess, close to no skill sets in terms
of employment, and experience. And, you know, I felt that the reason they were
coming back is because they had nothing else to do except what they knew how to
do, right. But the guys that were going home with degrees, you know, you
wouldn't hear about them because we wouldn't see them again. But you will hear
through the grapevine that they were out. They were case managers in programs.
They were... some of them were directors. Some of them have started their own
businesses. And so it kinda like made sense to me.
Even without a clear reason why college kept people out of prison, my participants saw from the
statistics or their own experiences in prison that it did.
My participants saw college as a way to ensure they would not return to prison. It was a
means to secure physical freedom. For some, college became a manifestation of a commitment
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they had made to leave and never return to prison. For others, college was a way to prove to the
parole board that they were worthy of release. My participants drew on anecdotal and statistical
evidence to conclude that college could help them to avoid recidivism, even though the reasons
why were not clear. Some saw the skills developed in college programs as the reasons for
success. College became a “viable exit strategy” for those looking for a way out of the
recidivism cycle – as José called it “the endless cycle of madness.”

Free Your Mind
The men and women I interviewed described feelings of mental freedom in their college
courses in prison. College as an “escape” from prison suggests that college learning felt different
from the other experiences my participants had in prison. Feeling their minds “open” and having
a sense of independence grow from the skills they learned in college allude to college as a way to
break from the class (re)production aspects of prison. College felt different from other activities
in which they engaged in prison. Being free from incarceration is one aspect of the symbolic
capital of the middle-class. When participants describe feeling free from prison and the cycle of
incarceration in college classrooms, they are claiming this symbolic capital.
College broke up the routines of prison. Attending college in prison gave my participants
feelings of physical escape while in the classroom. Daniel, Diane, James, and Terri described this
to me. Daniel called college “the great escape.” He connected this to the way in which the
faculty in his program treated him in the classroom. He said he felt treated like a “human being.”
Diane felt her mind open in her college classes. Diane, who came from a middle-class
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background, experienced this as a reconnection with older ways rather than a new way of
thinking. She describes this as “refreshing” and liberating.
Diane:
Oh it just it, it took on a whole life of its own. It was just like, oh my gosh, it was
almost like a door to my brain just opened up. And it was like come in, you know
[laughter], I...I just I couldn't, you know, it was like, why didn't I do this a long
time ago kind of thing. You know what I mean? It was like, so refreshing. And it
gave me a sense of purpose. Right? That although I'm here, I can help somebody.
I can... I'm learning these different things. And I felt like just even that period of
time of being in class that I wasn't in prison. You know, I felt liberated. You know,
I felt free.
Talking about a geography course she took in prison, she told me “every time I sat in the
classroom, you know, I was out in the world. You know, I was traveling, I took a course called
dynamic earth. And I was traveling, I was all over baby, [laughter] you know, I was just all over
the place. And it was just, it was really wonderful.” James told me that the motivations of the
students in his classroom did not matter once they were seated at their desks. Some people in his
program enrolled in order to secure parole or to spend more time outside of their cells. Others
enrolled because they knew college was expensive and they wanted to take advantage of it as
“free money.” But once the students were in the classroom, he told me “Folks engaged, because
it was a completely different environment where we were in a classroom. We weren't in prison;
we were in a classroom.” Terri also talked about time outside of her cell as one of the things that
instilled in college a feeling of freedom. Being able to move around the prison during a period of
the day when she would otherwise have been limited to her living area made her feeling
“mentally and emotionally” free.
College also created feelings of mental freedom. Grace, Carlos, Greg, Sebastian, and
Tomas all described a feeling of mental freedom or their minds “opening up” in college. Grace
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told me that college was her escape because it allowed her to free herself from ideas she felt
“locked into.”
Grace:
College is, I believe, an extension of freedom. So aside from physical freedom, I
always felt like it was no better freedom than to have your mind free. To not have
to be locked into certain ideas or certain beliefs.
Carlos told me that college gave him a new way of looking at the world. He was able to think
through his decisions more carefully when before college he had been more impulsive.
Carlos:
And then the day, you know, education definitely just gave me a whole way of
looking at things. I became more proactive. In retrospect, I would think back to
how was like this real real real thinker, but I was actually very easy to
manipulate. I was very, very impulsive, someone told me something, and I would
just jump and do it.
Sebastian and Tomas felt similarly. Sebastian told me that an educated person can plan ahead
and wait for the right opportunity to come his way. In comparison, a person without an education
would “latch onto the first opportunity they see, whether It's right or wrong because they know
no better.” Tomas felt his thinking start to change when he enrolled in college. He lost interest in
the illegal activity he had previously been focused on in prison. Greg felt his mind sharpen in
prison because it opened him up to new ideas. He told me “you get to use your mind and you’re
and you’re processing thoughts a lot better.” When we spoke, Greg – who is 65 - was
considering enrolling in another college program because he wanted to “open his mind” to
another new set of ideas.
José, Keith, Montez, and Patrice talked about the information or skills they were exposed
to in prison. College helped them to develop cognitive independence and to form their own ideas
and opinions about the subjects they studied. Montez emphasized the importance of giving
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people in prison access to what he referred to as “primary texts” as opposed to textbooks or
faculty summaries of the concepts in their field of study because of the freedom it gave students
to develop their own ideas. Keith believed that college could offer students tools, but feared too
often it also led to indoctrination. He saw keeping his mind free while taking advantage of those
tools as the best way to approach college. Patrice expressed an initial skepticism that college
would indoctrinate him to a specific way of thinking, but found after enrolling that it offered him
skills that could help him develop his own perspective. Patrice, who was in his final year of a
bachelor’s program in English when we spoke, saw close reading as the foundation of his
experience. It offered him an independent viewpoint, not shaped by others’ interpretations of a
text.
Patrice:
And then they gave us these tools and these wonderful ways you go about
learning, you know, analyzing the texts, and, you know, biblio... and clustering
and, you know, all of these tools that we use to promote great work or good work
or, you know, cut the fat from the BS stuff. Um, I guess another example would be,
or della, like, that was like, one of the first type of the first type of things. The first
type of things that we learned, you know, and, I mean, it was just all profound to
me, you know, it was all profound.
José also described deep engagement with the subjects he was studying. After a faculty member
introduced him to a new idea in photosynthesis, José found himself returning to this concept and
thinking of new ways to approach it.
My participants told me that college gave them a sense of freedom. When they enrolled,
they felt as if they were no longer in prison. Daniel attributed this to feeling as if he was being
treated as a “human being.” Being in college made them feel as if their minds “opened up.” They
described feeling their minds and thinking processes sharpen. They began thinking through
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decisions more carefully. They also found that college provided tools with which they could
approach their studies. Using these tools to develop and describe their own perspectives on the
subjects they studied gave them a sense of independence that no prior learning experience had
offered. For my participants, college offered a new experience and one that differed from the
other types of learning, work, and other programs offered in prison.

Cultural Capital
Cultural capital are the skills and tools that people can accrue to their person and which
they can convert into symbolic, social, or economic capital for position within their field of
competition. Cultural capital are individual attributes and resources. A college degree is middleclass cultural capital. A college degree opens up career opportunities that secure a middle-class
salary and it helps a person form networks and contacts among people who also hold college
degrees. Being able to access this social and economic capital, people can more readily claim
symbolic capital, including leisure time, economic security and careers, and freedom from police
scrutiny: time, money, freedom. Securing this capital while in prison or with a criminal record is
difficult. Barriers to entry to college for people with criminal records, as well as the increasingly
high cost of college work to exclude people leaving prison and those coming from poverty or the
working class – or from prison. College can be a vehicle to climb to or maintain their status in
the middle class for those that get access, but it can also reproduce class differences through
these barriers to entry.
Building cultural capital took time. The men and women who joined me for interviews
told me about their experiences building cultural capital through earning college degrees. For
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some, completing a degree was a lifelong effort. Two participants, Grace and KC, had been
seeking undergraduate credentials for more than 25 years when we spoke. Most had spent more
than a decade pursuing undergraduate and graduate credentials. These efforts, although they
were substantially drawn out, were positive experiences. My participants described completing
degrees, earning licenses, and being awarded academic honors. They enjoyed their time in
college. Three not currently enrolled (Daniel, James, and Sebastian) talked about missing
school. They gave me their opinions about whether their academic experiences had been rigorous
or lacking. Several noted differences between the caliber of student in prison and on campus –
that those in prison were higher achievers and more driven to learn. Some went on to teach in
college, attempting to share their positive experiences with another generation of students.
Building cultural capital was also difficult. My participants ran into numerous challenges
to persisting in their degree programs. Problems started in prison when students were subject to
administrative policies that pulled them away from college programs or were criticized by other
incarcerated people for their aspirations. Debt was also an issue. Resolving outstanding debt
from earlier enrollments in college delayed academic re-starts. Several ran into hurdles with
financial aid that slowed their progress. Losing credits during transfers to schools in the
community, barriers created by parole requirements and reentry realities, and health and mental
health conditions also proved to be substantial challenges. Getting a college degree after prison is
rare. The experiences the men and women I interviewed shared with me show how hard it can be
to go against the downward class trajectory of prison. Nearly every part of my
participants’ enrollment was fraught with challenges and their timelines stretched decades,
leaving fewer years after completion to enjoy the capital the degree secures for them.
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Even among those who are successful, building middle-class cultural capital is
difficult for people leaving prison. My participants did well in school and enjoyed their time
enrolled. Academically, they were prepared for college. Although they ran into administrative
barriers, they fought to overcome them. They paid down debt, overcame financial aid
ineligibility, and negotiated for transfer credits. Eight of the 18 had earned graduate degrees and
five were teaching in college. But these successes came along a very long road. For most, it was
a decades long journey to reach an undergraduate credential. Despite the difficulties, this is a
picture of success. My participants may be among those who are most committed to and
successful in college. They have stayed connected with people and organizations that advocate
for greater access to college during and after prison even after they themselves completed their
degrees. It is through these organizations and people that many of them heard about my
project. There are likely many more people who attempted college during or after prison, ran into
similar barriers, and could not overcome them. My participants’ experiences show that gaining
access to the middle-class by securing a college degree is difficult at best, but it can be done.
All 18 participants spoke about cultural capital: their achievements and difficulties
building it by earning a college degree. These topics took up about 18 percent of the total time
we had together. These topics took up from 4-35 percent of our interviews. My participants’
comments on these topics are described in this section. No great differences emerged across the
demographics of those with whom I spoke. Symbolic capital had relevance to men and women,
people of all ages, and people of every racial identity with whom I spoke. This section describes
each of the aspects of symbolic capital that my participants discussed.
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Building Cultural Capital
A college degree is the cultural capital that defines the American middle class. Having
the degree enabled my participants to claim the symbolic capital of the middle class, including
economic security and freedom from the threat of incarceration. My participants had spent years
– in some instances decades – building their capital. Getting a college degree, even an associate’s
degree, was a lifelong effort for some. My participants for the most part found college to be an
enjoyable and rewarding experience. They successfully earned high grades and honors and were
admitted to prestigious and competitive academic programs. Those that enrolled in prison
believed, with one exception, that their programs had prepared them well for academic success
after prison. Fifteen of the eighteen were considering or had completed graduate school. The
remaining three were still in the midst of completing their undergraduate programs. Given the
time commitment necessary, enjoyment may be a pre-requisite to completing any college
program during or after prison. This section describes my participants’ experiences in building
their cultural capital.
College was a long-term commitment for my participants. Fifteen spoke about their
commitment to securing college credentials and graduate degrees. Most had spent more than a
decade pursuing their education in and out of prison. Carlos, who had completed a bachelor’s
and master’s degree in prison was pursuing a PhD when we spoke. He told me, “I've been home
a little bit over 14 years. And I'm still pursuing an education. Celeste had just finished her
bachelor’s a few weeks before we met. She had plans to go on for a master’s in criminal
justice. She had completed 30 credits before she had gone to prison. She told me “I’ve
always had this […] drive. […] this bachelor's is not it for me. […] I don't want to stop. I don't
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want to stop.” Grace’s and KC’s pursuit of bachelor’s degrees had been ongoing for over 25
years when we spoke. During the times she was not enrolled, Grace told me, her efforts were
focused on getting back to school: “In my mind even though I wasn't currently in school.
Everything I did was geared towards that.” Eric, who had been unimpressed with the college
program he enrolled in in the early 1990s in prison was now reconsidering an undergraduate
degree because his wife had been laid off from work. He contacted me after our interview to tell
me he had started the process to enroll.
Once in their college programs, all eighteen of my participants talked about their
successes. College for these men and women had been a positive experience. Even Eric, who
was doubtful of the quality of the college courses he took in prison, had positive things to say
about the faculty. Celeste, Daniel, Grace, KC, and Shawn all told me about the honors they had
earned in school. Shawn connected his 13-year wait between completing his GED in prison and
getting access to a college program with his motivation to achieve.
Shawn:
Well, I at the time, I was just happy.... I was just happy to be in college, but I
always... I was very.... I was very conscious of the importance of the opportunity
and it would not be taken for granted. Mind you, like I was waiting 13 years to
have the opportunity to have access to higher education. So, you know, for me,
there was more.... there was more at stake than simply, you know, getting a "C" is
like, no, I got... I got to be top. Like, I got to take this to the highest level, because
I know what it's like not to have the opportunity. So I guess, you know, part of it is
representing for people who didn't have.... don't have the opportunity as well.
Daniel recounted starting a study group with a few other students. Over time, as their grades
outshone those of others in the math class in which they were enrolled, more and more students
joined the study group. This recognition from other students was positive for Daniel. Peter was
proud of his ability to navigate the credit transfer system between his program in prison and the
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one he enrolled it back home. Tomas noted that of the 30 students in his PhD cohort, only 11 had
so far completed it, he being one of them.
Those that had completed degrees and were not currently enrolled talked about what they
missed about being actively engaged in campus communities. For James, the most positive
aspect of college was the intellectual challenge it presented to him.
James:
But do I miss it? I miss it a little bit. Do I miss writing papers and all that stuff?
No. But I think the just being in an environment where I'm like, learning and
being challenged, is great. Because it's because it's because, you know, sometimes
I'm in spaces where like, I'm not challenged, you know, and, and, and professors,
a lot of professors do challenge me. Just because of the mere relationship of
Student-Professor, without them even knowing, like, the work that I do, or you
know my background, things like that, which, which is sometimes, which is like
how you grow and things like that. So I kind of miss that part.
Sebastian told me: “I love going to school. When I'm in it, I hate it. But when I'm not in it, I miss
it.” Terri surprised the nonprofit that aided her in her college goals by telling them she wanted to
go back to college for another degree. She had seemed so stressed during portions of her
bachelor’s program that they did not foresee her interest in further education.
Montez, Sebastian, and Tomas spoke at length on the subject of quality college programs
in prison. Montez felt strongly that college programs in prison should challenge those that enroll
in them. He stressed that while some of the students may need to build their academic skills
(writing, for example), delving into complex ideas was the best way to encourage people to build
those skills. Montez had a very positive experience in his college program in prison. He noted
only one professor he believed undershot the mark in developing his course. The students
intervened to ask him to raise the standard of his teaching so that it would be more challenging.
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Sebastian feared that his program was not at the standard of a program in the community and
sought reassurance from the program director.
Sebastian:
I said, is this? Are we real? Is this real? Are we getting the same education as
somebody who's free? Who's doing it on the outside? He says, Sebastian, I will
tell you, you guys even better. And I was like why? He said, because you have no
distractions. And that's when college... That's when college made sense to me.
When when I was able to feel comfortable, and say, Okay, I'm learning how to do
research with no computers. I'm writing everything by hand. And that's a learning
process that not many people do. Like, I wanted the unique experience of
learning. And I wanted to know that what I was learning was real. And it was
applicable. And he helped me realize that.
Sebastian believed his program to be stronger because of the students’ lack of access to some
educational resources. Carlos, too, mentioned that he believed the learning environment in
prison, which had no computer or Internet access, had enabled him to more concretely absorb the
information he was taught. He saw this as a strength of prison-based programs. Tomas, who
enrolled in a program that was facilitated by incarcerated men who had already earned their
college degrees felt the standards of his courses in prison were higher than those in the
community. In prison, he said, he could not turn in “half-assed” work and get an A.
But not all of my participants believed their programs in prison were high quality. Eric
and Daniel, the two White men with whom I spoke, both questioned the programs in which they
enrolled in the early 1990s on the same grounds: they doubted that all of their fellow students
were “literate.” This led them to question whether they were truly receiving a quality education
and, for Eric, whether the college was just seeking a profit.
Eric:
So, so when I enrolled in college, it was very brief. And what what bothered me
most is that, you know, there were people who are functionally illiterate in
college. And it was as a result of these colleges outside of the facilities being
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dependent on the monies they were receiving. And, you know, that's a big problem
in America. Great, you give a convict a college education, reform, I'm sure it
helps with recidivism rates, if they can be employed, and all of that... But um, you
know, the quality of the education.
Eric was not impressed with the college program. Daniel had a second opportunity to enroll in
college in 2006. He found this program to be excellent.
Among those who believed their experience had been rigorous in prison, some went on to
teach in college programs after prison. Carlos, James, Montez, and Tomas had all taught as
adjunct professors when we spoke. Upholding a high standard was important to each of these
men because of how it enabled them to pass on the aspects of college they had found most
beneficial in their own lives. Montez taught for a private college after prison and found his focus
on rigor was not welcome. When he offered a course that mapped to his expectations of liberal
arts education, his students complained. In his view, they did not want to be challenged in the
way he was trying to challenge them.
Montez:
And then the dean, you know, he actually was like, you know, like, he had a
meeting with me, he was like, let's, let's do less of what you think, you know, like
your liberal arts training has been, and more of like, the liberal arts training that
we deliver here. So I didn't feel comfortable with that. And I was going to resign.
And then he was like, you know, we would hate to take you to court and sue you,
you know...
Montez adjusted his teaching style under the threat of legal action, but did not return to that
college to teach again. Tomas also held his students to a high standard in the community. He told
me that he believed that giving people grades that they did not “work for or deserve” was a
“disservice” to them.
College in the community could be different. Daniel, José, Montez, Patrice, and Tomas
told me they found some students in their courses in the community to be less motivated than
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those in prison. Daniel told me he was shocked to find that many of his fellow students were
browsing the internet and shopping during lectures. José felt similarly, telling me “Sometimes I
don't, I don't understand the behavior of certain students, like, you know, they complain about
assignments, or they complain about class, classwork and stuff like that. I'm like, Okay, this is
what you signed up for. This is why you're in school." Patrice described this as a difference in
the hunger to learn among students in prison.
Patrice:
Well, I must say, I'm gonna say this took its own turn. I'm not gonna say one was
more than the other. Inside it was, it was it was a little more concentrated.
Smaller classroom sizes with a different kind of hunger to learn. So it was
different. But City College has its own brand of teaching that I could admire and
respect to, you know, you know, they're two different two different types of setups.
Yeah, I appreciate... I appreciated it.
He found he could appreciate both experiences, despite their differences. Montez and Tomas
missed some of the collegial feeling of their prison-based classes.
My participants talked about their efforts to build cultural capital through enrolling in
college. These parts of our conversations touched on their aspirations and their drive to enroll,
their enjoyment of college and their successes in school once they enrolled, and their reflections
on the quality of the colleges they attended. Many of my participants told me about the honors
they received and the highly-ranked colleges and academic programs to which they were
admitted after prison. Nearly but not all of my participants felt their experiences in prison to be
rigorous and high-quality. Notably, the only two White people I interviewed for this project
raised doubts about this. Those that tried to share what they considered to be the positives of
their programs by teaching college courses once they got out got mixed reactions from the
students in their courses and institutions for which they taught. One was even threatened with
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legal action should he not change his teaching style to one he considered less rigorous. Those
that had completed degrees and were not currently enrolled told me they missed the intellectual
experience of college, if not the day to day assignments and work.

Difficulty Building Capital
The road to building this capital was rocky for most. But all but one of those who sat for
interviews had completed or was in the process of completing a college degree. Those I spoke
with most likely represent the “successes” among those who attempt college during and after
prison. My data cannot determine whether my participants faced fewer challenges than others
or whether their motivation or support networks were stronger, enabling them to continue despite
roadblocks. What it shows is that even among those who by all accounts are doing well and
progressing towards their goals, roadblocks are substantial and numerous. The cultural capital
that college offers – access to the middle-class – is extremely difficult for people in prison or
after prison to access. The low levels of higher education attainment among people with criminal
records speak to this. Prison puts people on a path that rarely leads them to college or to the
middle-class.
My participants ran into difficulties enrolling in prison. Carlos, Celeste, Diane, and James
described to me these kinds of challenges. For Carlos, the challenge was the social network in
the prison and his reputation for violence. Although he was ready to make a change in his
behavior some of the men in the college program did not believe him. Rather than sit through the
program with people who doubted him, Carlos opted to sit out for a year and join the next
program cohort. He believed this gap gave him time to “put things in perspective.” James
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described being criticized for his college aspirations in prison and fearing retaliation from
others who ridiculed his attempt to gain an education.
James:
That didn't even come from corrections officers! It came from my other dudes
that's doing time! Yo. And that's, and that's and you want to talk like... barriers to
accessing higher education and college is prison culture. And you'll have like that
crab in a bucket mentality. How dare you try to get away from us? And you're
made fun of. Oh, he doesn't.... yeah James.... or they broke him. You know? Yeah.
Like, you were seen as like yeah they broke you.
Celeste got into a college program only to be transferred to another facility three weeks into the
term, effectively ending her participation inside. Diane had nearly earned her bachelor’s degree
in prison when she was awarded a parole date in the middle of a fall semester. She dropped her
courses and went home. Terri had been selected for a college program inside in the early 1990s
but after just one day of courses found out she was not eligible for Pell due to an outstanding
debt for a college course she had taken in the community. Her college career effectively ended in
prison and she had to wait until she was released to sort out of the debt and re-enroll.
Work release and parole also proved to be challenges for enrolling in school. Daniel and
Shawn explained to me how these programs created snags in their efforts to go to college. Daniel
enrolled while out on work release during his first prison term. He saved the money from prison
jobs. But once out, his supervision schedule changed and created a conflict with the course in
which he was enrolled and he was forced to drop out.
Daniel:
So I saved $1,000 and they said okay go enroll. So, in work release. [...]. So
hypothetically I don't remember the days but I had parole on Monday, my
counselor on Tuesday, so I enrolled in Farmingdale college night school and took
two classes. Paid it out of my pocket. Three weeks into school, my parole officer
says... my counselor says you gotta switch your reporting nights.
You gotta change your classes. I'm like what are you talking about, they're like
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you switch... we're switch into Wednesday and Thursday. So I'm like, Listen, you
can't change night school there's no other classes like that. Sorry. They're like,
sorry. You gotta withdraw. And if you really want to hear a good story
Farmingdale college couldn't believe that because I couldn't get a refund because
it was over the time. And he said, you're really.... you're in prison? You're on a
work release program? Yeah yeah yeah. You paid for this? Give me a letter from
your parole officer and I'll give you 100% refund. I did it and they did.
Parole could also create challenges. Shawn was enrolled in college while also completing various
parole requirements, including drug treatment. With limited funds, he had to parse out when he
would ride the subway to get to his various appointments and classes. He did not have enough
money to ride the subway or bus multiple times a day. He told me: “I was literally walking
across the whole borough of the Bronx* with one MetroCard for the day. So I would literally
have to plan out like where I'm gonna take the train, where I'm gonna take the bus 'cause I know
I'm gonna have to do some walking.” His parole restrictions also meant he had to be at home by
9pm, which posed challenges for fully participating in school. He could not take classes that
ended late nor could he get involved with study groups at night.
Credit loss was a concern for some. Having earned credits in prison, sometimes decades
before they attempted to re-enroll in the community, my participants saw colleges reject transfer
credits, delaying their degree completions. These were frustrating experiences, as Daniel
explained to me.
Daniel:
He calls me in the office. Nice Black guy. Small little office. Looks at my transfers.
Goes we'll transfer six credits. I go what? He goes the six from [the public
college]. Now the third class I didn't finish because I was released. I go, you're
fucking kidding me right? He goes, no. I go what about all those other credits. He
goes, Well, this is [a religious college]. Although you got good scores. It's a
different accreditation. I go Okay, cool. This is a [another public
college] right? 4.0. A's on all three classes. Why don't you transfer them? They're
too old. I go what? He goes, they're too old. So I go, you know what? He goes
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what? I go, fuck you. He goes what? I go fuck you. […] Like [are you] fucking
kidding me? You want me to start all over again?
Daniel eventually got more of his courses transferred, but the process was complex. Grace, who
enrolled in college in prison in the early 1990s earned 47 credits inside. She subsequently had the
opportunity to enroll in another college program in prison, but they would not accept any of her
47 credits. She told me she refused to start over and chose to wait until she was released
to continue college. When she did eventually re-enroll, she was able to transfer 40 credits with
which she was satisfied. KC also transferred credits from decades earlier with more success.
Debt also proved a stumbling block for my participants. Celeste, Grace, KC, Sebastian,
and Terri all spoke about how debt had limited their horizons. For Celeste, this debt was a
surprise. She had just completed her bachelor’s degree when she received a notice from the
private college in which she was enrolled that she owed $8,000 and that they would not confer
her degree until she had paid it off. Going over her records, she could not identify any mention of
this debt earlier and was deeply frustrated. Her college was also in the process of being taken
over by another private college, which made resolving the debt even more complicated. Not
being able to secure her bachelor’s made her planned next step (a master’s) impossible. Celeste
had also already resolved a $4,000 debt from her college career prior to incarceration. Terri and
KC were also surprised by debts they did not know she had. Terri did not realize she had
incurred debt when she enrolled in a computer program before she was incarcerated. KC, who
dropped out to care for ailing family members, did not realize she had not withdrawn properly
and owed money to the college. Grace re-started her college career after her release from prison
in 2008 but soon had to drop out when she developed serious health problems. When she went to
enroll again, 10 years later, Grace learned she had not withdrawn properly and owed the college
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$1,500. She had to pay this off before she could move forward with her plans. Sebastian also got
sick while enrolled in college and had to drop out, incurring debt without securing his master’s in
social work. He owed over $70,000.
Although my participants had limited resources, need-based financial aid could still be
difficult to access. Greg, James, and José talked about the difficulties they had with financial aid
programs. Greg repeatedly ran into problems with financial aid. This ultimately curtailed his
college career and precluded him from earning any college credentials, despite having near
enough to earn a bachelor’s. He was close to completing his associate’s in prison when the Pell
ban came into effect. Later, he was able to re-enroll with a program for veterans which was
subsequently shut down.
Greg:
The government terminates a lot of things. So I was kind of mad about that, too. I
said come on, man, I trying to do what I gotta do and ya'll keep cutting the
programs. I couldn't afford it. Because I didn't really have any income. I just
started working. And everything that I was doing. I got I got a place to live and
rent and this and that. And utilities and I was like, I can't afford to pay for school,
I need to get these programs. So now I'm doing better. I can probably afford to
pay for something. You know, I'm thinking about doing that. I can retire in April.
And I think maybe I can do a little bit more. As far as going to school.
James tried to enroll in school soon after he was released, but his citizenship status barred him
from financial aid eligibility. He had enrolled before his college told him he was not eligible and
that he had to withdraw. He subsequently found a program in which he could enroll without
financial aid. José, who was enrolled in a public college when we spoke, was anxious about the
administrative aspects of college. Worrying about “messing up” his financial aid was high on his
list concerns about his ability to complete his degree.
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Reentry is a demanding experience. My participants talked about the challenges they ran
into in making time for school while also trying to find housing, jobs, meet parole requirements,
and reunite with their families. Patrice took time off from school when he left prison in order to
get some of his more pressing needs settled, but then found it difficult to get back into the routine
of school:
Patrice:
Well, one of the things that I did do, I took the advice of one of my professors,
they told me to take a year off, just so I could get back into a life, right, so that's
what I did first, right? And then I noticed that, I noticed that I noticed that I
started hanging out too much, right? So then it was more or less like, Oh,
I gotta get back in the saddle. Got to get back in the saddle. And so once I did that
the adjustment was slow. But.... the adjustment was slow, but I was able to
adjust.
Greg and Peter were working full time and going to college full-time. They described this as a
demanding schedule. Peter shared with me details about how his weeks were organized: “I also
worked and went to school at the same time. So I worked from like, 8-5, and went to school from
like, 5:40 until the last class. Went to classes on Saturdays, took online courses." For all
of the women with whom I spoke, family was a priority that could take time away from
school. Celeste, Diane, Grace, KC and Terri had children and husbands to juggle in addition to
their college goals.
Health challenges delayed school for some of my participants. Celeste, Grace, and
Sebastian all suffered major health crises that disrupted their school goals. Celeste was hit by a
car. It took nearly a year for her doctors to recognize the extent of her injuries and get her the
proper treatment. A year later, she was diagnosed with brain cancer and completed her final
semesters for her undergraduate degree while undergoing chemotherapy. Grace developed a lung
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infection shortly after her release from prison. Recovering from this delayed her college goals by
10 years. Sebastian suffered a health crisis that forced him to drop out of his master’s program
because he could not complete the required internship. He had not been able to return and
complete when we spoke. Two other participants, Carlos and Keith, saw earlier college attempts
derailed by injuries. Both enrolled in college before they were incarcerated. Carlos broke his arm
while enrolled in school. His professor refused to give him extra time to complete his
assignments with his non-dominant hand and so he dropped out. Keith enrolled in a private
college on a sports scholarship but broke his leg during training and dropped out.
Mental health issues also resulted in delays or challenges in school.
Carlos, Celeste, Daniel, Greg, James, KC, and Shawn told me they had experienced what they
believed to be PTSD or been formally diagnosed with the condition. Carlos had symptoms of
PTSD when he began to teach college courses in prison. Celeste ran into an administrative issue
with her immunization status at college and was escorted off campus by security staff, which she
described as triggering a PTSD-like flashback to incarceration. Four years out of prison, Daniel
began to experience PTSD, which he believed affected his memory and ability to perform on
exams. Greg described himself as experiencing “a roller coaster of different traumatic
experiences” and attributed his arrest to his inability to manage the impact of these experiences
on his mental health. Shawn described feeling anxiety and panic when he heard security staff
walking past the doors of the classrooms he was in on campus, triggering a PTSD-like
flashback. James and KC were formerly diagnosed with PTSD which seemed to help them
explain and make sense of their experiences after prison. Both mentioned the chaotic and violent
circumstances in which they were raised, rather than just prison experience, as the reason for
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their condition. In addition, José believed he suffered from ADHD, Tomas experienced anxiety
attacks in prison, and Eric described alcoholism as the driver of much of his incarceration.
Finally, my participants described legal challenges or setbacks that posed challenges to
their academic or career goals. Carlos, Daniel, Greg, José, Keith, and Patrice told me about the
legal issues they ran into. Keith suffered the most extreme setback. He told me he was falsely
convicted of a second crime and served seven years. Because he did not consider his second term
to be a valid period of incarceration, he believed he met my study criteria. Using his definition of
time since release (time since his first release), I included him in my sample.
Keith:
I did seven years and one day out of that. Lost my job, lost my everything.
Financial, everything. I had just signed intending to get a townhouse you know
what I'm saying, $2,500 application, I had the money in the bank, you know set to
put down 15-20%. I was gonna get the rebates with the Obama rule, coming in
my first time homebuyer. I lost everything. And now I've been out next
month will be one year.
For Carlos, Daniel, and Patrice, their setbacks were repeated parole denials. While Daniel and
Patrice seemed more accepting of the long wait to be released on parole, Carlos was frustrated.
He described his efforts in prison to prove he merited parole only to be told that the nature of his
crime precluded him from release. He was at a loss of words to explain his feelings about
this: “it's the politics, they play with people's lives. It is just just... I can't even put words on it.”
Greg was released on parole, but then found he was unable to get off of supervision despite
meeting what he believed to be the criteria for early termination. José was released on parole but
absconded for eight years.
The men and women with whom I spoke ran into difficulties building cultural capital.
Administrative challenges were common, including barriers to receiving financial aid, debt from
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previous college enrollments, credit loss, and problems with transportation. My participants also
had busy schedules. As they reentered, they had to juggle insecure housing, jobs, reuniting with
family, and parole requirements. They also struggled with health and mental health challenges
ranging from PTSD to physical ailments, including – for Celeste - brain cancer. Some also saw
plans to go to college derailed by court cases or legal setbacks. Going to college during or after
prison is difficult. Even among those who persist, challenges are common. What comes through
in their comments are the significant barriers the men and women I spoke with had to overcome
to reach their academic goals and their persistence in moving forward despite them.

Social Capital
Social capital is the sum total of the symbolic, cultural, and economic capital that a
person can draw on from others to achieve a goal. Each person carries their own symbolic,
cultural, and economic capital, but social capital describes those capitals possessed by others.
Friends, colleagues, family, fellow students and alums, and members or organizations to which a
person belongs, among others, can be sources of social capital. Any other on which a person can
call to “borrow” capital is part of the sum total of their social capital. For example, social capital
can be shared in the form of a loan or a gift of money or resources with a clear cash value
(economic capital). It can be a job reference from someone who holds a position or a title that
has stature in the field in which a person is seeking employment (symbolic capital). It can also be
advice on how to select a college, enroll in it, and navigate the school (cultural capital). Social
capital is context specific. What has value to a person depends on the goal they are trying to
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achieve. The types of capital my participants described drawing on relate to their efforts to
establish themselves in the middle-class.
With college as the entry-point to the middle-class in the United States, my participants
described the ways in which they used their social capital to enroll in college and
succeed. Getting into college can be complex. It is even more so for those who are trying to
enroll while behind bars. My participants told me about the people with whom they were
incarcerated who helped them to enroll in college. This came in the form of encouragement, and
in two instances, threats of violence should my participants not enroll. Some drew cultural and
symbolic capital from staff inside who helped them to enroll or supported their parole
applications. Faculty and college administrators became important sources of cultural capital as
my participants left prison and re-enrolled on campuses in the community. College success
programs that worked with people as they were leaving prison offered multiple sources of social
capital, but perhaps most valuable was the cash scholarships and financial advice these programs
provided. Other people who had left prison and gotten degrees ahead of my participants served
as role models, and proof that my participants, too, could overcome their current hurdles and
succeed.
College also became a starting point for building social capital to bring to bear on
reaching professional goals. Enrolling in college in prison allowed some of the men and women
with whom I spoke to begin building their professional networks while they were still behind
bars. The degree itself sometimes served as enough of an entrée to a field that my participants
were able to build professional networks from scratch, applying to jobs and starting relationships
with people who later hired them on the basis of their educations. Faculty and college
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administrators whom my participants met while incarcerated later helped them to get interviews
and jobs by using their symbolic capital to recommend my participants to their
colleagues. Occasionally, parole officers helped my participants to gain employment in their
chosen field. Once on campus, my participants described themselves as having access to a wide
range of professional networks through the faculty. College success programs and other
nonprofits offered opportunities for professional development, helping my participants to build
their cultural capital in their chosen fields. Finally, other incarcerated people were a source of
cultural and symbolic capital for my participants. Seeing others succeed raised my participants’
ambitions. Several described drawing on the knowledge of those who shared their experience to
vet opportunities and secure employment.
The men and women with whom I spoke did not go it alone. They were enmeshed in a
series of networks from which they drew support to pursue their academic and career
ambitions. They described accessing the symbolic, cultural, and economic capital of those in the
networks as they worked to achieve their goals. Economic capital overall played a small but
important role for my participants. Enrolling in college is expensive and several of my
participants found they had unresolved student debt or did not qualify for financial aid when they
tried to start college either in prison or after. College success programs that offered cash
scholarships or financial counseling were highly prized by my participants. Faculty and college
success programs offered cultural capital in the form of college selection and academic advising,
as well as tutoring and mentoring support. The technical knowledge my participants were able to
access through their networks enabled them to transfer credits and complete courses. Symbolic
capital came in the form of developing professional networks among high-ranking faculty or
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college administrators and engaging with other formerly incarcerated people who served as role
models.
In our interviews, my participants spoke about these aspects of social capital without
prompting. Organized around the question of “what does college mean to you?” these comments
flowed freely in discussions. All 18 participants described people or organizations that had
helped them achieve their college or career goals. These comments accounted for about 16
percent of our discussions. Interest in these topics varied quite a bit. My participants talked about
this aspect of their experience for 4 – 50 percent of our time together. All but one (Grace) talked
about this for 25 percent or less of our interview. My participants reflected on how they accessed
social capital in their pursuit of college and how they accessed social capital to build their
professional networks. Three participants: Peter, Shawn, and Montez, told me that access to
professional networks was the most important aspect of their college experience. Several
described their efforts to share their capital with others. Every participant talked about the
symbolic capital of college and professional success after prison. Seeing others succeed helped
my participants to feel that success was possible for them, too.

College Support
My participants drew on the social capital of their networks to enroll in and
succeed college. All 18 of the men and women with whom I spoke discussed the social capital
that helped them to progress towards their goals. My participants called on the social capital of
their networks in the form of cultural capital or technical knowledge to help
them overcome academic and administrative hurdles and to navigate college
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programs. They raised economic capital through their social networks, engaging with college
success programs that gave cash scholarships and offered financial counseling to help them get
out of debt and re-enroll in school. They also called on the symbolic capital of those in their
circles the form of role models that shared their criminal histories and confirmed my
participants’ college ambitions were possible. The men and women with whom I spoke drew on
the social capital in their networks both while they were in prison and after they came home.
Their friends, faculty, corrections staff, and fellow students all lent their support to my
participants in various ways.
Fellow incarcerated people were sources of social capital for my participants. They
described how other people in prison encouraged or supported their efforts to get access to
college. Greg, José, Montez, Peter, and Terri shared stories about these friends and supporters
with me. Greg told me that he connected with men who were involved with the church in prison.
This circle kept him out of trouble while he was in prison. José struggled to find likeminded
peers until he enrolled in college. He had a hard time connecting with people in prison. Getting
involved in school, he told me, “so that's why I say, you know, education is for me a hand up,
you know, pulling me out of those, you know, certain social groups and, you know, being around
certain people.” Terri, who had found herself ineligible for the college program due to a
forgotten school debt, stayed connected with the women who could enroll.
Terri:
like so they would come and we would I would read with them. And you know,
they'd sit in the in the day room and maybe do their homework, and they'd bring
me sheets and stuff, you know, so I was always still connected. You know, it
wasn't like, Oh, you... Oh, you went and two weeks later, you found out that you
couldn't go and so now you're no longer a part of the community.
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Even though Terri was never formally enrolled in college in prison, this experience with her
peers became the basis of her commitment to attend college when she got out. Montez also saw
his peers in prison support the college program, enabling him to enroll. He was part of a group of
incarcerated advocates that worked to bring back college. People who already had college
degrees served as tutors in this program, helping those that were just enrolling – like Montez.
In at least two instances, my participants were offered social capital without their seeking
it that made college seem attainable. For Carlos and Sebastian, this encouragement was delivered
through threats from people in prison with whom they did not have close relationships. For
Carlos, this threat came in the form of snitching. Another incarcerated man heard that Carlos was
organizing violence and told a corrections officer so that Carlos would not be allowed into the
yard for that day. This man then spent that day telling Carlos he should enroll in college.
Carlos:
So, you know, with that being said, the cops didn't let me out, so I couldn't go to
the yard because he told them not to let me out. And him and I started a
relationship. So... so he was like, you know, college is getting ready to start. You
know, if you get out before college.... college starts... this is college before... this
is 1992. No. 1991. So he says, you know, as we develop a relationship he's like,
you know, college is getting ready to start. Maybe you might consider that, you
know, and I was like, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah. So long story short, I got a
time credit in the box. And I got out the week... two days before... a week before
college started. So he tells me, are you're going to go? So of course, I had to go
because I had committed myself to going right? In prison, your word is
everything.
Sebastian earned his GED in prison and experienced his first celebration for academic
achievement in his life. The teacher brought a cake and the class had a small party. At this party,
one of the older men in the prison approached Sebastian and encouraged him to sign up for
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college. Sebastian wanted to take time off and when he mentioned this, the older man threatened
to fight him the next day if he did not sign up.
Sebastian:
There was this guy named [John who] had about 16 years in already, 17 years.
He was a former boxer. And he was this older man. And he said to me, he said,
Look, he says today's the last day you could you could sign up for school. And you
need to find a way to get to the school. He said, you can either find a way to sign
up for the school, or the... or you fight me tomorrow morning. And [John] was a
boxer, a professional boxer. Huge. He was like 6'7" seven, like 300 pounds or just
solid muscle. And I'm like, 5'10" 140 pounds at the time. And I'm like, I'm
not gonna fight this guy, you know what I'm saying? I'm not fighting this dude. He
said, I'm dead serious. He said, I will punch you in the face if you don't get to
school tonight and sign up for college and start college immediately. And I was
like, Oh shit. You know, [John] is going to, [John] is going to fuck me up. So I
go. So the way you had to get to the school, was like you couldn't get to school
unless you had a call out. I didn't have a call out. So if I don't get to the school,
I'm gonna get fucked up. So I started doing like illegal shit. Like I went from the
infirmary. I got a call out to the infirmary. And from the infirmary, I dropped, I
skipped to the gym, line, from the gym line, I skipped to, to the school. You ever
seen that game Frogger? That's the way I looked. Going into the different lines.
And I made it to the school and I was able to sign up for the school. And that's
how I started college.
Sebastian made it to college and enrolled. Inside, he completed a bachelor’s and a master’s
degree and enrolled in a master’s in social work program once he was released. Although his
start was under threat, he committed to his education one he was involved.
Corrections and parole officers also sometimes encouraged my participants. Daniel,
Celeste, Greg, Patrice, and Terri talked about this. Celeste and Terri both had parole officers that
supported their educational and career aspirations. Celeste even continued her relationship with
her supervising officer after she completed parole and he retired:” My parole officer, he was
really great. very supportive. We're still friends. […] I know his wife, his kids. He's no longer a
parole officer.” Terri had a parole officer who helped her to secure a job in the field in which she
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wanted to work. Greg drew distinctions between different types of corrections officers and how
they can help or harm a person’s educational ambitions. He described how the people who were
assigned to work in the school were more encouraging than those that worked in other parts of
the prison.
Greg:
And I know, even officers, some of them go in there with the attitude or whatever.
And some of them treated you like a human being and you respected them even
more. The ones that didn't treat you like a human being are the ones that, you
know, most people stayed away from because you It could create a problem. And
most of the time, you notice the offices that were down in school, or the college
area was some some type of... I don't know, they had to be a professor as well, or
a chaplain as well, or a brother or sister were, you know, they try to motivate you
to you know, do the right thing, Go and get that education, do this, do that. And I
think even the administration knew that. They couldn't just stick anybody down by
the school that had a negative attitude or, or that... or took the job home with him
and came back and wanted to take things out on you.
Daniel had a staff member at the prison in which he was incarcerated put in a good word for him
when he went up for parole. She described him as having changed and her support coincided
with his release. This meant a lot to him. He told me it felt like, “there were really people on my
side, like, in prison, nobody's on your side, you know." Patrice completed his GED at the
encouragement of one of the staff who worked in the barber shop. As he described it, she
advocated for him to be able to sit for the GED test without taking the classes first. Because she
was not a teacher, this was an unusual kind of advocacy for her to take on. He passed the GED
with a strong score.
College faculty and fellow students were another source of support for my participants.
My participants recalled how individual people at their colleges had helped them to enroll and
succeed. Celeste, Daniel, Diane, Grace, James, José, Patrice, and Shawn shared these stories with
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me. Celeste and Diane had faculty who reached out to check on them while they or their partners
recovered from serious health conditions. This helped them to stay engaged and feel cared for by
their colleges. James described how he had to overcome some of the habits he had learned in
prison to stay safe and initially distrusted the friendliness with which he was treated by people at
his college. He told me, “Wow […] like these people really like me, you know, because in
prison, you're taught that if somebody even acts like, they like you, they're really setting you up
for something else later on.” It took some time for him to trust what he was seeing and
feeling. Daniel and Grace had faculty and advisers that helped them to overcome hurdles in their
coursework. José described feeling empowered by faculty sharing academic ideas with him
outside of class time. This motivated him to stay engaged in school.
Some of my participants were able to start relationship with people who would continue
to support them after release. For those that had this opportunity, these connections eased the
transition from prison to the campus. Patrice saw his connection with his faculty in prison
as lifelong. He told me he had never experienced the kind of support he had in his college
program in any other context before.
Patrice:
So as long as I'm doing work, the support will be there. So I also felt that was like,
dear to me, because I never had the benefit of having someone teach me in that
manner, like, oh, we're not done because the course is over, right, it's not, it's not,
you know... we're joined at the hip as long as we own this planet, you know what I
mean? And I and I respected that. Because it's not like, you know, it's like, you
know, it's not like you only taught me how to fish, you know, what I mean, got me
full, but you said, here's a bed to lay in, and I'm in the next room, you know what I
mean, so. So that was you like, real, for me.
Now continuing his degree at home, Patrice saw this promise delivered on by his college
program. Shawn had a similar experience coming home. In prison, he had opportunities to
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meet non-incarcerated students from the college campus. When he was released and enrolled at
the campus to finish his degree, he reconnected with these students.
Shawn:
[the students coming to the prison] created a community in itself, right. Like I
was, I recognized... I'm like dag for this person to take the time out to come up
here and learn with us once a month. Like, that's really powerful, and that shows
that that person believes in our capabilities, and they respect our intellects. So I
was just... it was kind of a non-verbal commitment amongst us, all in the room,
like you know, when you come home, you know, make sure you come to campus
and come see us and all that good stuff. So it was kind of me meeting people
before I even got home. And lo and behold, like when I did get home, and I finally
did go to [campus] you know, I met like 10 students and you know, we just
mobbed in the hallways. So it was creating a community prior to even being
released.
This continuity helped Shawn to make the transition from college in prison to college on the
campus. José, too, connected with one of these programs while he was still in prison. He
described the program staff as “just bright spirits, man. It was just lights in the darkness.”
Meeting them helped José to feel that he could enroll on campus and succeed.
College success programs for formerly incarcerated people were sources of support for
13 of my 18 participants. These were important sources of social capital to those who engaged
with these groups. Celeste, Grace, KC, Terri, and Tomas described receiving financial support or
guidance from these groups. Cash scholarships were one of the most valuable things these
programs offered, according to Celeste and Grace. Terri received financial counseling that
enabled her to pay off her college debt by using her income tax refund over several years.
Financial assistance was only one part of this support. Daniel, Greg, José, KC, and Terri talked
about the mentorship these programs provided to them. These programs helped them to access
opportunities at their colleges, provided them tutors, guided them through the difficulties of
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enrolling, and played a key role in keeping them engaged and focused on school while they
resolved debts and other administrative issues that barred them from continuing. Engaging with
people who shared their circumstances – seeking to enroll in college after incarceration – helped
my participants to see their goals as achievable and to stay committed to them.
Even for those who did not formally engage with support groups for formerly
incarcerated people, having a supportive group of friends that shared their experiences and
ambitions was an important source of social capital. Carlos, James, Grace, and Tomas told me
about their friend networks. Carlos drew inspiration from old friends, who he had known before
prison. These contacts encouraged him to go to continue on to a PhD and supported his efforts to
avoid illegal activity after prison. James recounted his professional successes to me when we
spoke, including numerous opportunities to speak at conferences and to policymakers across the
country. He also told me how important his friends who had pursued similar paths were to him
keeping his perspective. A friend had recently grounded him as he was complaining about his
flight bookings being wrong by reminding him these were “privilege” problems. Tomas drew
inspiration from family, particularly a niece of his who had strongly encouraged him to complete
his PhD. Grace, too, drew support from family, in particular a long-lost brother with whom she
reconnected. He encouraged and supported her college ambitions emotionally and financially.
My participants drew on the social capital of fellow incarcerated people, corrections staff
and parole officers, faculty and college-in-prison program administrators, students on the college
campus in the community, friends, family, and peers who shared their histories and
ambitions. Their social capital included technical knowledge to navigate college, economic
capital in the form of scholarships and financial counseling, and role models that confirmed their
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ambitions were attainable. They martialed these resources to move towards their academic
goals. None of my participants described themselves as achieving their goals alone or without
support or help. Nor did I ask any of my participants about those who helped them. These stories
unfolded in the course of our discussions without prompting. For my participants, social capital
was an important aspect of their experience and one they readily shared in our conversations.

Professional Networks
College is a source of social capital for those seeking professional opportunities and
advancement. Fifteen of my participants talked about social capital in relation to
professional networks. As Peter, Daniel, and Shawn emphasized, college offers access to a set of
professional networks in a diversity of fields to which college students connect by building their
relationships with faculty and administrators. As with other college students, a faculty member
or administrator can become a professional reference, jobs held on campus can build professional
skills and resumes, offices of career services help students find jobs, and friends and alumni from
college can become professional networks upon graduation. College offers exposure to a wide
range of highly educated people embedded in social and professional networks of their own. In
contrast, people leaving prison typically have access to little to no middle-class social capital
unless they are returning to middle-class family and friends. For my participants, college was a
starting point from which to build professional networks and gain employment in their chosen
fields. In our interviews, my participants talked about how they drew on the economic, cultural,
and symbolic capital held by the people in their networks in order to secure employment and
professional advancement. They described five sources of social capital in our interviews:
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contacts they developed while still inside prison, college success programs that they engaged
with after release, the colleges they enrolled in after prison, other nonprofits with which they
worked or volunteered, and other formerly incarcerated people in their fields.
Building a professional network started behind the walls for some. Carlos and Tomas
drew on the cultural capital they had gained in their college programs in prison to access
professional opportunities once home. Carlos began to apply to jobs from in prison, using his
college degree earned inside to prove his qualifications. He received positive feedback from the
organizations to which he applied. Ultimately, when he was released, he had organizations who
were ready to hire him. He told me, “So I sent my resume everywhere and I got promises: come
out come see us, you have a job. And that kind of started me thinking differently. Wow these
people don't even know me but based upon what I showed on paper, they wanted to take a
chance." Tomas also formed relationships while still in prison that would help him to get
employment later, after he was released. Tomas initially struggled to find a job when he was first
released and after months of searching, he began to consider going back to his illegal activity to
make ends meet. At this point, he had already earned a bachelor’s degree. He appealed for help
from the director of the college program in which he had enrolled in prison. Tomas told me “I
confided in him and called him and said, Look, I'm getting, I'm at the crossroads. I feel like, this
is what has happened to me, I shared what was happening in the workforce." This college
program director recommended Tomas for a job and he was hired, getting his first foothold in the
mainstream economy.
College success organizations with which my participants engaged upon release proved
to be sources of social capital in job seeking. Celeste and Grace had opportunities for
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professional development through the organization in which they got involved. Celeste had the
opportunity to travel to conferences and speak on panels, supporting her career ambitions to
advocate for policy changes and provide services to people in reentry. When we spoke she was
getting ready to attend another conference with this organization’s financial support and
encouragement: “I met a lot of amazing people, women last year, and we kind of stayed
connected.” These events helped her to build her professional network. Through the same
organization Grace had been invited to participate in a day of visits to members of the U.S.
Congress to advocate for reinstatement of Pell grants for people in person. Grace explained “But
I mean, these are the people. And [this organization] put me right, where I needed to be." Her
experiences on the Hill helped her to solidify her interest in professional advocacy. The
organization they were involved in offered them access to cultural capital in the form of
professional development and economic capital in the form of covered travel costs.
Colleges also became sources of professional social capital for my participants. Daniel,
Peter, Montez, and Shawn built professional networks while they were still enrolled in
school. They drew on the cultural and symbolic capital held by the people in their networks to
get jobs. Daniel found work in academia through his faculty and college success program
contacts. Peter, who was working in the nonprofit sector, summed this up: “but I feel like
college. One thing college was for me, to go back to that question. I gained and developed
extraordinary networks. […]. You know, and then that led to other networks. […] Right. And
then that lead to other networks.” Peter got a foothold in professional networks at college that he
was then able to leverage into additional contacts over time. These contacts had led to several
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career advancements for Peter in a short period. Shawn, who had just finished college and was
beginning his career saw a similar future to what Peter described.
Shawn:
So, you know, just to put yourself in an academic institution, affords you with a
plethora of networks from different sectors, whether it be in social work, in in the
criminal justice space, it could be in the humanities, it can be in the arts,
right? So you have a bunch of different people who have different interests, and
which expands outside of the actual college. So these people, particular
I'm talking about the faculty and administrators have already went through the
rigorous academic curriculum, what have you, and have went on to continue their
work and whatever profession and develop relationships. So as students, when we
come into these spaces, we're giving ourselves the opportunity to be connected
into one of those networks in some capacity.
Shawn and Peter both described access to a professional network was one of the most important
things college had given them. Daniel and Montez had similar takes. Like Peter, Montez
described a social capital multiplier effect that started with the college program in which he
enrolled in prison and through which his professional network grew with additional enrollment
and with each additional contact who brought with them their own network of social capital. He
told me: “yeah, it's the network. It's the resources. It's the community of people. I think the
strongest community that I have is the [college-in-prison program] community. I do have a few
good friends from [the college I enrolled in outside].” Montez had called on this network to
gather information about professional opportunities and gotten jobs through it.
My participants also built professional networks through work in other nonprofits in the
social services and reentry fields. Diane, KC, and Keith describe this. Keith started as a speaker
with an organization that worked with at-risk youth, but found ways to use the experience and
network he gained through it to secure a job in a school district. Diane began her career with the
goal of becoming a social worker, but she was told repeatedly by the organizations in which she
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was involved as a volunteer that this was impossible due to her criminal record. Ignoring these
discouragements, she made contacts in her field, securing increasingly advanced positions while
she also sought her college degree.
Diane:
I networked. I was a part of every organization, I went to every training, every
workshop, every conference that and, and um [one organization], I was a
participant there. And I saw the executive director everywhere. He had, like, 17
copies of my resume. And they, sat me for an interview. And they really loved the
interview, that they actually forgot to ask me, was I bilingual? Because the, the,
the position was for someone bilingual. So as I was leaving out there was like,
wait, we forgot. We're just having such a good time. Are you bilingual? And that
was like, Que? uh... Asi asi...that's all I knew, you know? I was like, "um... no."
[laughter] I wasn't... but so they didn't hire me for that position. But they created
one for me, you know, and that began my... and then a year later, I got promoted
to program director. And I've been a director ever since, in the almost 15 years
that I've been home.
Diane’s ambition and determination enabled her to overcome hurdles that others believed her
insurmountable. Her networking strategy aided her in this goal. KC drew on the cultural capital
of other women in her network who had secured careers in the field in which she was seeking a
career. She told me: “There's a couple of women who have founded and are EDs of organizations
that support women's reentry, but it's through education, housing, employment, you know, and,
and being able to go through the legal loopholes, and channels to build up their organizations,
right."
But not all of my participants’ experiences with nonprofits were positive.
Daniel, James, Grace, and Tomas all described reentry organizations that hindered their efforts to
go to college and discouraged their ambitions. Daniel lived briefly in transitional housing run by
a woman who sought to make the experience as miserable as possible for those who lived in her
rooms (having the heat on in the summer and air conditioning in the winter). Grace found some
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of the nonprofits that had missions purportedly to help her in reentry had few resources to help
her become independent. Instead they offered limited term housing with no guidance on securing
a lease after her time with the organization expired. Tomas noted how common it was to
discover nonprofits were using their participants rather than helping them to reach their
goals. James was enrolled in college and seeking support from a reentry organization when he
found his school schedule at odds with the demands the nonprofit put on his schedule.
James:
One of the one of the reentry organizations that I was a part of […] the job coach
there literally sent me on a job interview that was from like, 4pm to midnight, and
I was like, Hey, I don't want to work at night. I'd rather work during the day so I
can go to school at night. Besides I got a parole curfew at nine o'clock. So she
literally said you need the, like you know, she gave me a hard time. You know,
you're acting like as if you got a job, you're acting as if you can be choosy, just
take what you can, you know, and I'm glad that I didn't. Because I would have
been just like pigeonholed into a whole different career track. You can't really
jump around too many jobs before somebody says we don't want to hire you. You
know?
James stuck to his plans to go to school, putting off his goal to move into his own apartment and
off his mother’s couch in the short term in order to secure a job with a higher salary after he
completed college. Reflecting on this James told me “sometimes reentry organizations are
actually serve as barriers themselves.”
Other formerly incarcerated people offered a highly specific kind of social capital to my
participants. My participants saw their criminal record as closing off certain opportunities to
them. Seeing other formerly incarcerated people opening up those opportunities helped them to
feel they could do the same. My participants drew on these other formerly incarcerated peoples’
cultural capital (knowledge of what employers were open to hiring formerly incarcerated people)
and symbolic capital (success in overcoming perceived barriers and gaining the status they
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sought). In turn, they sought to share their cultural and symbolic capital with others who were
seeking opportunities. James, KC, Montez, and Tomas offered examples of how they saw this
giving and receiving aspect of social capital working in their own experiences.
James:
And as they get in spaces and open up doors, and now opens up my possibilities.
Like Wow, I can also get in there. Or I can also do that. You know? And then, of
course, and then there's a strong community of folks who are leading
organizations who are leading their respective spaces, who are, whether it's an
academia or wherever, and who also are directly impacted with degrees and
things like that. And it's like a, like, a fraternity, if you will. Yeah, you know, and I
admit to being biased to folks are, like, directly impacted, [in] a lot of
opportunities I posted for.
KC:
So what stands out to me is that women coming home with their own degrees, but
they've degrees already... coming out and opening their own organizations. And
reaching back, right.
Montez:
I mean, it opens up opportunities for other people. You know, I mean, some
people... to say that you're a role model. For people, it's like, that's not even, like,
that's the starting point. But I think you can be a resource for people. You are a
resource of people. You can become part of their network, you can offer them
opportunities to be, you know, to join things that they might not otherwise know
about. You can be a reference for them, you can work with them to kind of
improve the likelihood that they will find employment, meaningful employment. I
think you... that's what it means.
Tomas:
A friend of mine who knew what I was going through. That [I] couldn't get a job.
And he knew somebody who was in in that business, and basically, you know, they
referred me to somebody and got a job. but most of the jobs that I've been able to
get us through some... someone. Most formerly incarcerated people get jobs
because they've gotten a referral through their network. That's how we get
jobs... or most of the people that I know that's how they've gotten jobs.
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Seeing other succeed allowed James and KC to feel that they could raise their ambitions. James,
Montez, and Tomas saw themselves both as drawing on the capital of others in their networks
and sharing their own in turn. My participants felt positively toward this give and take aspect of
social capital.
College was a starting point for my participants in their efforts to build their middle-class
social capital for the purposes of securing professional opportunities. My participants found that
the cultural capital they possessed (the college degree) gave them access to networks of people
through which they could secure employment. For Carlos, the college degree he earned in prison
acted almost as a passport, enabling him to build a network of potential employers interested in
hiring him before they had even met. His cultural capital alone gave him access.
Colleges themselves were rich sources of contacts that could aid my participants in their job
searches, as were college success programs and other nonprofits. Given the barriers to
employment that come with a criminal record, it seems counter-intuitive at first that other
formerly incarcerated people could be such rich sources of social capital for my participants. The
men and women with whom I spoke, though, described the symbolic and cultural capital of those
in their networks that shared their histories but had carved professional paths for themselves as
important sources of capital in their own professional advancement. My participants sought to
give back as well as take. As James told me, this network feels almost like a “fraternity.”

Economic Capital
In the United States, economic capital or income, along with education and culture,
defines class and social status. My participants talked about economic capital in our interviews.
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They discussed the ways in which they saw their education aiding them in securing higher
salaries and greater economic security. In some conversations, my participants were specific
about the earnings they were aiming for or those they were trying to go beyond. Carlos, Daniel,
Grace, James, Keith, and Sebastian all gave me salary figures for which they were aiming or
those they had attained. Daniel wanted to earn more than $10 an hour and mentioned jobs he
believed he could get with his college degree that would pay $50,000 or more. Grace saw
$40,000 as the lowest salary that she could manage on in New York City without losing housing
or health security through the benefits for which she qualified. James initially to earn the highest
salary he could with just bachelor’s degree by studying nursing, but ultimately surpassed that by
going into the reentry nonprofit field and earning over $80,000. Carlos told me he had at times
earned six figures, but talked more about the salary ceiling he hit at around $70,000. Keith
earned $75,000 in his highest paying job. Sebastian told me his first White-collar
job disappointed him by paying $23,000 but that in 15 years, he had raised that salary to $63,000
before having to leave the workforce due to illness. On the whole, among those who talked about
their earnings, my participants were aiming for incomes within the middle-class: those that fall
between two-thirds and double the national median: about $42,000 - $126,000 annually or $20$60 dollars per hour (Pew, 2015; Rothbaum and Edwards, 2019).
Economic security and job satisfaction were recurrent themes in our conversations about
the meaning of college, or the symbolic capital my participants hoped to access through a college
degree, but those I spoke with could not always reach these aspirations. They shared their
difficulties in securing the jobs and earnings for which they believed they were qualified. Tomas,
who held two graduate degrees including an MSW and PhD, experienced long periods of
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anxiety-provoking unemployment in which he spent down much of the savings he had been able
to accrue while he sought work. Carlos, Keith, and Montez all shared stories of
job offers rescinded and the kind of caution with which they had learned to proceed with new
opportunities. Never give notice at the last job until the background check is complete, they told
me. Tomas and KC echoed several others when they told me they were consistently paid less
than their colleagues doing similar work and with equal professional experience. In their eyes,
there was a prevailing discount on labor by formerly incarcerated people that depressed their
salaries. Montez summarized this by saying he believes employers see people with criminal
records as a “good value” because of the motivation and quality work they will do for less pay.
A college credential or recognized certification was crucial to earning the salaries my
participants sought. Grace, Greg, and Shawn described the years of work they had done in
prison, sometimes in fields that pay high wages in the community, and how they could not get
equivalent work upon release. Grace described the skilled trades she had learned and performed
in her twenty years in prison (plumbing and welding) for pennies on the hour. She could not get
this work when she was released because she had no credential to show for it. She described
prison labor as “slavery.” Greg and Shawn shared her frustration with the ways in which they
found the work they did behind bars was invisible and unvalued upon release. Greg, who had run
the prison kitchen for years, serving hundreds of meals a day, could not get work in food
service. Shawn felt he had given his labor to the state for the 13 years he had been in prison and
that at the least he was owed an opportunity to learn. Among them, only Eric questioned whether
a college degree earned in prison would have value on the outside. He himself had not been
impressed with college and doubted the quality of programs offered inside.
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The men and women with whom I spoke described college education as the key to
earning a middle-class salary, but also occupational status. Some had seen this aspiration become
a reality, albeit at a discounted rate. Others, who were still working towards their bachelor’s
degrees, had not yet seen this promise come to fruition in their own lives but believed that it
ultimately would. All of those who were or had been successfully employed in the field and job
of their choice, described work in which their positions were defined by their intellectual
contributions. Those who were not yet employed looked forward to jobs marked by this
occupational status. Only Greg and Eric had not achieved or sought this middle-class marker of
status. My participants had risen in the ranks of the organizations at which they worked, shaping
the work the organizations did along the way. One – Diane – had recently risen to executive
director, a position from which she would lead her organization on all its initiatives. Perhaps
because of their consistent underpayment, salary did not always track neatly with job
satisfaction. But many of my participants successfully sought and secured work that revolved
around their perspectives, contributions, and ideas – an indication of their middle-class status.
In all, 13 of my participants discussed economic capital with me. They described their
efforts to secure work and gain higher salaries and the difficulties they encountered in so doing.
These comments accounted for only about 5 percent of our discussions. My participants talked
about this aspect of their experience for 1 – 15 percent of our time together. Those that did talk
about economic capital echoed earlier research when they shared stories of discounted salaries,
insecure work, and discrimination due to their criminal records (Western, 2018; Pager, 2007).
They also shared with me how they made ends meet, sometimes illegally. On the whole, my
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participants felt their grip on salaried work to be tenuous and they learned to make career moves
cautiously. Even several advanced degrees could not overcome the stigma of a criminal record.

Employment and Economic Capital: The Discount of a Criminal Record
My participants hoped to access economic capital through employment. Specifically, they
were seeking professional or middle-class salaries of $40,000 or more. In our interviews they
described their efforts to access this capital. While several shared their professional successes
and felt they had accomplished what they hoped for in their professional lives, many also
tempered this with disappointment at their reception in the workforce. They were repeatedly
offered salaries lower than those they worked alongside. While in their first working years after
prison, they attributed this to a lack of experience, as time wore on and this pattern continued,
they began to see this as related to their criminal convictions. Several shared with me the
strategies they had developed to manage what they saw as this deficit, but none was able to fully
overcome it. Most frustrating to some were the ways in which they felt discriminated against
within the reentry nonprofit field. Working among peers, they expected to feel more supported
and see more opportunity for professional advancement, but this was not always true. Economic
capital is one measure of class status, and by this measure, my participants were at a perpetual
disadvantage.
Getting work was not altogether easy for my participants. Despite having college degrees,
they struggled to get hired for the kinds of work that their education prepared them. Daniel,
Grace, and Tomas described their difficulties getting hired. Tomas came home from prison and
completed the two remaining courses he needed to earn his bachelor’s degree. He accepted a
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former girlfriend’s offer to stay on her couch when he first got home, assuming he would find
work quickly. But weeks turned to months, and Tomas began to feel pressure to get a job, any
job as interview after interview failed to turn into a job offer. Eventually, he turned back to
illegal source of income.
Tomas:
So, yeah, seven months, seven months after I was released. I went back into
sticking up. couldn't get a job even though [...] I had a degree. I was trying to get
a job. I kept getting [...] the run around. People telling me Oh, well, we were
afraid to take a chance ‘cause you did too much time. I was always pretty
open about, you know, my prison experience. And you know, I would check the
box of course. […] If it was good, they will call for conversation. If not, I would
never get called back.
Daniel was anxious about not finding work. He told me he had applied to more jobs than he
could count and had a few look promising only to fall through. Friends from his life before
prison had recommended him for a position with country government in the area where he grew
up, but he believed his conviction (shooting at a uniformed police officer) made it impossible
to work in the area. Daniel believed his age (58) and his lack of experience made him unqualified
for the kinds of “White collar” work he sought.
Initial offers of employment did not always pan out. My participants learned to be
cautious about the ways in which they made their career moves. Carlos, Keith, Montez, and
Tomas told me about their experiences with job offers falling through. Carlos learned not to
leave his prior job even after what seemed like a firm offer was made to him by a new employer.
He had to wait until the employer had done the background check to be sure the offer would not
be rescinded.
Carlos:
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I got hired for a job before. You're hired. You're ready to go. Next week. I know
the background check came back. Oh, you know what, we went with somebody
else. We went with somebody else. But now if I would have left my job, guess
what. Right. So you know, so I know it has to do with that.
Montez shared a similar strategy for waiting out a new opportunity to ensure it would actually
come through. He had recently been offered a job, but as he described it, he “got cold feet” based
on how they handled the interview and his disclosure of his conviction. He went instead with a
job in a reentry nonprofit where he knew people already and could be more confident that the
opportunity would work out. Keith had a harrowing experience with a job offer that came in, was
rescinded, and then reinstated after he wrote a letter requesting that the offer be
reconsidered. Tomas recounted a similar experience trying to get his first professional job after
prison. He sought help from a former mentor from his college program in prison and after that
person advocated for him, he got an interview only to have the job fall through. Tomas went
back to them and made his case: he would work for free for two weeks if they would give him
the chance to prove himself. Eventually, they agreed and hired him.
My participants found that legal employment sometimes paid less than they expected.
Daniel and Grace found that if it did not pay enough, earning a full-time salary could make their
lives more difficult by disqualifying them for benefits and subsidies but not paying enough to
make up for the loss. Without a professional class salary, full-time work would make Daniel’s
life harder. It would disqualify him for the subsidized rent and Social Security benefits that made
his budget work. Grace was in a similar bind. She told me that unless she could earn more than
$40,000 per year working, she would lose her benefits and be unable to pay her bills from her
earnings. Tomas told me that his earnings after prison were much lower than the money he had
made illegally before and during prison. Tomas told me: “Like I came home with some money
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because I like I said I was dealing drugs on the inside making more money in inside than I do on
the outside. For many years, even until recently, Ruth even until recently.” When we spoke,
Tomas had been home and working for about 14 years and held two graduate degrees.
Many of my participants had been successful in getting the kinds of work they sought and
had advanced into leadership roles. But even these described a mixed experience. While they felt
accomplished and successful, many felt they were paid less than their counterparts with less
experience but no criminal record. Carlos, Montez, Sebastian, and Tomas talked about this in
detail. Carlos worked in nonprofits focused on supporting people living with HIV and AIDS.
When he reached the level of seniority where he had access to his organization’s grant
applications, he realized he was being paid less than the salary budgeted for in the grant. The
gap, he told me, was usually $10-20 thousand dollars. He began advocating for the budgeted
salary, but he was rarely awarded it in the end. He told me: “It is just ingrained. You know, the
mindset is, if you have a criminal background, you're unworthy. You can't be trusted. Can't be
trusted bottom line. You can't be trusted.” Tomas described a similar cycle of landing a job,
finding he was paid less than others in the organization and advocating for a higher salary, often
without success.
Tomas:
You know, every time I moved from one organization to the other, I would always
push a little more money, because […] I realized that while I was there,
internally, there was very little room for growth, right. And oftentimes, because I
was formerly incarcerated, I was... this is [why] I felt that they were treating me
the way they did, because they were like, motherfucker you got a job be thankful.
Like, you're a fucking ex-con. That's, that's the type of feeling that I got from all
these places.
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Sebastian had a similar experience to Tomas. He found that the work he got with the two college
degrees he earned in prison did not pay him enough to continue to work towards his economic or
educational goals. He believed he was paid less because of his criminal conviction.
Sebastian:
When I came home, when I first came home, with my first master's degree, I only
made $23,000. And I started realizing that that even though... that because of my
experience, people hold that against you and say, oh yeah you got
this education, but you have no experience. And you know, you were in prison for
15 years. Be happy with this amount of money and, you know, you'll find your
way. And I was angry after a while. Because, you know, [...] you're back to
churning like, like, you say to yourself, damn, I went through all this here and
these people are still paying me where I have to struggle, like, where, by the time
I finish, getting my check, it goes to bills, and I have nothing left over to help me
grow.
Aware of this dynamic, Montez chose an elite graduate school because he believed the brand
name of the school would help him to overcome the deficit of his criminal record. He was
undecided when we spoke about whether this had worked out as he had hoped. He told me that
he thought people hired those with criminal records because they are a “good value” compared to
other workers.
Many of my participants worked while they were in prison, but found their professional
experience had no value upon release. Eric, Grace, and Greg spoke about this in our
interviews. Grace welded park benches in prison, but could not get a job as welder when she
came home. She told me she had 18 years of job experience that amounted to nothing in the
economy outside of prison.
Grace:
There's so many things that society doesn't really know. Like, I worked for 18
years for CoreCraft. They are a major prison industry. I walk past garbage cans
that I may have welded. I see grills in the park, that I may have painted, I see
shelves in office buildings that I've had to load on trucks. And I did this for a
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pretty fair amount of time. As well as [working for the Department of Motor
Vehicles]. I can't get a pension. And I worked almost 10 years. Isn't
that something? […] Not only that, but I can't even get out certified job placement
anywhere.
Grace came home at 35 with no job prospects. She summed this up to me: “I'm doing all of this
work to benefit the system. To benefit those that work in this prison. [...] But when I leave, I
have nothing. That's pretty much slavery.” Shawn shared a similar perspective with me about the
work he did inside. Having worked for the state for 15 years, he said he felt a “sense of
entitlement” that made him believe that “the least ya'll can do is give me some type of
education." Greg applied for work in food services, where he had worked in prison for nearly 20
years but was turned down because he lacked relevant experience. He was enrolled in culinary
school at the time he applied for this job. He told me: “They more or less told me I didn't know
how to do anything in food service. So I was like, you know, I got a little perturbed about
it.” Eric expressed concern that even a college degree earned outside would be questioned by
employers because of where it was earned. Not having completed a degree, he could not speak
from experience on this.
The jobs my participants got were not always career jobs. Daniel, Grace, Keith, Terri,
and Tomas described the work they did to make ends meet. These were the kinds of jobs they
felt they were qualified for without a college degree. For those that had already earned a degree,
seeking this kind of employment felt like a step back. Grace and Terri talked about this work as
“flipping burgers” or other minimum wage work. Without college, this is the employment they
felt they would be able to get. Daniel saw truck driving, landscaping, or automotive work as his
likely employment should we not be able to get a White-collar job. While he told me he would
do this rather than go back into illegal activity and “be a miserable bastard” for the remainder of
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his life, he described feeling enormous stress at the thought of living in poverty in old age. Keith
could only find work as a food delivery person after release from his second term in prison. This
paid about $10 an hour and, he felt, was beneath his abilities. Tomas found the struggle to find
even minimum wage work so difficult and humiliating that he eventually gave up and went back
to illegal activity. The insecure job he was able to find paid less than he had to spend to get to the
work site and buy his lunch every day.
Lost years in the workforce also meant lost years that could have been spent saving for
retirement. Daniel, Grace, and Sebastian worried about the working years they had lost and its
effect on their ability to retire. Both lacked funds to support themselves in their final years. For
Daniel, this was directly connected to prison. He held jobs only sporadically before prison. Most
of the contributions he had made to Social Security, as a result, came from wages he earned
while on work-release. These were too low to qualify him for an adequate amount of support to
retire. Sebastian had become seriously ill in the years before we spoke. As a result, he had been
forced to drop out of a master’s in social work program during the final term. He had incurred
debt from this program but could not claim the degree. He was living on disability payments
while unable to work. Grace told me she had seen many women come home and have to work
until they died because they lacked any savings and did not qualify for Social Security. These
men and women looked to the future with anxiety because of the gaps in their working years and
the few contributions they had been able to make to retirement. Time lost to prison limited the
years during which they could make these contributions.
My participants were most disappointed when they ran into these problems in
organizations dedicated to working with people involved in the criminal justice system. James,
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Keith, Montez, and Tomas talked about the dynamics in this field. James saw the demand for
credentials as a kind of “dirty laundry” among organizations working to advance the interests of
formerly incarcerated people. Given how few and far between college programs are in prison,
James believed organizations should be more proactive in accepting experience equivalent to
college in their hiring decisions. He also talked about his frustration with the hierarchy of types
of convictions he found in the field.
James:
You know, our community excludes so many people based on crimes - more than
the folks we fight against. Many reentry organizations don't even take folks if you
have violence or sex offense. And these are reentry organizations. I mean how is
that even possible? You know? […] So one day, if I run an organization, I hope to
just practice what I preach. I'm kind of doing it now, in my professional capacity
and providing opportunities to folks, but we can get better, you know?
Keith, who told me he had been wrongfully convicted of a crime after his first release,
discovered that redemption was a one-time offer among formerly incarcerated people. He had
come out with a bachelor’s and master’s degree earned inside and landed a professional-class job
in education. But after being convicted a second time, he found no acceptance or support among
those who had previously celebrated his success.
Keith:
So I mean, you know, so that's another thing, a lot of guys who do go through that
process of education become holier than thou. As far as the educated world, and
get in these positions, and then everybody else. Oh, so he's still doing this thing.
You know, [they] lose all sight of who [they] are, or what [they] did.
Montez and Tomas who both had worked in reentry nonprofits found they could not advance if
they stayed in the same organization. They had to move on to raise their salaries. Tomas told me:
“So yeah, I've experienced discrimination on so many levels, in the workforce, in school, you
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know, and even here, and even amongst, like, people that that I've developed rapport with.” For
Tomas, life after prison meant near constant scrutiny and discrimination.
A criminal conviction made economic capital difficult to access for my participants. This
was in part because they had lost years of potential work experience or education to prison. But it
was also due to the negative impact of a criminal conviction on earnings. Work done in prison
did not count as valid experience upon release. Those that worked in what are traditionally
highly paid skilled trades while inside could not get this kind of job after prison. Without a
college degree, my participants expected their best option to be minimum wage or insecure work.
For those that relied on subsidized rent and benefits, these kinds of jobs would pay too much for
them to qualify for these supports but too little to make ends meet without them. My participants
described being consistently paid less than others in their places of work, despite having more
experience and demonstrated success in their jobs. Continually being underpaid wore on the men
and women with whom I spoke. They felt perpetually at a disadvantage even among those who
they expected to be most understanding of their experience: the nonprofit reentry field. Few
found opportunities to raise their salaries with the same employer and looked to change jobs in
order to advance. But changing jobs came with risks and my participants learned to be cautious.
Through trial and error, they learned not to give notice until they had cleared a background check
at the new job.

Discussion: College in Prison and the Middle Class
When asked about the meaning of college, the eighteen men and women who participated
in my project described to me their efforts to assert or retain their claim to the middle class. Their
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responses to my initial question and our conversation that followed can be understood through
the lens of Bourdieu’s four capitals: symbolic, cultural, social, and economic. My participants
told me about how college enabled them to feel free, to reclaim the time they had lost to prison,
and to lay the groundwork for economic security. They told me about the symbolic capital they
believed college would secure for them: time, freedom, and money. In our conversations, they
shared with me what going to college was like for them. They told me about how easy or
difficult it had been to build their cultural capital. My participants saw themselves enmeshed in
relationships and networks that helped them along the way and the people to whom they
expected to serve as helpers down the road. They told me about the social capital they drew on
and how they anticipated contributing to the social capital of others. Finally, they described to
me the salaries they sought, their attempts to get career jobs using their college qualifications,
and the disappointments they faced when job and after job offered discounted salaries or insecure
employment. They told me about the ways in which they sought to build their economic capital.
My participants were competing for position within a field. Their comments and
reflections show that this field is the American class hierarchy. My participants guided me to this
conclusion. Their comments on the kinds of jobs they believed would be available to them
without college revealed their assumptions and observations related to the class (re)producing
aspects of prison. They believed prison prepared them – at best - for minimum
wage and insecure work, reliance on government benefits, recidivism, and the inability to
retire. They felt not only themselves being pulled down this path by their prison experiences, but
their children as well. Whether my participants described their own childhoods as having
been lived in poverty, the working class, or the middle class, they all believed prison had set a
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course for them that limited their aspirations to the working class at best, absent college. College,
they described, as a vehicle for change for themselves and their families. College was what made
a middle-class life accessible to them, despite prison.
My participants’ aspirations were modest. They sought to complete bachelor’s degrees
and to earn salaries that paid $40,000 up to the low six figures. They wanted to move out of
public housing. They wanted to have retirement funds that would allow them to leave the
workforce as they grew older. They wanted to feel respected in the workplace and to do work
that felt rewarding. They wanted their children to go to college. They wanted to have leisure time
and to travel. They wanted to help other people to do what they had done. These aspirations add
up to a picture of middle-class life: economic security and savings, leisure time, educational
opportunities for children, decent housing, career. But without college, my participants believed
these aspirations would be out of reach. Throughout our conversations, I heard again and again
that without college, my participants believed they would be “flipping burgers,”
working constantly to make ends meet for “$10” an hour, doing some kind of “ex-con type” of
job, reaching a limit on how far they could advance. For my participants, college was the key to
a different kind of life and a different set of opportunities than those that prison leaves open for
people coming home.
By and large, my participants found they were successful at building cultural capital,
showing the artificial nature of the limits prison had imposed on them. The men and women with
whom I spoke, performed well in college. They enjoyed the experience, but not only that, they
earned honors and shared with me their high GPA’s. They won acceptance to competitive
programs once home and they did well once enrolled. My participants were qualified and able to
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enroll in college and succeed. But prison put up substantial roadblocks. My participants faced
criticism from others in prison, extremely limited access to programs inside, financial difficulties
and debts once home, credit-loss upon transfer, discrimination related to
their criminal convictions, discouragement from reentry organizations and other nonprofits, and
difficulties with parole. There is no telling how many people encountered the same challenges
my participants did and could not overcome them. My participants are likely to be the lucky few
who overcame all that. Getting into and completing college is a gauntlet for people coming out
of prison. But the difficulties rarely arise from lack of ability or motivation. They arise from the
myriad surrounding complications people leaving prison face. Prison itself, and the reentry
experience, create the difficulties.
But despite all of their efforts and abilities, participants’ claims to the middle-class could
ultimately only be partial. Prison terms are not part of the middle-class experience in
America. Looked at in the inverse, people in the middle-class claim a right to an interrupted life.
They live continuously in the community without disruptions, except of their choosing. The men
and women who participated in my project found that the cultural capital of a college degree
could not completely overcome the disruption a prison term caused in their expected life course.
They found that while college helped them to mitigate the feeling of having lost years of their
lives to prison, it could not fully make up for that lost time. My participants still felt as if they
were perpetually behind where they thought they should be in life. This existential experience
had a practical dimension as well. My participants were repeatedly offered salaries at a
discounted rate compared to their peers, were unable to secure housing despite their incomes and
credit scores, and were forced to undergo invasive security screenings to enroll in academic
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programs. Their prison term was incompatible with the middle-class experience and they found
their rights to that status limited in kind. They drew strength from those who shared these
experiences of limitation: formerly incarcerated college graduates.
Reflecting on this partial status, my participants told me about the ways in which they felt
different as a result of college and how this difference was recognized by others. Their partial
claims gave them a split perspective on their experiences: they viewed their lives both in the
context of what they expected they could have achieved without college and what they ultimately
had reached with college. Seeing the ways in which their experiences fell short of their
expectations – where their claims were partial – they began to see the contours of the
class hierarchy, its intersection with race and education, and the ways in which
their opportunities were limited far before prison. These revelations spurred them to act. They
engaged in strategies and activities that would help others to see what they had seen and to
challenge their realized limitations. This, they hoped, would strengthen their claims to the
middle-class and those of others who shared their experiences. The next two sections will discuss
these parts of our interviews: split-habitus and revolution.
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Habitus
Habitus is the embodiment of capital. It is the mechanism through which people
communicate symbolic, cultural, social, and economic capital. It encompasses how people
choose to spend their time, what objects they possess, and what values they profess. Habitus
translates economic circumstances into culture, giving options limited by funds the illusion
of personal preference or tradition. Habitus is a mechanism by which social class is reproduced
from generation to generation. It makes persistent economic and social stratification appear
natural by reserving high-earning and powerful positions for those with certain qualifications,
manners, and lifestyles. These are a product of habitus. Those that move between class statuses
develop a split habitus. They retain aspects of their habitus of origin while adopting the habitus
of their new status. Bourdieu theorized that split habitus is rare, but my participants describe
experiences of this divided sense of belonging (Bourdieu, 2017).
Social and economic origins shape the habitus. The men and women I spoke with
described the aspirations and interests they had before or during prison and how these changed
when they enrolled in school. College for many was the dividing line between their old and the
new orientation to the world. But these transitions did not feel secure. Criminal records were
both inescapable and incompatible with my participants’ new field of competition. They
described feeling out of place in college, fearing failure (job loss, re-incarceration), and feeling
their new habitus disrupted by reminders of the past (PTSD, criminal background checks). This
tension between old and new created a feeling of embodying two conflicting
identities simultaneously. These experiences describe a split habitus common to my participants.
Feeling different, feeling as if family and friends have noticed this change, and feeling
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increasingly at home in college and related professional circles all speak to this
increased integration into the middle class.
College is the mechanism that paves the way for this transition from old to new. But none
of my participants passed as native to their new field. Whether through choice or by the indelible
nature of a criminal record, all described themselves as seeking to bridge their old to their new
habitus. Being divided between fields revealed to them the ways in which symbolic goods that
are taken for granted by competitors in those fields affect their ability to compete for position.
Those that saw family and friends react negatively to their college and professional success saw
the unspoken meaning attached to their criminal records by even those closest to them. Those
that ran up against exclusionary policies related to their criminal histories in college saw the
taken for granted value of a criminal history among the institutions of the middle class. The split
habitus my participants described left them divided between old and new and not fully at home
in either.
Participants discussed habitus from two perspectives: the habitus they had before college
and the one college has helped them to cultivate. Their pre-college habitus were shaped by
experiences of exclusion from the economic and social security of the middle class based on
race, poverty, and incarceration. Their habitus emerging from college embodied their status in
the middle class and its symbolic goods of time, freedom, and money. The change from on to the
other endowed my participants with a split habitus. Within these themes, the men and women
with whom I spoke told me about feeling as if they were living a contradiction being both
formerly incarcerated and successful college students, the ways in which their family reacted to
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the external manifestations of their new habitus, and how they felt tied to the past
through intrusive thoughts and criminal background checks.
This section will discuss my participants views on habitus. As with my analysis of
capitals, this structure is my interpretation of the responses of my participants to the question:
what does college mean to you and the conversation that followed. Using the doubleinterpretation offered by IPA, my participants gave me their interpretations of their experiences
and the meanings they gave to them. Looking at these in the aggregate, I have done a second
interpretation, connecting them to theory and organizing them into this framework to discern
their shared meaning. What follows is a discussion of the ways in which my participants
described their habitus. All 18 participants discussed habitus during our conversations. In total,
discussion of this themes made up 14 percent of all coded statements. The salience of habitus
varied among my participants: these topics made up 2 – 42 percent of our time together.

Feeling different
The college habitus contrasts with the prison habitus. Habitus is the mechanism by which
people internalize and make part of their self-concept the expectations of the society in which
they live. Prison instills a habitus that incorporates within it a certain set of expectations about
the opportunities that will be available to those who serve terms. College instills another
habitus with its own set of possibilities and expectations. These each cultivate ways
of seeing oneself, presenting oneself, and seeing the world. My participants described how
enrolling and succeeding in college changed their views of themselves. As they progressed along
their pathways through higher education, their habituses split, instilling feelings of change and
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difference or of a sense of a self before and a self after college. Looking back, my participants
described feeling their mindsets change, their circles of friends shift, and their own sense of their
potential remade. They described a journey from feeling worthless to worthy; from powerless to
powerful.
My participants described seeing themselves differently when they enrolled in college.
Tomas and Daniel described college as changing their mindsets and priorities. Daniel, who had
sold drugs before his prison term, told me that when he was younger, money was the most
important thing in his life. After college, he told me this had changed: “relationships are
beautiful, right?” Tomas talked about seeing incremental shifts in his thinking. He told me:
“Little by little, my mindset started changing. I no longer just wanted to... I didn't want to go out
and stick nobody up now. I seen... I guess I had a glimpse of hope. I seen opportunities. I said,
hold on, you know, I don't want to get in trouble no more.” Like Daniel, Tomas had been
involved in the drug trade before prison but continued his involvement for much of his
incarceration. After he enrolled, he began to spend more time with other men who were also in
college and became increasingly committed to earning high grades. Conversations about money
and drugs lost their appeal as college became more engaging. He describes this as being
“transformed through education."
Others told me that college helped them to connect or reconnect with what they saw as
buried talents or hidden abilities that had always been within them. Rather than transformations,
these were journeys of self-discovery. Carlos, Grace, James, and Keith talked about these
experiences in our interviews. James described college as connecting him more deeply to
himself. Enrolling in college helped him to reach his “potential” in his view.
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James:
In prison, […] education […] opened up a whole ‘nother world, you know, in
terms of, I guess, where I'm at now, but but more importantly, just my, my
thinking and view of the world and being able to figure out what my place is in
the world. So when I think about college, and what does college mean, I think
college to me has been a doorway, I guess, to... like a doorway, which ultimately
led to like a deeper understanding of myself and my actions, the world around me,
the society I live in, the people around me, and as a result, then I'm better to take
that information and of course, make better informed decisions, if you will, you
know? To me, college represents access, and not just access to social, you know,
and economic mobility and things like that, but, you know, access to ourselves,
you know, access to just like a deeper understanding of humanity. And all of
these, like, deeper, deeper, like things that um... that without an education, we
can't kind of like get to.
Carlos and Grace had experiences of self-discovery in which others saw things in them that they
could not, at the time, see themselves.
Carlos:
My case in point, um, you know, I went all the way from the GED to a master's
degree in prison. It wasn't that I was kind of smart, but I don't know that I was
like, really smart, right. And when I went to college, I was like, wow, I mean, I
look at things so differently now. Right? […] I was able to look within and just get
a deeper understanding, see my hidden abilities that I had that others saw, but I
would never really like, acknowledge, because for whatever reason, they just
never came to the surface. It was kind of like, you know, that's scotoma. That
blind spot that everyone sees, but you.
Carlos’ later enrolled in a PhD in part because his friends started to call him the “doctor.” Their
vision of him as a scholar helped him to see himself that way. Grace was supported by a college
success program that works with formerly incarcerated people. This group, she credited with
seeing what she was capable of and helping her to bring these abilities and interests to the
surface. She told me: “And they honestly see a vision in you. And it's not about hiding it. It's
about okay, come on, what is it that you want to? come on let's go.” For Keith, college fit with
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how he saw himself from a young age: as a person who considers, ponders, and weighs
experience before making up his mind.
Education more broadly, including high school completion in prison, could also be the
start of a new way for my participants to see themselves. José and Patrice talked about gradual
changes to their views of themselves that started when they succeeded – unexpectedly – in high
school completion courses in prison. José had struggled in high school before going to prison.
When we spoke, he was investigating whether he suffered from a learning disability and hoped
getting a diagnosis for this might help him to overcome lingering challenges. He told me that
getting his GED in prison changed his view of himself: “Well, it was, it was, you know, I first
got my GED. And so I was like, wow, you know, […] I can actually do this, you know, [I] found
that belief within myself. […] That I was capable of doing, you know, so well.” This realization
of academic ability spurred him to act on a long-held interest in college. Patrice had a similar
experience. He completed his GED in prison and this changed his view of himself: “So now
going back to the part where I got this diploma. Now I started saying, wait a minute, you know
what I mean, it opened my eyes a little bit more. […] So moving forward, it was, it was an easy
choice for me to look at a [college] flyer and say I want to do that.”
Education in prison brought a sense of worth to a place where my participants described
feeling worthless. Feeling valued by faculty or a worthwhile investment by the college itself
helped my participants to view themselves as having value and potential. This they described as
the opposite to how prison made them feel. Diane, James, KC, Montez, and Sebastian shared this
perspective with me. James and Montez had not seen college in their future until it became
available in prison. James told me that college was a place for White people to go to become
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doctors and lawyers, not a place for him to enroll. Montez felt similarly before his prison
term: “Yes, I did think about college. But I didn't […] think there was a place for me in
college." James told me that leaving prison: “people's self-esteem is shot, people feel worthless,
powerless. People feel unworthy […] and undeserving.” KC saw college as a reversal of this
feeling: “it helps people to really think about future had to make up their minds that you know,
their lives are more valuable than what the system say they are." So, too, for Sebastian whose
views changed when college came to the prison: “I think it meant.... it felt like we were.... we
were... we mattered. That... that.... you know, that there was something about us that was worth
saving.” For Diane, faculty marking up her papers and giving critical feedback showed that her
academic development mattered to them.
College gave my participants new feelings of power and agency that changed the way
they saw themselves. They described feeling they could “speak” or “be heard” and the idea of
moving from the “sidelines” or “background” to the center. Grace, Greg, James, and KC talked
about this aspect of their experiences in college. KC told me that college helped her to see her
own value and to contest the way she was taught to see herself before and during prison. College
helped her to find her voice.
KC:
Going to school played an intricate role in in some of the positive decisions that I
made in my life and to, to take my life from that mindset where women are not
heard nor seen or can't elevate, to... I've learned how to elevate, right and be
heard and be seen and demanding to be valued as a woman, as a woman of
color.
Grace and James told me that college helped them to find their purpose or “step into [their]
greatness,” as James put it. These were realizations that unfolded over time.
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Grace:
It made me feel really, really like are now I'm stepping into what it is I feel my
purpose is. Like stepping into my purpose. like I'm actually in it, it's no longer on
the sidelines. You know? And it may be more... how would you say it...it may be
more hopeful. And looking back, I don't even know how I got here, like that [...],
you know what I'm saying?
James:
But after a while, I think I've managed to like, step into my greatness if you will
and just like, owned my life, I guess. Yeah. Owned, literally owned my life, and
was unapologetic about it and the tide started to turn and now I'm now like, they
even have like my picture up on the school wall and stuff like that. It's like kind of
creepy sometimes. [laughter]
Greg connected the idea of education and power. He pointed to the leaders of the Civil Rights
movement in the United States and the way in which their education supported their goals. He
described what he hoped would be a kind of awakening to the power held by people of color and
those with criminal convictions. He believed education would help people with these experiences
feel qualified to speak out: “We need to realize that you can be in a power place too. You don't
have to be in the background. You can be one of the leaders though, one of the speakers of
certain things.”
Enrolling in college brought on feelings of transformation among my participants. For
some, this was a feeling of a changed mindset or a new set of priorities. For others, this was a rediscovery of parts of themselves that were long buried. My participants described different
starting points for these new feelings. Doing well in GED programs could be the start of a new
vision of the self that challenged prior self-expectations, so too could the encouragement
of friends or college faculty who “saw something” in them they could not yet see
themselves. The feelings of self-worth that college cultivated in my participants contrasted with
the feelings of worthlessness prison encouraged. Over time, my participants internalized these
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feelings of worthiness and began to feel powerful, valued, and worth “being heard.” College was
the dividing line between their prison sense of self and the way they viewed themselves today.

Bridging a Split Habitus
Habitus has an internal and an external aspect. Habitus is the internalization and the
performance of myriad tastes and ideas that are forged by socialization into a certain social and
economic class. The way in which a person sees their own future potential is formed in part by
the realm of possibilities communicated to that person by their circumstances and
relationships. Managing a divided habitus is at once a private and public experience. Developing
new career and economic aspirations, tastes, and beliefs can be an internal experience.
Expressing those to others or taking action to achieve them makes it an external experience.
When my participants interacted with others, they had to confront and manage these
peoples’ expectations, including their expectations of what my participants’ habitus would
be based on their relationship prior to college or their expectation of the prison habitus. What my
participants describe here is the ways in which they sought to externalize their habitus and the
strategies they used to manage the split between the old and the new.
Nearly all of my participants came from backgrounds of poverty or from working class
families. Only Diane, Keith, and Patrice described growing up in households with symbolic
capital associated with the middle class. Diane’s family owned their home and both her parents
held college degrees – her father held several advanced degrees. Keith described parents and
extended family with careers in the entertainment industry and the expectation he would go to
college. Patrice told me that everyone in his family had a college degree except him, but that he
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had grown up in a single-parent household which had limited the resources available to him.
Patrice viewed his hold on the middle-class as tenuous due to his race and the single-earner
household in which he was raised.
Patrice:
When I say when I say going beyond my circumstances, […] what that means is
like, emotional, financial, financial, educational, and all those things, that weren't
fostered […] growing up at a disadvantage. And what I mean is [...] living in an
attenuated family structure. […] Because when you live in attenuated family
structure, you're at a disadvantage, because you don't have the benefit of dual
parenting, mother and father, right? […] Then there are the other disadvantages
of race, you know, where certain opportunities aren't afforded to a class of people
that don't have the money.
He felt his circumstances in childhood had set him on a certain course that college enabled him
to reach beyond. For these participants, prison represented downward social mobility that college
allowed them to pull themselves out of. Diane told me she had realized that college was the
foundation of the middle-class, crediting her parents’ degrees with their income and their status
as homeowners, but also with their beliefs and values, which she sought to emulate.
For the 15 men and women that grew up in lower class communities, college offered
upward mobility. Celeste, James, and Sebastian described their childhood circumstances and the
symbolic capital that marked their poverty, while Daniel and Eric described working class
upbringings. Celeste described her background in the context of her career in the nonprofit
reentry field, where she hoped to help others like herself:
Celeste:
But you know, like, do my work, right, doing this work, reentry work, I find that a
lot of us have, like, a lot of like, the same backgrounds. Broken homes, illiterate
parent, you know, welfare recipients, you know, projects, you know, poverty. And
[…] it's almost like […] to be expected almost.
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Sebastian had realized the differences between his life and the families and experiences he saw
represented in the media when he was a teenager. Seeing few options available to him to escape
the poverty he grew up in, Sebastian entered the drug trade.
Sebastian:
I think when I was when I was a kid growing up, as a young teenager, I think I
started to realize what my, my, my current world was like. […] I realized that
heroin had ravaged my, my family, and that that world was very profane. And
very raw. I don't know if that makes sense. Like it was.... It was a raw world
growing up for me.
James was working with a therapist when we spoke to manage the symptoms of post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) with which he had been diagnosed. He described the way in which his
therapist had helped him to understand the limited choices he had available to him as a young
man growing up in poverty.
James:
But like, at the end of the day, I personally decided to put a gun to somebody. You
know, like, I've made that decision. And [my therapist] challenged me and said,
yeah, but I would argue that some of the choices that you felt you had to choose
from, you know, in some ways have already been... were already like, predetermined, in a sense. You know. And then, we talked about when I was 16 years
old, I wasn't trying to decide if I should go to band camp or karate school, I was
trying to decide, like, what kind of gang, like which crew I'm going to join, you
know, how I'm going to like, sell some drugs, or whatever the case may be to help
my mother and things like that. Those are the decisions I was faced with.
Summing up similar experiences among these men and women, James told me that before prison
college was: “not necessarily […] where I would be destined to be whether it was communicated
to me by my teachers, my environment or my family.”
My participants saw their college going as in contrast with their former ways of seeing
themselves and the activities in which they previously engaged. Carlos and Shawn discussed
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how they managed this divide between their current and former orientations. Carlos initially hid
his college attendance from the people with whom he was incarcerated.
Carlos:
The funny thing to that is that whenever I will go to school, I will have the porters
carry my books to school and take my books outside to the yard because they
couldn't see a guy like me going to school because it was not part of the gangster,
you know, [...] look. And I remember one time, this showed me like how
influential I was. One particular time the porter couldn't.... didn’t go
out. He didn't come out that day. So I had to literally take my books to school and
then go to the yard with my books. And everybody started gigging on me, oh, you
going to school? That's for suckers. The funny thing is that next day: How did you
do that? Like, how was it? You know? So behind them seeing me with the books
even though it was funny, to them, it was really like interesting that a person like
myself would pursue a college education. So, four of my friends followed suit.
Carlos and his peers recognized that college at first seemed not in keeping with his prison
habitus. But, he found, his status in the prison that was based on his prison habitus, paved the
way for others to consider college, too. Shawn also saw his college enrollment as contradictory
to what others expected of him. He had taken advantage opportunities to travel for research
purposes and had secured the approval of his parole officer to do so.
Shawn:
I'm fortunate to say like, I'm, I'm like a walking contradiction. […] I mean, that
falls on them people, but it can be twofold, like people look at me and be
like pshhh. So I'm sitting in the space, and they don't know how to interact with
me, because they... the perception or from what they know is like, I'm supposed to
be mad at the world. Right? Like, you know, it's like, why is he not mad? And
how, and why did he succeed? […] It's not a question as to how did he succeed,
but it's like, why did he succeed, which is really sad when you think about it,
right?
Shawn found that his friends and family could not make sense of his academic success after he
was released.
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Although they had positive experiences in college, my participants did not feel fully at
home on their campuses either. Daniel, Eric, James, José, Peter, and Shawn spoke about this
aspect of their experience in college after prison. Eric described feeling anxious about standing
out if he enrolled in college after he was released from prison. James described feeling uncertain
about how to dress and behave on campus, particularly around women, having spent 13 years
living exclusively with men.
James:
I don't think a lot of people talk about [this], but I had not been around women for
years. Being you know, in a classroom, and you know, […] like, when you're in
high school, and you're like, are they looking at me? Am I dressed right? And
things like that, and I'm older than most, but at the same time, I'm taking night
classes where there are also people my age.
Peter and José also described feeling older than the people in their classes. José found social
situations challenging due to the age gap between him and his student peers.
José:
I just feel like, the 10-year-old and kindergarten. Everybody, they're, like, half my
age. […] It feels a little bit awkward. Like, you know, I could be their dad for
real, you know, so it's like, I... just sometimes it's difficult to get into certain social
situations, because I'm like, well, you're 20, I'm 41.
Peter had enrolled in his mid-twenties, making him only a little older than his classmates, but
enough to feel different from them. Daniel described being mistaken for a professor on campus
and the comfort he took in passing in class: “Nobody knew that I was formerly incarcerated.
They just saw an old White guy there.”
Recognizing this divide, my participants told me about their strategies to bridge current
and former habitus. Diane, Shawn, and Terri gave me insights into this. Diane, who came from a
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middle-class background, reached back before prison to build a bridge between her current and
former habitus.
Diane:
But me being who I am, actually is reflective of my parents, right? But but the
college chiseled me, right it's almost like a sculpture, right, and everybody did
these different parts that had an opportunity to kind of chisel and, and, and kind
of define me a little better. Sharpen me a little more, tune me up, you know, shine
me, buff me, you know.
Shawn initially felt alienated by his experience of incarceration when he enrolled in college. He
described feeling as if he was walking around the campus with a stamp on his forehead that
identified him as on parole. After his first semester, he found ways to ease this feeling by
embracing his status as a student.
Shawn:
So I ended up looking more deeply into it and recognizing, like, the importance of
me having a title of student that's, that's one thing that made me realize, like, it
doesn't matter if I've been in prison, or, you know, if I if I never went to prison,
right, like, under this in this context, we're all supposed to be students. And that
was really important for me.
Terri told me she never lied to her children or her grandchildren about her past and that it
had become a point of pride to her grandchildren that she was from the streets but also held
graduate degrees.
College graduations served as important events in forging a new habitus. Celeste, James,
and Terri reflected on the importance of these ceremonies in overcoming and replacing
their loved ones’ memories of them in prison. Celeste graduated while being treated for brain
cancer. She told me that the cap and gown she would wear at her graduation was what kept her
motivated to complete her degree. She told me: “I'm going to finish. I was like God, please, just
spare my life. I don't care if I drop dead after. But I... just let me get my degree. And I was like
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making a joke. I'm like, I want to be buried in my cap and gown." For Celeste, graduating from
college was the memory she wanted to leave her family with should she die soon after. James
told me he was pleased to have his daughter present at his graduation ceremony: “Because here it
is, now you have a memory of your dad beyond just handcuffs and a uniform. You actually have
a memory of him receiving his degree and being acknowledged formally, for, like, that
educational journey.” The ceremony was an opportunity to replace a previous memory with a
new one. Terri felt similarly. She told me that the pride on her family’s faces when she walked
across the stage showed her how far she had come in her family’s estimation. She told me:
“that's both ends of the spectrum right there. You know, so I've come from this to become
this.” Terri described her walk across the graduation stage as a transition between the old and the
new.
Not every bridge was successfully built. Daniel, James, Patrice, Shawn and Tomas
described families that could not see the value of college or with whom they argued in the final
weeks of their academic careers. James and Tomas both had arguments with their mothers that
resulted in these women not attending their graduations. This conflict continued to weigh on both
men even though they had made up shortly after. Shawn, who had graduated summa cum laude
after his release from prison, found his family did not understand his career ambitions or plans.
Shawn:
And I remember one of my uncles. So I'm not working. He's like "so what you're
doing now? You going back school? Goddamn. You gonna be in school forever?"
Like, no I'm taking a breather, "so you working?" no. So "I'll send you some
jobs." You know, he's sending me job descriptions... job applications to be a cross
guard walker and like that. And I'm saying to myself like, why in the hell would I
go to college for four years, graduate Summa Cum Laude to be a
damn cross walker? Not to knock what a cross walker does and the need […] but
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why would I do that? Like that has nothing to do with anything that I've been
working for. So that's just where, sadly a lot of people's minds are.
Shawn felt frustrated by family who seemed to think they were helping. Daniel brought his father
and brother to his first graduation. While his brother recognized the significance of the ceremony
and the high honors Daniel had received, his father seemed uncomfortable with and uninterested
in the event. He questioned why Daniel was pursuing this education. Daniel did not invite him to
subsequent graduations, instead bringing people from his college success program who he felt
better understood his accomplishments. Shawn and Patrice described their interactions with some
family and friends from before his prison term as antagonistic. Both believed that their success
threw into relief the lack of achievement in their loved ones’ lives and prompted a negative
reaction from them. Patrice told me: “It makes them look at themselves only one way, you know,
like, damn I dropped the ball with my own life.” Both found more support among the people
they had met in college.
Being seen as successful also elicited positive responses, but these reactions did not
always ease the discomfort of a divided habitus. Daniel, James, and José described the ways in
which their success was recognized and supported by others. Daniel was asked if he would
vouch for an applicant to his college program. This showed him the value the college placed on
his opinion. He ultimately declined to write a letter in support because he did not believe the
applicant was prepared and he feared losing status with his college should the applicant fail.
James received letters regularly from people still in prison or just coming out. He remarked that
even people who had criticized his college aspirations inside sometimes contacted him for help
getting jobs.
James:
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There's people that has remembered things that I've said, years later, who inbox
me on Facebook and say hey, you know, just, you said this two years ago when I
was doing this, and like this, where I'm at now, and I don't even remember what I
said. Or letters from people from prison. I had, in fact, I got a letter from a guy
who saw an article that I was in, in the magazine, and he read it, he said, Oh, shit,
this is James. And he's like, I read, you know, your... I'm so proud of you, I knew
that you would always do it, things like that. So it's like that feedback loop. You
know, because as they find inspiration in my journey, I also find inspiration in
theirs.
Still, James felt his habitus communicated a status that did not fully align with his experience. He
felt simultaneously disadvantaged and privileged. When we spoke, he told me he was earning six
figures, but that he struggled with his finances, family relationships, and his symptoms of PTSD.
One of his close friends had reminded him recently that his concerns about money and his
professional status were “luxury problems,” a comment he said helped to ground him. José, who
was living in a shelter when we spoke, got positive reactions from people he shared his college
aspirations with. These reactions helped him to stay motivated but he did not yet know what his
college degree would mean for his future in terms of recidivism and employment.
Some intentionally highlighted the split nature of their habitus. More than half of the
people I spoke shared these perspectives: Carlos, Celeste, Diane, Eric,
Greg, José, James, KC, Keith, Patrice, and Terri. Diane, Greg, José, KC, and Terri believed their
college credentials showed their commitment to engaging in positive and community-building
activities after prison. As Greg told me: “It says that I want to do positive things, instead of
negative things straight up.” Terri believed college told the world: “That I have perseverance.
And that I'm about change.” The positivity of their new orientation took shape in contrast to what
they saw as the negativity of their old ways. Carlos taught in college program in prison and
described how his return to the prison in which he served many years as a professor felt to him.
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Carlos:
But but it was a beautiful experience. Like I said it was bittersweet on two levels,
you know, the fact that I see some old friends. They were never going to get out.
That I've been home and they're still there. You know, that's the bitter part of it.
The sweet thing is that they're still there, they see me that I'm doing
right. […] And they're just sitting back in the prison and saying look at him, man.
Wow. That is so beautiful that he really took it and turned it around. And that's
what it is about: being the best brother that I could be to help change somebody's
life. Change one person's life, then I won, right?
The contrast of the old and new habitus is what gives Carlos’ experience relevance to his stillincarcerated friends. Having overcome what they saw as difficult odds increased the value
of some of my participants’ accomplishments in their own estimations. Diane and KC both
described this. Diane’s comment summarizes both of their perspectives.
Diane:
I think what it communicates to them is that, you know, okay, so you had this
experience, and by the way, you know, I went to prison, because a man attempted
to rape me. And so I think that people see that, okay, you know, you had this
unfortunate event, you know, unfortunately, you had to go through this, but you
came out like on top kind of thing, you know, and you didn't let it beat you and
you didn't let it, you know, weigh you down, you didn't let it overcome you, you
know, like it, I used it as a stepping stone, you know, […] and so I think that, and
I get this kind of feedback, like, oh, wow, you got a, you have a master's degree,
that's remarkable kind of thing, you know, in spite of what you've been through.
Diane’s prison time gives her current experience its relevance. Having overcome significant
challenges make her accomplishments more remarkable. Patrice summarized this: “My story
[…] can't be told without the backstory.”
My participants had both specific and general audiences to which they wanted to
demonstrate their new orientations and achievements. Greg, James, Keith, and Terri talked about
these goals. For Greg, the audience was general.
Greg:
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I mean, and once you're inside behind those walls, a lot of people forget about
you. But when you come out, they, if they see you and they knew you before, they
probably have a negative attitude about you, you know, having you out in the
streets again, but they don't know that, you know, to the transformation and, and
the rehabilitation, so to speak through you going to college and doing the right
things for so long. You're not the same person that they saw 20 years ago, or 10
years ago, or 15 years ago. And that's the blessing, I think, of getting the
education while you're incarcerated. It's a must.
Greg saw others’ expectations of him stay the same, despite what he saw as his own
transformation. James also wanted to prove wrong the expectations some had of him in prison.
James:
I have my degree right over the desk. And I always look at it. And, you know, it
symbolizes more than just getting an education. It's also like a big middle finger
to all the people who ever doubted me, whoever told me, I wasn't shit, who walked
by cell and laughed at me when I was like, in my books, and telling me how that
doesn't matter. And how I'm still Black, or I still got a felony, and all this other
stuff.
These discouraging comments had come from other incarcerated people while he was inside.
While he wanted to prove these critics wrong, he also had a specific person he wanted to prove
his capabilities to: his arresting officer who had told him in the back of the police car that he had
thrown his life away. Keith reflected on the importance of claiming his past and telling his own
story.
Keith:
And, you know, once you you go through that experience for a period of time you
come out everybody's looking at you like, ohhh you've been in prison. […] if you
let other people create your narrative, we're talking about narrative, then you
give them power. Because what you're gonna forever do is try to dodge what they
say, agree, whatever it may be. But if you talk about your own narrative. If you sit
here and you bring it out there, you take the power away.
Terri also described feeling that her experiences in college changed the expected narrative of
someone who had been to prison and sharing her history and her current accomplishments helped
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her to break down those negative expectations. She told me talking about her past allowed her to:
“move beyond what people thought of me. Or what I thought people thought of me.”
Rather than bridge, at least one of my participants wanted to leave behind their prison
habitus and fully embrace their new middle-class and professional status. Peter had completed a
baccalaureate and a master’s degree within five years of his release from prison and had made
several career moves into high-paying jobs of increasing professional responsibility. While he
had so far been able to manage his split habitus to his satisfaction, he was feeling when we spoke
that he would be compelled to talk about his prison time to advance further
professionally. He felt conflicted about this.
Peter:
I think there are certain people that are just known for that identity. X, Executive
Director of Y, who did this when that person was 16 […] and they've built their
entire careers around it. […] I don't know, I just find that a bit distasteful, for
one. Two: personally, for me, […] I want to establish an identity separate of that,
where it's just me. Three: I think we run the risk of thinking that those people and
those voices are exceptional. […] I think to truly have a conversation where
formerly incarcerated or not, currently incarcerated or not, for us to just be seen
as people, we need to find a balance. To make sure that the decibel is not so loud
and […] those voices don't drown out the millions and millions of people that are
impacted, but are also like, advantageous and critical when necessary. I don't
think we have found that balance. But I think I would like to believe that I am
that counterweight, right, that counterbalance to that.
Peter was reluctant to use his divided habitus to speak for all those affected by the criminal
justice system for fear of losing sight of the impact on so many lives by highlighting just his
experience. He went on to say: “That component of thought leadership I think it is important. I
just have no interested in it." In his comments Peter differentiates between the identity and
habitus thrust on him by prison, the one cultivated by others who later went to college, and how
he sees himself (“just me”).
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Professional success and commitments to stay out of prison felt tenuous to my
participants, although they were a part of their new middle-class habitus. They felt their hardwon success could easily turn to failure. Carlos, Peter, and Keith talked about these fears in our
interviews. Carlos feared going back to prison and letting down the people who looked up to him
in his academic and professional success. Carlos told me: “I know a lot of people look up to me
as a role model. And then one day I will falter... like […] it will smash their world. I learned that
by experience. You know when I was away, guys we really respected in there went home. And
[...] came back and got locked up.” Peter feared professional setbacks that might lead to other
failures. He felt as if he had been on an upward trajectory since leaving prison and doubted
whether his streak could continue.
Peter:
When is it gonna all come crashing down on me? […] That's what I think about.
[…] Like if I got laid off and like, I don't know. I falter and I take a step back. I've
kind of been on this upward trajectory for a very long time. Just navigating and
all that. So we're... when's that all gonna come crashing down on me. That's like
my big fear that I have.
Keith had found professional success after prison but was subsequently arrested and convicted
for a crime he contested committing. He served an additional seven years in prison and was
released only to find that his former friends and peers had abandoned him.
Keith:
Right now I'm working with [..] a delivery service, which you know, my talents
and skills... are grossly.... you know what I'm saying.... underserved and you
know, neglected. Just for now. I applied a few places. But like I said, […] you got
guys that are in positions that I came through with who have this holier than thou
syndrome that "Oh, he went back?” […] You know, you lose all sight of who you
are, or what you did, or the different things because of collateral consequences
that men [with] that experience have to go through. And that's why you have men
with these degrees, settling for [delivery] jobs or this job or whatever it is just to
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do something. You know, and working towards, you know, to get something better
to do.
Keith’s experience gives credence to Carlos’ and Peter’s fears. Coming out of prison and finding
professional success with a college degree, in Keith’s experience, was a one-time opportunity. A
community that welcomed him after his release the first time, turned its back on him after the
second time, accepting his conviction to be legitimate without question.
My participants described the ways in which they enacted their new habitus and how
others reacted to it. They recognized that their new actions and activities were not in keeping
with the way they were expected to think and behave during or after prison. This was
communicated to them by the way the people around them reacted to their new interests and
aspirations. As Carlos described it, going to college in prison formed a contrast with his gangster
identity. My participants found they had to manage the split in their habitus. Most sought to
bridge the divide by emphasizing the contrast between their current and former orientations.
They leaned into the unexpected nature of their current academic, economic, and professional
successes in relation to their former habitus. Not every effort to bridge habitus was successful.
Some described family and friends who did not share their new values and could not understand
their goals. Several described the importance of leading with their new habitus in order to take
control of the narrative others might spin about them. At least one, Peter, described wanting to
fully break with his former habitus, but believing his professional trajectory depended on him
finding a way to incorporate the old into the new. Regardless of the bridging strategy they
employed, my participants shared experiences of managing their split habitus. The divide itself
was inescapable.
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Tied to the past
As much as my participants might want to move forward with their lives, they repeatedly
found themselves tied to their past. Whether or not they could adopt a middle-class habitus or
pass in different ways as a native in that context, day to day interactions would bring their past
criminal convictions into the present. This created a feeling of disjointed time among my
participants. For them, the day on which they were convicted was many years in the past. The
work they had done to go to college, embark on careers, and rebuild their families lay between
the present and that history. But they were also troubled by symptoms of PTSD that brought on
flashbacks, by having to repeatedly explain their histories in academic and career settings, and by
the awareness that their criminal histories were likely to predispose them for future convictions
should they step out of line in their new lives by, for example, engaging in activism and protest.
These experiences closed the distance between that past conviction and the present day, making
it seem as if the time that elapsed between the two dates had no meaning. The past was always
present to some degree for the men and women with whom I spoke, making their efforts to take
on a middle-class habitus – one defined by the symbolic capital of freedom from criminal justice
intervention – only partially successful.
My participants were tied to their past in their thoughts, which could be disruptive at
times. Several of my participants suffered from diagnosed or what they believed to be PTSD.
The symptom they described to me was intrusive thoughts or flashbacks that brought them back
to their experiences in prison. Carlos, Celeste, and Shawn told me about their experiences with
flashbacks. Carlos, who was writing his dissertation on PTSD among formerly incarcerated
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people when we spoke, had these intrusive thoughts after he began to teach in a college program
in the facility where he lived for many years.
Carlos:
The day the first day I walked back into teach, it was like... I was in [that prison]
11 years. I served a total of 17 years. And the moment that I walked into that
prison, I relived every, every experience, every visit, every smell, every noise,
everything came back to me in an instant. And it was really something you know, I
got home that night, I told my wife, I could not sleep, how to get up at five o'clock
in the morning, I stood up at three o'clock in the morning because my mind was
just racing, right.
Celeste and Shawn had these experiences while sitting in classrooms on their college campuses.
Celeste missed a notice from her college about filing her vaccination paperwork. In class, her
professor told her she had to be escorted off the campus. She told me: “Now I'm feeling like I'm
incarcerated. Getting arrested, all over again. That's PTSD for me right there.” Shawn heard
sounds in the hallway while he was in class that brought him back to the sound of corrections
officers walking through the hallway.
Shawn:
I remember specifically sitting in the front of the class, because like, I'm a nerd.
So I'm coming in, sitting in the front of the class. Like I want to know, like, I'm
engaged academically because I want to learn. like, what is you teaching here,
right. And I hear the keys from the security guards coming. So like the trauma, the
trauma that used to come when I hear the keys. And I'm just the class, and now
I'm laughing at it as I'm replaying it because people were probably like why the
hell you always jumping when the keys come by.
Shawn could laugh about it as he told me the story, but the experience itself was disruptive. It
made it difficult for him to focus and made him feel conspicuous in class.
School assignments could also force revelations about criminal convictions to the surface.
Daniel and Grace discussed these experiences. Grace had to complete professional portfolio as
an assignment in one of her courses. In order to cover the years the assignment was asking for,
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she would have to write about her time in prison. She turned to her college success program for
help and spoke to her professor, academic advising staff, and ultimately the head of the academic
program she was in to raise her concerns about the assignment itself.
Grace:
I didn't want to have to tell her. I when I did finally tell her, she still couldn't help
me. Then she sent me to the career center. They couldn't help me. Mind you. This
is people I'm telling my story to. They can't help me. They're just sending me there
saying they could. So I had to go to the chair of social work. [… and] explain to
him that none of them other people could help me with explaining my past in a
way, that would be how do you say.... tasteful.
She completed the assignment because she refused to use her criminal background as an excuse
in school, but the experience was stressful. Daniel took a public speaking course in his first
semester on campus. One of the first assignments was to give your personal history. While he
was anxious about delivering his remarks, the experience was positive. His classmates and
professor were receptive and following his speech he was invited to speak at his college’s
scholarship fundraiser.
Having a criminal conviction could beget further criminal justice intervention, making it
difficult for my participants to leave that part of their life behind. Carlos and Keith described this
clearly. Several others talked about feeling vulnerable to arrest due to their criminal records,
including Daniel, Eric, and Patrice. Carlos was denied parole each of the five times he went in
front of the board during his term. The reason given was always the nature of the original crime
for which he had been convicted. Although his final hearing was just two months before his
scheduled release date. He told the board at this hearing: “I mean, this is who I am, you could
check the record, you know, for the last 12-15 years, I've been this model inmate. You know,
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played by the rules, I'm a leader in the community." But they still denied his release, citing the
nature of the crime.
Carlos:
So basically, the nature of the crime there, the original, issue you were sentenced
to prison with, that's what they based it upon. It's like a grading like a grading
number, you know, the nature of the crime, the nature of the crime is never going
to change, I […] could come back to you 150 years from now, it's still going to be
the nature of the crime.
Keith, who was convicted of a second crime after he was released from prison, saw his first
conviction as the reason he was considered a suspect at all. He contested that he had committed
this crime and was pursuing appeals when we spoke. Daniel, Eric, and Patrice described feeling
as if their extensive RAP (record of arrests and prosecutions) sheets would mean that a small step
out of line in the community would send them back to prison for extended terms. Fear of being
arrested and having his record revealed kept Patrice from participating in advocacy and
protests related to jail construction in New York City.
Criminal background checks that revealed past convictions tied my participants to events
in their past. Despite their efforts to move on, these records would repeatedly bring them back to
a past they were actively trying to distance themselves from. Carlos, Montez, and Tomas
explained some aspects of this to me. All three had job offers rescinded after submitting their
information for a background check. Tomas had recently completed a PhD when we spoke.
During the application process he was asked to undergo a three-hour interview with security staff
from the college. Tomas was frustrated by this additional scrutiny given that the parole board had
cleared him for release long ago.
Tomas:
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We always have that scarlet letter where, you know, once a criminal always a
criminal, and everywhere I've been, especially in places of employment, I've
gotten that impression where, you know, oh, you know you yeah, you got a
degree, you got this and you got that, but you're fucking criminal. You know, I
always felt that because why would we have to why would I have to re-explain
myself about something that I did time for? Right. Sat before a panel, they
determined that I was okay to come back out. And shouldn't have to experience
ever again.
The interview itself was grueling.
Tomas:
They flew a team, the security team [from the main campus], to meet with me,
after all that. And I met with them for an interview for three hours. Three fucking
hours, right? Oh, my lord. And they would ask me every question about each and
every program. And some of the most like profound questions they asked me, was
in the end when they were like, how could you function in a classroom setting
where there's so many differences of opinions? And so mind you what they were
referring to. so I said, well, I've been go... I got out on July 28, 2004. I said,
I went and I enrolled in school. Six months later, I get a degree. 2007, again, I'm
enrolled in the master's program. I'm there for three years, I complete that. I did
great academically. I did great behaviorally, because to this day, I haven't killed
nobody in over 15 years. Right. He was fucked up with that. But my point
was, […] I've been going to school here and not in prison. And, and I'm still being
questioned as to whether I'm okay to function in an environment like that. So
anyways, after that, they gave the clearance. I got called back in and I and
informed that I that they would accept me into the program if I accepted it. And I
accepted it and when forth with it.
Tomas completed his PhD on a short timeframe. Several years later, he was one of less than half
of those who enrolled who had completed a dissertation and earned their degree.
Few if any of my participants believed they could truly put the past behind them. The
best they could hope for seemed to be a set of social and emotional strategies for managing the
situations in which their past criminal convictions would come up. Sebastian, Keith,
and James touch here on the range of experiences described by my participants. Sebastian felt
tied to his past in a way that he could not escape.
Sebastian:
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And the fucked-up shit about it is that that stays with you for a lifetime. You know,
like, I'm still recovering [from] being sent to prison for 15 to life. Just because I
was caught in an apartment that had drugs in it that they knew it wasn't in my
apartment. They knew it wasn't my drugs. I didn't get... and they knew I'd never
been in prison before. Yet, they felt like I should go away for 15 years. You know,
fuck that I had a child at the time. You know? Forget about me being a young kid
and being full of potential.
Keith found his criminal history splashed across the front of a newspaper when he sought a job
working with youth. This created substantial setbacks for him in finalizing his job offer. He had
to work hard to provide context to the story and make it work for his purposes. He advocated
with the hiring committee, appealed this initial withdrawal of the job offer, and held town hall
meetings with the youth and their parents with whom he hoped to work in which he answered
extensive questions about his background. James tried to keep a hold of his past experience to
help ground him in his new life and habitus.
James:
I still have the journals that I wrote, I still have journals that I kept the entire time
I was in prison. 13 years' worth of journals. […] There are times when I wake up,
and I'm like, wow, like, I'm really out here. Like, that still happens. Like I'm really
out here. When I feel lost, these journals keep me grounded, I look at the date.
And I'm like, what was I doing on this day? August 30, 2010? And compare, and
it makes me feel better about whatever I think I'm going through.
For James, reminders of his past keep him grounded in the present. They serve as positive
reminders of what he has accomplished, but they also confirm to him his present reality which at
times feels unreal.
The men and women with whom I spoke described experiences that brought events from
their past into their present. These occurred when they experienced disruptive thoughts or
flashbacks that are symptomatic of PTSD, when they had to complete academic assignments that
covered personal or professional histories, when they felt vulnerable to future arrests and
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incarcerations due to their extensive criminal histories or convictions, and when they submitted
to background checks for academic or employment opportunities. Some wanted to recover from
their incarceration and move on with their lives, while others kept their memories of
incarceration in their minds in order to stay grounded in their new realities, which at times felt
unreal. These experiences contribute to the development of a split habitus. Criminal convictions
are not part of the symbolic capital of the middle-class. Having a conviction is rare among
people born into this class. My participants not only were unable to escape their histories because
they were part of a past that could not be undone, these sometimes decades-old events were
repeatedly brought into and made part of their present-day experiences. This contributed to the
development of a split habitus that spans and incorporates both their past and present experiences
and associated symbolic capital.

Discussion: Never at Home
Bourdieu theorized that developing a true split-habitus was rare, although he believed he
himself to have one (Bourdieu, 2007; Bourdieu, 2017). Having been raised in a workingclass family in rural France, he rose to lead his academic department in his country’s most
prestigious research university. Bourdieu lived at the intersection of the class to which he was
raised the class in which he found himself as an adult, a feat rare in France. Americans absorb a
national mythology built on the impermanence of class status and the assumption of
mobility. The rags to riches American Dream implies that split habitus is common, as are the
instances of social and economic mobility that bridge the divide. But in the last 50 years,
America’s class hierarchy has become increasingly rigid and upward mobility increasingly
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rare (Song et al, 2019; Narayan et al, 2018). In the land of opportunity, most people remain in the
class to which they were born, as do their children after them. With this decline in mobility, split
habitus also becomes a less common experience among Americans.
Habitus begins to take shape before a person is a conscious participant in society.
Socialization to a habitus shaped by class starts when a child is born - or perhaps even before.1 It
encompasses ways of thinking, seeing, and acting when alone and with others. It is the
embodiment of the class in which a person is raised. Every person has a habitus and for most,
this habitus is a constant. It is invisible because it is taken for granted and default. It is most often
shared by family, friends, and associates. The men and women who participated in this project
describe developing a split habitus after enrolling in college while in prison. This manifested
internally and externally. They began to feel different and soon others noticed that they had
changed. College is a reliable instrument for rising from poverty or the working class into the
middle class in the United States. More than providing access to the economic capital of salaried
career jobs, college reshapes a person’s habitus. Habitus is the embodiment of
class. Class mobility results in a changed habitus.
Adopting a new habitus is imperfect. Rather than a shedding of one and taking up of the
next, those that move between classes develop a split habitus. They retain aspects of the habitus
to which they were raised as they adopt the habitus of their new class circumstances. My
participants described feeling changes in their habitus brought on by college. Their mindsets
changed, their friends changed, as did their aspirations and topics of conversation. For many of
my participants, doing well in or enjoying school was not part of their original habitus. Realizing
they had both the ability and drive to succeed in college marked a change in how they saw
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themselves. College in prison communicated a feeling of worthiness to them that contrasted with
the way in which prison had come to make them feel. They were worth the investment of the
college’s time and money. Beginning in college, they started to feel more powerful: that they
could “speak” and “be heard” on the topics that mattered most to them. These shifts mark the
splitting of their habitus. In describing these changes to me, they contrasted these feelings with
how they viewed the world before college. Their new habitus was defined in contrast to their
original habitus.
A person with a split habitus never feels fully at home in the world (Bourdieu, 2017). As
they develop their new habitus, the ways in which their previous habitus shaped their sense of
self comes into focus. The process of adopting a new habitus reveals the habitus as a construct. A
person who develops a split habitus can no longer take for granted or make default their current
or original habitus. My participants described these realizations when they told me about the way
their new habitus manifested externally. The three I spoke with who were raised in middle-class
households described realizations about the habitus they had taken for granted before prison and
to which college allowed them to return afterwards. Prison itself creates the circumstances of
downward class mobility. For those raised in the middle class, prison cultivated a split
habitus through this downward shift. Even those that came from poverty or working-class
origins described a shared assumption among their family and peers that their prison terms
should have set them back or reduced their class status further. Their success confused and
frustrated family and friends that did not share their interests and could not understand their
ambitions. Their upward mobility made them feel out of place with those with whom they had
associated before prison.
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While their upward mobility made them feel out of place with former associates, my
participants could not fully assimilate into the middle-class. Their criminal convictions and
prison terms were a constant reminder of their partial status in their new social class.
Memories and records of these events intruded on my participants minds and actions. Several
described suffering from diagnosed or undiagnosed PTSD, telling me about episodes in which
intrusive thoughts disrupted their experiences in the present by pulling them into flashbacks of
their prison terms. Efforts to secure jobs or academic opportunities were marked by background
checks and the never-ending need to explain their pasts. My participants described feeling as
if decades of professional, academic, and personal accomplishments were swept aside during
these interactions, pinning them to a past they could do nothing to change but they felt no longer
reflected who they were. Prison time and criminal convictions are not part of the symbolic
capital of the middle-class. These experiences emphasized to my participants the split nature of
their habitus. They could never feel fully at home in their new class status.
Bourdieu theorized that split habitus has the potential to reveal the taken for granted
assumptions that underly the inequality of the class hierarchy. The process of learning and
adopting a new set of beliefs and aspirations shows to a person that those they held previously
were not part of the natural order, but rather a part of the social world in which they moved. Few
of my participants hoped or aspired to fully leave behind their pasts. Most leaned into
the surprise with which their success was greeted by others, emphasizing the split aspects of their
habitus. They used various strategies to build bridges between their past and present habitus and
to explain this transition to others. They used the divide in their experience between before and
after college to highlight the lack of opportunity available to most people who shared their
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upbringings. They used their success to call into question the assumptions that they or others like
them were not qualified for college or career jobs. While some hoped to pass unnoticed in
middle-class circles from time to time, none anticipated a future in which their pasts could
be completely forgotten. These activities supported their efforts to bring about a symbolic
revolution in the affinity of hierarchies that characterize mass incarceration. The next section
discusses this symbolic revolution.
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Symbolic Revolution
People in the United States gain access to the middle class primarily through attaining a
college degree. Two systems of stratification combine to exclude formerly incarcerated people
from accessing college. Race transcends each of these categories to increase the likelihood that
White people will attend college and decrease the likelihood that people of color will. Poor
schools are concentrated in communities of color in the United States and supported by tax
structures that keep them underfunded – at least in some states intentionally (Leachman et al,
2018). People, especially men of color, who do not finish high school are at the highest risk of
incarceration (Western, 2006). College access in prison has by and large curtailed with the
elimination of eligibility for Pell grants for people in prison in 1994. Two-thirds of colleges now
screen for criminal convictions on their applications (Stewart and Uggen,
2019). These circumstances combine to limit access to college for people with criminal
convictions, denying them the opportunity to build the capital to claim access to the middle
class.
People who do enroll in college during prison develop a split habitus. This reveals to
them the symbolic capital of their field of origin and the field to which they now have access.
For my participants, this revealed the systems of exclusion to which they had been subject. They
realized their disadvantage due to the symbolic capital they carried related to education, race, and
criminal convictions and the ways in which it limited their ability to compete for access to the
middle class. The people I spoke with described the experiences that led to this recognition of
the economy of symbolic goods in which they were enmeshed and the ways in which they and
those around them had taken their meaning for granted. My participants described sharing this
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revelation with family and peers and encouraging them to go to college as well so that they, too,
could both realize the power of these symbolic goods and seek to reposition themselves to
compete within the field.
My participants described challenging the symbolic capital of a criminal conviction.
Realizing this to be a symbolic good that placed them at a disadvantage in the field, they sought
to challenge its meaning. They did this by contesting the universality of criminal identity. They
argued that people in prison were not all the same, but rather a mix of individuals with a variety
of motivations. Some told me the majority of people in prison were seeking to build their cultural
capital and escape the incarceration cycle. They also fought against the assumption that their
success was exceptional or unique. They turned these conversations to argue that the only
unusual part of their experiences was that they had gotten access to college while still in
prison. They also sought to leverage their social capital on behalf of their loved ones and even
people with which they were only acquainted. They did this by encouraging these others to go to
college. They used their own success as evidence to support their claims that others could
overcome the barriers that limited their access to college: that if they could succeed in college
with a criminal conviction, anyone could succeed.
The men and women with whom I spoke also sought to change the systems that limited
their access to college and that of those that might come after them. They used their improbable
enrollment to befriend college administrators and advocate for policy changes within their
colleges that would make them more accessible to others with criminal convictions. Rather than
downplaying their criminal histories, they sought to emphasize the paradox of
their experience and the equal truth to both sides of their split habitus. These efforts were geared
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not just toward college but also towards broader programs to improve society or stop the cycle of
incarceration in the communities from which they came. They also found their college
credentials secured them entre to policy discussions about criminal justice and education that
could have much wider reaching effects. In these settings they sought to use their experience to
advocate for policies that lessened the barriers they and those in their communities faced to
access to the middle class.
My participants were staging a symbolic revolution. Enrolling in college in prison
cultivated in them a split habitus. In gaining access to a new field by way of college, they were
confronted with that field’s economy of symbolic goods, which because they had to be
learned (rather than being socialized to them from before being conscious) could not be mistaken
for natural. This revealed to them the taken for granted economy of symbolic goods that
governed that new field and the old: an affinity of hierarchies that coalesced to limit their access
to the middle class by securing a college credential. They then sought to share this revelation
with others, to challenge and transform the symbolic meaning of a criminal conviction, and to
use their paradoxical experience to challenge the systems that limited their access to middleclass symbolic capital in the first place.
This section will discuss my participants comments on symbolic revolution. As with the
prior two chapters, this structure is my interpretation of the responses of my participants to the
question: what does college mean to you and the conversation that followed. Using the doubleinterpretation offered by IPA, my participants gave me their interpretations of their experiences
and the meanings they gave to them. Looking at these in the aggregate, I have done a second
interpretation, connecting them to theory and organizing them into this framework to discern
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their shared meaning. What follows is a discussion of the ways in which my participants
described their revolutionary activities.
All 18 participants discussed symbolic revolution. Discussion of this theme made
up 23 percent of all coded statements and 7-46 percent of each conversation. For Keith
and Sebastian, this was a dominant topic, accounting for 38 and 46 percent of our time together,
respectively. My participants’ split habitus revealed to them the symbolic capital that is taken for
granted by competitors in their field. They sought to act on this to bring about a
symbolic revolution to the affinity of hierarchies of race, education, and incarceration that
limited their ability to compete for middle class social and economic status and its component
symbolic goods of time, money, and freedom. Participants’ described three types
of revolutionary activities. They sought to reveal to others the symbolic capital that shaped their
position in their field, challenge the symbolic capital of a criminal conviction, and change
the policies and attitudes that supported the affinity of hierarchies that excluded them from the
middle-class.

(Mis)Recognition: Explaining the Unexplainable
A split habitus can reveal aspects of the taken-for-granted nature of stratification in
society. People who learn a new class habitus have the opportunity to see the beliefs and norms
of their new class for what they are: socialized habits and practices. Adopting a new habitus can
reveal every habitus in this new light, including that from which the person in transition
originates. Habitus arising from class makes differences between the opportunities provided to
people seem natural and the opportunities and limitations of those who occupy each class appear
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as if they are personal preferences or cultural tastes. Those who travel between class statuses
realize these differences are arbitrary or imposed by the stratification of money and power that
constitutes the class hierarchy. Bourdieu calls this realization misrecognition. Rather than a
natural law, distinctions between classes are arbitrary but made real by the beliefs of the people
within each class. The men and women with whom I spoke described to me how college
revealed to them the stratification that had limited their own opportunities.
My participants had experiences in college that opened their eyes to the ways in which
their lives had been limited by the hierarchy of race and class in the United States and how the
criminal justice system was an instrument of these related hierarchies. Carlos, Sebastian, and
Shawn gave me insight into how college helped them to put their experiences in the context of
stratified capital and opportunity. As Sebastian put it: college explains the unexplainable.
Sebastian:
I'm gonna be a little raw here and forgive me for this. But my, my philosophy
started where okay. I knew I got fucked. And I didn't know who was fucking me.
And college, helped me understand who was fucking me and why they were
fucking me. And it explained things to me. It explained the world that I lived in. It
explained why I was in poverty. It explained why, why racism existed. It explained
all these things to me that then made my current situation manageable. Like I was
able to say, Okay, you know what, this is the reality. And these are the cards that
I've been dealt, how do I play these cards to have a better life. Or to reclaim my
life. Like, what, what do I have to do? And I needed to understand what was
happening to me. As this young 18-year-old kid, who's never been in trouble with
the law, and yet, they decided to give 15 years to life to. […]
And, you know, I used to tell the guys look, man, take advantage of this, because,
you know, this would... It wasn't just about having opportunity open up for you,
you know. It was... college explained the unexplainable to you. You know, it just,
it just opens up your mind to understand a little bit more. And that's the power of
education, the power of education, is to explain exactly where you are in your life.
And to me, it did that perfectly well.
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Sebastian told me that college revealed to him the world as it is, rather than as it had been
masked by the beliefs that embedded in his habitus. Realizing his exclusion from opportunity
was arbitrary rather than based on any natural order, Sebastian was able to “reclaim” his
life. Carlos had a similar experience in college, which he described as transforming his way of
seeing the world.
Carlos:
Well, so [college is] transformational in the sense that it allows you to think out of
the box, right, just a kind of, like, summarize it, you know, you grow up in these
marginalized communities and your spectrum of life is different, you only really
see what's around you. And you basically just absorb that. And this, this actually
happens generationally. […] You know, you just see life from a different way, you
really don't think out of the box. You just kind of stay within that box, right. And
then when you start going to college, you start challenging things, you start
becoming an independent thinker, so to say. […] Because of coming from these
marginalized communities, you become more reactive. […] Because the nature of
the environment, you have to kind of really just […] be able to spring into action,
which is very, very close to the prison experience. When you're in prison, there's
not really much time to think sometimes. You just have to be reactionary. So that's
basically what I mean in terms of transformation. That you get to think out of the
box.
College gave Carlos the insight to connect the habitually reactive way of thinking that was part
of his habitus of origin with the class into which he was born. He believed prison further
cultivated this way of thinking. College, in contrast to this, enabled him to see that these ways of
thinking were taught rather than natural. His new college habitus gave him independence from
this way of viewing the world. Shawn took his new perspective into the classroom when he
enrolled in college after prison. He told me: “what I'd do was make people... particularly get
students to realize the ways in which they are impacted by the criminal justice system. And to
think, sadly, it seems as if a lot of them didn't really realize the ways in which they're impacted
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by the criminal justice system.” Shawn tried to share with others his realization of the way in
which the criminal justice system had impacted his life long before he went to prison.
College awakened in my participants an interest in verifying information. College gave
them both the skills and the orientation to research. Greg, Keith, and Montez described this to
me. Greg believed that reading and confirming information protected him from being
manipulated by others who might interpret facts differently than he would.
Greg:
You know, if you don't know your history, something's wrong. I mean, don't start
making your own history, the people that wins the war […] write the books. Okay,
and you have to kind of like trust what they say? You don't have to trust what they
say. You just research it a little deeper. It's just like the liturgy. The preacher tries
to tell you something that's out of certain scripture. You go research it and see if
he's telling the […] right thing. You can do that with anybody telling you
anything. You research it for yourself. You might interpret it a different way. You
know, interpretation has a lot to do with where they get the facts from. And a lot
of facts are turned around to suit the person that's given them out. And that's not,
you know, the proper way to do anything, you have to make your own decisions.
From what you know, and what you learn. and go from there. Everybody's not on
the same page. You know, if you want to be on the same page, you have to be in
the same book.
As a Black man, he saw his own history lacking in most history books. This made research even
more important in Greg’s view. Accepting the dominant narrative about history would mean
crucial parts of the struggle for Black freedom might be ignored.
Greg:
Because I'm an American, I'm a patriot, and I believe in, you know, being free.
We have to do better. And for us to do better, we have to learn from the past. You
know, the only way you can learn from the past, in most cases is to read about it.
But then in a lot of the books that you read, are not inclusive of certain things that
we really hit in our struggle, you know, for voters' rights and things like that. And
like I said before, he who wins the fight, or, the war, writes the books. And he puts
in the books what he wants to put in the books, he leaves out certain things that he
knows he should put in there, but he doesn't.
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Montez, as well, looked to research and the ability to look deeper than the dominant historical
narrative as the basis of a strong education and a stronger society. Being taught a limited history,
he believed, led people to accept the race and class hierarchy he saw as defining American
society when a deeper look might lead them to question it.
Montez:
I think that there's been a lot of people [who] haven't been exposed to, like,
history, you know, like the un-sanitized kind of history. Not just like, the southern
kind of the Virtuous South history, but like juxtapose that Virtuous South with you
know, like, slavery, you know, whatever, you know, commodification of labor, or,
you know, and in the North too, you know, the North has a history of all these
things. So, so, yeah, so, in education, a rigorous education kind of brings you
around to that.
Keith had a similar attitude towards the dominant version of history taught in schools. He
described the American education system as “learning by rote.” He described this as:
“You shoving your defining of history and social studies and all these different things, you
know, in books that people are to read and to regurgitate, you know, and give back. You know, I
have serious doubts, that's really an education.” In contrast to this, the master’s program in which
he enrolled in prison encouraged him to question and research to confirm whether his long-held
assumptions about the world and its history were supported by facts. This, he believed, was real
education. Keith saw an education as a two-part process: gaining information and skills, but also
freeing his mind of the assumptions and taken-for-granted notions with which he was raised.
My participants recalled specific classes that helped them to see the world in new
ways. Celeste, James, José and Patrice talked about these individual educational experiences.
Celeste was looking forward to enrolling in a master’s program because of the in-depth
knowledge and skills she believed she would gain through it. José felt his way of thinking
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changed by the biology courses he was taking that challenged his assumptions about the way the
mind and body worked and how energy could be generated. James enrolled in a macroeconomics
class in prison that gave him a vocabulary to describe processes he already saw in operation in
his own life.
James:
I think macroeconomics really opened up my eyes to the world. That was the first
official college class that I ever took in my life. […] It did more than just, of
course, talk to me about supply and demand and, and, you know, the bourgeoisie
and the proletariat, and all of that stuff. But it allowed me to understand that
I actually had more power knowledge than I thought that I had. Because a lot of
things that I like, quote unquote, learned in macroeconomics, I kind of already
knew, but never had a name for it. Just because of the lifestyle I was living
around […] I mean specifically around supply and demand. The supply and
demand conversation and just like the buyers and sellers and passive income
and all of that stuff. I was like wow like I already know all this stuff, I just never
had a name for it.
Patrice was initially skeptical of the college program in which he enrolled in prison because he
feared it would indoctrinate him to a certain way of thinking.
Patrice:
But it was it was it was White women, teaching Black men powerful stuff,
right. So it was stuff that my own male teachers didn't teach me, it was like, you
know, it was like, wow, I got women teaching me how to be a man. Right. […]
They showed us a documentary of the blue-eyed and the brown-eyed people. I
don't know if you're familiar with it. But it was a case study or study done in the
late 70s. And it was about putting all of blue-eyed kids to the front of the class and
make them all the brown eyed kids go to the back of the class. And then the
teacher would teach in that manner, until the roles were reversed, where he
would make the White.... blue-eyed kids sit in the back and make the brown-eyed
kids sit in the front. [It] was trying to make a correlation between how ridiculous
that really is for lack of better words. And, you know, that was just like, one of the
things that I thought was very instrumental in understanding that this teaching
method is kind of grandiose from these White women, you know, because they
didn't come off with their Christopher Columbus, right? We weren't talking about
Abraham Lincoln or George Washington, right? It wasn't one of those, who freed
the slaves conversations. It was more or less like, […] you also have
to understand who you are as a person. It's not because I'm coming from this walk
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of life, or you come from that walk of life, you know, like we all learn the same
education, or the same education is there for all of us, but you have to learn it, the
way we all learn it.
A Black man, he was uncertain about how his White woman faculty would be able to teach him
anything about his history. As the course went on, he realized it encouraged him to form his own
opinions by giving him the skills to parse the information presented to him.
College also informed the way my participants viewed themselves and their personal
histories. Diane, Sebastian, and Tomas reflected on this in our conversations. Diane, whose
parents had gone to college, told me about the realizations she had in prison about the ways in
which her parents’ college educations had shaped her upbringing and how she now planned to
carry that forward.
Diane:
But then it was like [in prison], I'm on my own, you know, and, and I went to
college because there was nothing else to do. And I knew I had to do something.
But when I went in the end it just it kind of it all came together: understanding
why my parents was just so big on education, you know. And it was wasn't so
much it was because you need to know what's going on in the world. Because you
need to be informed. Because you need to be, you know, smarter, you know, you
need to be better. And by doing that […] you need to be educated. If you want to
live like this, if you want a certain kind of lifestyle. And of course, no we weren't
rich, we were comfortable. Right? But if you just that level of comfortability,
especially as an African American family, my father was an immigrant from the
West Indies, you know, and, and, you know, it to me, it was the American dream:
we're in the house, you got a good job, the money... you know, I mean, like, you
know, this is a kid oh, fantasy, almost, you know, and, but then as... being in
prison, and then going to college and all of that stuff. It...it... You know, it..it just
dawned on it...it came to me, like, you know, this is what's needed. This is what's
needed to have quality in your life.
Sebastian shared a similar sentiment regarding the American Dream, including the house, the
dog, the picket fence, the mother cooking dinner. Before prison, he could not see a path to that
life, but knowing it relied on money, he turned to selling drugs to climb out of poverty. When he
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enrolled in college in prison, he saw there was another way. Tomas was open with me about the
violence in which he engaged before and during prison. The material he covered in his college
courses encouraged him to rethink some of his assumptions about why he was so comfortable
with violence.
Tomas:
I was a fucking time bomb, because I had, as a kid been taught that the way of
communicating was through violence, right, I learned that from my mom early on.
My mother would, would, would, would whip me before she even said why I was
getting whipped. In most cases, she never said why. So that was what I like... And
it's crazy, because in [prison] I learned this, like, why the fuck did.... Why was I
so fucking violent? Like, why am I so... why do I have an issue with violence? And
I realized this because it was not so much something genetic that I inherited,
right, a trace of my mom, and my mom's side of the family. But because I it was
learned behavior, you know, my mother would beat me and didn't tell me why she
would beat me and so I started processing all this and learning about it, and then
talking to my mother about it, and being able to, to discuss it, with her, I was able
to process it. And kind of like, minimize the effects that it was having in my, my,
my, my person, specific to the behavior that I was exhibiting. So, it you know,
learning all that education really did have such an impact.
College freed Tomas from thinking that his propensity to violence was inborn. His college
courses introduced to him the idea that his behavior was socialized or taught. He began to rethink
some of his assumptions about himself and his family and to change his behavior.
On a fundamental level, my participants told me that college changed the way they
thought. This is what they believed college should do. With these changes in thinking, my
participants found themselves engaging in different conversations and forming different
relationships in prison and after. Grace and Sebastian gave me some clarity on this experience.
Grace had started her college education in the early 1990s in prison, but due to the ban on the
Pell grants and a serious illness after her release from prison, she waited over 20 years to
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continue her bachelor’s degree. Throughout this time, she saw college change her relationships
with other people in prison and after.
Grace:
[College] it changes the culture in the jail. It changes everything in the jail.
Because now we're not talking about frivolous stuff because we're doing
homework, or we're talking about school. You know, we're not talking about
going to the yard because we're going down there to the Learning Center. Things
like this is what school is supposed to do: change the way you think. You know, so
that really helps me. It helped me change [...]. And me coming home and being
able to go back now I feel like for those 10 years, [it was all for this]. I was so
like... when I was first back home, I was [...] I was so miserable. And the only
thing that would keep me going... Because with school...now it gives me an
avenue. You know, I just need to be along a path that I know is for me. You know,
so.... and I'm meeting different people. My friends like my crowd, my spaces like
everything is changed, like a transition right now. Like right now is a transition.
Since I started school, I've lost like two friends. [laughter]. And I don't mind. You
know? Because I don't want to talk about their kind of things.
Sebastian shared a similar experience about his shift in thinking due to college. Along with his
new way of seeing the world, he sought out new kinds of conversations and saw different
friendships blossom in his life. He told me: “It was able to give me a, a, a better outlook, and
better understanding of the life I was living and why I was where I was. [...]And […] when you
go to college, then you're able to have different conversations with your friends.”
But not every aspect of these new perspectives was enjoyable to my participants. Grace,
Keith, Peter, and Sebastian also described their new ways of seeing the world as stressful or
saddening. Grace participated in policy advocacy around lifting the ban on Pell grants. During
one of her meetings with congressional staff, she got frustrated.
Grace:
Sometimes I get sad. I was getting kind of sad when I was in [that congressional
office] and we were talking to [their] staff. Right? And I had to quit. I got
frustrated in the middle of it. Because I had to stop. I said, ya'll do realize that
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we're talking about the right to education in 2019. And I said I'm waiting for
Frederick Douglass to walk through this door. They busted out laughing.
Grace framed her argument for access to college in prison as linked to the abolition of slavery.
The need to continue to argue for this over 150 years after the Civil War is exhausting. Keith had
a similar perspective. He believes the United States has not dealt with its demons and so
Americans continue to fight the same battles.
Keith:
It's painful sometimes. Like, you know the majority of my growth and development
had to come from me facing my demons. This society has to do it also. In order to
get past it, you have to deal with it. You have to. They keep showing them because
it's like stuff still continues and nobody's.... […] Nobody wants to look. We have
to.
Sebastian described the burden of carrying the knowledge he gained in college about the race
and class hierarchy that shaped his life. He wonders sometimes if not knowing this would make
his life easier.
Sebastian:
Education opens up so much for you, but at the same time, it also shows you
what's wrong with the world we live in today. And sometimes I think to myself,
well, maybe it's maybe it's best, you know, that you don't know all this shit
because it just fucking stresses you out. [laughter] You know what I'm saying?
[…] You find the best to be dumb because once you learn this shit, you know,
you're stressed the fuck out.
Peter felt similarly. He told me: “. You know, I think about the weight of all the things that we're
working on and like everything I've experienced and everything I've learned and it's just... it's
overwhelming sometimes.” The strain of trying to share these realizations with others exhausted
Grace, Keith, Peter, and Sebastian. Each described resistance they encountered when they shared
their perspectives. Still, they persevered in their efforts. Talking about the brutality and
exploitation of prison, Sebastian summarized: “I don't know if, yeah, if they don't want to hear it,
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or they just don't believe that that's what is happening to us. That there are people who
are capable of doing that.”
The split habitus college cultivated in my participants revealed to them the social
stratification that they had previously taken for granted. Seeing this, they had profound
realizations about how their class status and racial identity had shaped their experiences and the
ways in which the criminal justice system played a part in their experience long before they went
to prison. College introduced my participants to new views on history that deviated from the
dominant “sanitized” narratives they had been taught as children. College gave them the skills to
parse the information they received, to verify facts, and to seek differing perspectives. As Greg
said, it helped him to see the interpretations others put on the facts rather than
conflating interpretation with fact. Individual courses were profound in my participants’
memories, showing them the connections between their own experiences and the social and
physical science theories that explained them. These were empowering realizations. College
helped my participants to make sense of family histories. It changed the way they thought and
brought them into closer relationships with others who shared their interest in exploring these
new ways of seeing the world. But not all aspects of these realizations were positive. My
participants found it taxing to repeatedly explain their new perspectives to others and to meet
resistance. Some wondered if going back to their original, unquestioned habitus might make for
an easier life. My participants described the burden of (mis)recognition that can result from a
split habitus. No longer able to take a default perspective, they see the workings behind the
scenes that create the stratification between people and shape their opportunities.
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Challenging Prison Class (Re)production
Throughout our interviews, my participants echoed in their own words the quantitative
literature on their paths to prison and their likely futures after prison. Nearly all came from
poverty or the working class. They believed that being in prison made it more likely that they
would return to prison in the future, regardless of their hopes and plans. They also believed that
their overall lack of access to relevant job training or experience in prison, combined with the
discrimination they expected to and did ultimately face, would prepare them only for what José
called “ex-con type of jobs.” These were low or minimum wage, insecure jobs. As Grace put it:
“flipping burgers” or as others summarized, maintenance work, entry level work in the nonprofit
field, or reliance on Social Security. While a few of my participants grew up in the middle class,
all expected that – except for college - their horizons would be limited by their prison terms. My
participants believed that prison was a class producing or reproducing experience that limited
them to a future in poverty or the working class. They believed that others in their circles and the
larger society in which they moved shared these assumptions. My participants’ split habitus
enabled them to see and challenge this as a series of assumptions about themselves and their
futures. My participants reframed assumptions about who goes to prison. They used the seeming
contradiction of their academic success to prove to others that they, too, could go to
college. They encouraged their families and loved ones to break the pattern of cyclical
incarceration and go to college, creating a new pattern of middle-class (re)production.
Not everyone in prison is the same. My participants disaggregated for me what they saw
as assumptions about the universal identity of incarcerated people.
Celeste, Greg, and Keith shared with me their perspectives on this. Keith thought that prison time
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was much more common than many people seemed to realize and the types of convictions that
led to prison terms much more varied.
Keith:
They have this Hollywood depiction. The perception of what the prison or jail is.
[…] And like I said, perception is everything to the individual. So there's also a
social perception of guys, who, you know, have gone through that experience, and
you know, you come out... he's a really bad.... because, you know, the news....
These guys went there and robbed a bank, they shot whatever may be, this and
that, but there's so many things that you go to prison for, because it's a society of
laws.
Like Keith, Greg believed that people outside of prison made too many assumptions about who
went to prison. While he told me that some people in prison did belong there, most did
not. Some, he told me, were innocent.
Greg:
I appreciated all the teachers that volunteered their time to come into a prison
where you got some really nasty people. There's quite a few that really belong
there. For reasons, whatever they do, or whatever they are, they belong in there.
But there's a lot that don't. And there's... I've had roommates that were in prison
for so long and they were innocent and they were finally released. I mean, that
tells you a lot about you know, the type of people that are in prison. Don't paint
everybody with the same brush. The brush is faulty.
Celeste dealt with these assumptions on a personal level. She was frustrated that because of her
prison term, many people thought she must have a drug problem. Her conviction was a result
of a fight.
Most – but not all – people in prison were looking for something meaningful to fill their
time. Celeste and Montez shared these ideas with me. Montez believed a minority of people in
prison engage in violence and illegal trades during their prison terms, but that corrections
departments devote outsize resources to containing or curtailing their activities. Most people, he
told me, were looking for something to do with their time. When the Pell ban came into effect,
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their efforts turned to self-improvement. Incarcerated people created programs that ranged from
economic discussion groups to knitting circles to stay active. Celeste believed greater access to
programs in prison would help people to overcome the despair she saw among them in prison.
She thought being able to go to school and prepare for life outside would prevent the self-harm
and even suicide that she saw happening inside.
My participants believed that access to meaningful programs inside prison should be
broad enough to engage even those who might be involved in violent or illegal activity in prison.
Carlos and James told me about their own experiences on this respect. Carlos was one of the few
who engaged in violence and illegal trades inside that Montez described. He saw enrolling in
college as a turning point in his life.
Carlos:
You know, when I was in prison, I wasn't like I mentioned earlier, I was I was you
know, I was rough in prison. Right? I mean, […] I played the yard every day. I
was involved in basically every illegal activity that there was in prison. And then
here I am. I turned my life around.
James felt similarly. He was frustrated by the idea he often encountered in criminal justice policy
discussions about programming being made available only at the end of a prison term or limiting
access to people with only certain types of convictions (non-violent, non-drug, non-sexual
offenses). This, he felt, would leave out people like himself who might ultimately choose a
different path regardless of their conviction type.
James:
...Or all the folks who are in a point […] in their bids and in their sentences, like I
was, right? Questioning your value system. Questioning your belief system. And I
tell you, whatever happens in those moments can change the trajectory of a
person either left or right. Some people hug the lifestyle, the criminal lifestyle
even more while they're there. And others just completely shun it altogether, you
know. But that happens in there, though. That happens in there. That doesn't
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happen out here. People don't wait till they come home to change their lives. That
does not happen. People do it while they're there.
When he was called a success by people outside of prison for completing his bachelor’s degree
and avoiding recidivism, he challenged the idea that he was exceptional. He told me: “the
problem with that thinking is that, it allows us to create a space where we say, well, like these
people are incorrigible and these folks are not." Limiting opportunity based on perceived
likelihood of success, he argued, created false distinctions between people in prison.
College could set children on a new path. Celeste, Greg, and Terri told me about their
children and how they had enrolled in college after they themselves had started down that
path. Celeste felt she had succeeded in pulling her family out of the cycle of poverty. Two of her
children were in college and one had joined the elite Navy SEALs unit. She told me: “All of my
kids graduated high school. All of them have their associate's degree. So they're all, you know,
they broke the cycle. They're not on public assistance. My daughter didn't get pregnant at 16.
You know, she's 22, she's independent.” She believed these successes started with her own
college degree. Greg’s son, too, had completed a bachelor’s and master’s and was enrolled in a
PhD. Terri summarized this when she told me: “You learn from your mistakes and pass that
wisdom on so that […] my kids are able to see the picture clearer. And understand what the
options are and are not.” Terri frequently talked with her children about their likely futures if
they did not enroll in college. She used her own history, as well as examples among the young
people in the neighborhood to keep that possible future fresh in her kids’ minds.
Some of these hoped for futures had not yet come to fruition. My participants encouraged
family members to go to college, but not all of them had yet enrolled. James, José, Montez, and
Carlos talked about this. James was encouraging his wife and daughter to go to college. He
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believed his example had made college more likely for his daughter, who was nearing college
age when we spoke. He told me her changed mindset on college was a “solid quiet victory” for
him. Montez had regular conversations with his daughter and grandson about college. He felt
fortunate that he had an opportunity to go to college but conflicted about how it had to happen in
prison. He was striving to make the path clearer for his family. He wanted to change the culture
and expectation in his family. He told me: “So that it doesn't just end... it doesn't just end with
me. That would suck.” José looked ahead to children he hoped to have in the future. He wanted
to set expectations early about college, saying he would “breed that into my children.” Carlos
told me that encouraging others to go to college was about: “changing lives.” He thought broadly
about who might go with encouragement, whether they were his children or others.
My participants believed they had overcome steep odds to complete college and they
used this contradiction to encourage others. They pointed out that if they had been able to earn
their degrees despite all the barriers they faced, anyone could do it. This phrase or sentiment “if I
can do it, anyone can,” was repeated to me often during my interviews. Carlos, Celeste, James,
José, and KC are examples of this thinking and way of framing their experience to others. Carlos
had stayed connected with his friends from before his prison term. These friends looked to him
as a role model.
Carlos:
And then to my friends, I guess, you know, I'm like their hero, like, Wow, look at
this guy, you know when I go back to my neighborhood, they was like wow, look
you changed so much, man. Thank... you know, thankfully, you have really turned
your life around. And this has been... […] 14 years. And I'm still you know, in the
same stride, and I still go to my old neighborhood. You know, I still hang out with
them. I still drink with them. You know, that's all I do. And for them to see that, I
guess is empowering to see. And it also shows... And I always tell people, if I
could do it, anyone can do it.
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Celeste shared a similar sentiment. She had recently been a speaker at a conference. She hoped
her experience would inspire others to enroll in college. She had suffered a car accident and been
treated for brain cancer during her enrollment in addition to managing the impact of her criminal
conviction. She wanted them to see it this way: “She did it. Why can't I?" James told me he tries
to connect with people coming out of prison to encourage them. In one of these interactions, he
told me: “One guy said to me, if you can get a degree, anybody can get it. I said damn right you
just gotta go in and get it.” José did the same. He looked for opportunities to encourage others.
José:
Well, because when other people's they when they ask you? Like, okay, so what do
you What's up with you? Like, what are you doing? And I say, well, I'm doing this,
and it has an effect on them, where, and it just opens the door for me to say, hey,
you can do the same thing. So I always do that.
KC was one of the people who drew on this encouragement from others who had gone before
her. She told me that when she came home, she was: “following that model, like, everybody
could do it, anybody can do it."
In the aggregate, my participants saw societal benefits stemming from increased
enrollment in college. José, Keith, and Montez shared these perspectives with me. José put this
generally when he told me: “An educated person is better than an ignorant one. you
know?” Montez had a clearer vision for what he hoped to come out of college enrollment among
people in prison. He saw a much wider impact than the individual degree earned by the
individual person.
Montez:
You know, so it changes a lot of dynamics. I think it could change dynamics for
the better. […] It is not like, you know, a couple of hundred people, a thousand
people with degrees is... I don't know that […] you've reached a tipping point
where you could, you know, make, like a significant difference. But for those
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people, and for their family […] and their friends and their network, you probably
do have what they call like those spillovers. Where there are some like, effects.
But I don't know if anybody who's really kind of doing that kind of network
analysis and kind of trying to really figure that out.
He believed the impact of a single degree earned to be multiplied by the effect
on the families and communities of which that degree holder is a part. This, he told me, had the
potential to impact larger social and political issues, such as the ways in which people of color
are viewed and who holds economic and political power.
Montez:
I think you will be tipping towards the kind of stuff that we are seeing, actually,
you know, like, people that are, you know, taking positions of leadership in
advocacy spaces, people that are taking positions of, you know, leadership in kind
of community boards, advisory boards, reentry organizations, [...] working with,
you know, like, the those organizations and those entities kind of changing, you
know, the narrative and engaged in policy work, I think you're seeing in New
York, and, and I think across the nation, you're seeing a lot of it.
Keith shared a similar idea, which he linked to Confucianism.
Keith:
You get the person right and eventually you get the family right, the family I can
get the neighborhood, the neighbors right, the neighborhood can get the town
right, the town get the city right, the city can get the nation right. So it starts with
that.
Beyond the family impacts, Keith and Montez believed formerly incarcerated people with
college degrees would begin to lead the organizations and communities toward new ways of
looking at social problems and solutions. Montez believed this was already underway in New
York. Montez encouraged me to pursue these “spillover effects” in subsequent research.
Drawing on their experience, my participants challenged assumptions about people who
go to prison, their likely futures, and the possibilities of the families and communities from
which they come and to which they return. They told me that not all people in prison are the
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same and that, for the most part, they are not what many outside prison assume them to
be. Those that engage in violence and illegal activities are few. Most are looking to fill their time
with something that will prepare them for life after prison. Even people who are convicted of
violent crimes or those that engage in violence inside may enroll in college and change their
lives. My participants sought to multiply the impact of their degree by changing the trajectory of
their families. Rather than intergenerational incarceration, they looked to
encourage intergenerational college going. For some, this had been realized as children earned
college degrees rather than serving prison terms, while others had yet to manifest. Reaching
beyond their immediate families, my participants also encouraged those leaving prison to enroll
in college using their own experience as proof that it could be achieved. Ultimately, they
believed the impact of their college going could extend into the future through
their descendants but also in the present through lateral impacts among family, friends, and
communities. Their college attendance, they hoped, could change the trajectories of many.

Symbolic Revolution: Eating the System from Within
My participants sought to change the policies and attitudes that had supported their
exclusion from college and that had paved their path to prison. Carlos summarized this drive that
every one of my participants shared with me by telling me about a professor who had taught him
in prison
Carlos:
[We were] the Termite Brigade and she was General Termite. And she'd say: the
only way you win is by eating the system within. And eating the system within due
to having been impacted by social injustice, social injustices. And just getting [...]
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we can bring about changes. And that's what I really want to do. I just want to
bring about a change... before... before too many years.
Using a variety of strategies and working in a number of venues, my participants sought to
change the systems that had limited their access to opportunity and their capacity to build
capital. They sought to use the tools of the system to change the system. The capital they had
gained with a college degree and the status it conferred on them gave them the opening they
needed to influence policy. Their split habitus gave them the perspective to see the ways in
which college and prison policy reinforced each other to limit their opportunities and those of the
people who shared their backgrounds in poverty and the working-class and in prison. They
sought to bring revolution to the class (re)producing aspects of prison, creating pathways to the
middle-class in circumstances that had before offered only downward mobility. They also sought
to revolutionize college, making it more accessible and welcoming to people that shared their
backgrounds. They sought to use their capital and split habitus to bring about changes on the
individual and the aggregate level.
My participants found their early opportunities to engage in discussions about the policies
that shaped their opportunities were limited. Diane, James, and KC were invited speakers at
events put on by nonprofits on multiple occasions, but found that once they had shared their
personal experiences with the gathered attendees, they were asked to leave. They were not
invited to participate in the discussion about policy that followed. Diane saw a shift in how she
was included in these events before and after she earned her college degree.
Diane:
College has shaped me in a way to where people are calling me an expert. Right?
People are calling me to come to the table and lead discussions. People are
calling me to be a part of... and if I […] didn't have the education, I don't think
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that would be. I think that they might want to hear my narrative. I think they might
want me to tell my story, you know, but that's it. You know, that... that's it. It's like,
okay, and then we'll take the rest... we’ll take it from here. […] Thank you, you
know, go eat an egg roll and have a good day. There's some desserts and cookies
on the table. [laughter] You know? That's it. […] I remember when I was coming
home, and […] that's what would happen. Like, I would see people, you know,
they would tell their stories and stuff like that, they feed them, there's some...some
seaweed over there. […] But other people were leading the discussion.
Diane told me that her college degree is what enabled her to shift her position in these
discussions from offering the personal narrative to leading the policy discussion that followed.
James had a similar experience.
James:
There’s this thing where, specifically for people who are formerly incarcerated or
impacted: Yes, let's bring you into this space. Yes, we want to hear from you. But
in some spaces, you're only going to get but to here [gestures a mid-height]. You
know? or you're only going to be bought into the conversation to the extent in
which you can share your personal story, but not being able to chime in on the
actual policy changes or being able to shape […] policy, which is like
another tier, you know, and many people whether by hook or crook plateau at that
first tier [...]. And then there's this kind of like predatory sense of like, you know,
okay, now we're done with you because this person just came home last year. And
not only are they closer to like the issues now, but you only did three years of
solitary, using myself as an example, and this person did five. So we want to talk
to him now. […] So the education, the degree, was also an exclamation mark on
anything else that I say, and also kind of like a stronger foothold
in legitimizing what I'm saying beyond my direct experience.
Having done time in prison allowed James to enter discussions about policy and talk about his
experience but, like Diane, he found there was a limit to how much he could engage in these
discussions. He saw his degree as enabling him to be heard as speaking universally about policy
and impact, rather than anecdotally about his own experience. KC similarly saw a difference
between how she was invited to participate in these discussions before and after receiving
her associate’s degree. She told me: “Once I got my degree, it seemed like more paths opened up
for me." Having the degree enabled her to shift from volunteer engagement to paid
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positions with nonprofits doing the advocacy work she enjoyed. Terri had a similar experience.
Her college degree gave her access to discussions about policy. She told me: “I know that my
presence and my experience and my seat at the table is important.”
Still pursuing their educations, some of my participants saw this access to policy
discussions as the ultimate goal of their efforts but one which they had not yet reached.
Carlos, KC, Patrice, and Peter talked about this. Carlos was working to conclude his PhD when
we spoke, having just completed his dissertation proposal. He planned to study PTSD among
formerly incarcerated people. He believed his research would give him new opportunities to
shape policy.
Carlos:
I believe that it's going to give me a different platform, right. It will give me a
different platform, to speak on things. To know that I am an expert on this field.
And I'm not just just just talking gibberish, you know, my stuff is fact based, built
upon various levels of research. And I'm, and I want to show like, I'm not saying
this, you know, all the researchers are saying this, and I'm just standing on it to
say that this is a real issue, and if we truly believe that... if we truly believe in the
redeemable qualities that we have in society, then all the things must be in
place. […] I feel that, not that I need to be validated, because that's not where I'm
at. But I just really want to have a place... a respectful place that I can say, you
know, what people are being impacted with this and it's time to make a
change. [,] To know that I did something for the prison population for the reentry
population. That I'm making strides for them [and] myself too, because it gives
me an opportunity to be that voice. To be that voice that's unheard.
Carlos wants to advocate for people in reentry, a voice he believes goes unheard. His PhD he
believes will give him the foundation to make his case. Peter also saw a PhD as the basis of true
expertise. Patrice also saw his bachelor’s degree as the basis of his future plans.
Patrice:
Well, I mean, it all goes back to the reason why I went to college, I went to
college so I could have the credentials to support what it is that I do do. Because,
you know, we live in a world that is like, you know, like, cross your T's dot your
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I's, you know, what are your credentials, because, you know, I always had a skill
set, and I always had a talent. But, um, now that I have the degree to support,
what it is that I do, and what I'm about is basically going to, you know, help me
be the catalyst for change that I envisioned myself, you know, because I'm a
community person.
Patrice hoped to open community gardens and to tackle public health challenges in his
community. He believed his college credential would help him to reach his goal. KC saw a
college degree as a platform to reach her ultimate goal of running for elected office. Having just
completed an associate’s degree, KC had her sights set on a bachelor’s and then master’s, as well
as a run for city-wide office.
Giving back was a common goal among the men and women who sat for interviews with
me. Some had goals to change the criminal justice policies that shaped their own lives, while
others described broader mandates to work with communities. The mission these men and
women shared was to do what they could to prevent other young men and women from going
through the painful experiences they had. Carlos, Daniel, Grace, Greg, and Keith focused their
energy on young people.
Carlos:
It's about helping break that mindset, that paradigm that the only right of way
passage to manhood is through incarceration. And that's my goal to show these
young men and women that that's not true. You don't have to go to prison, like I
told these kids today, you know, because I work with a younger population,
you gotta kind of speak their language. And I tell them, you know, what's really
gangster? Going to work nine to five and taking care of your family. Can't
anything be more gangster than that. That's commitment and responsibility.
Greg believed speaking about his experience with young men could help them to change their
directions.
Greg:
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I believe in giving back. And the best way to give back is to speak out on it.
Because if people don't hear it from somebody that went through it, they won't
believe it. You know? I tell the young, young bucks, I call them young bucks. They
call me old dude. You don't have to do certain things. You can do other things.
Greg hoped that sharing his experience would help the young men with which he engaged to see
that they had options and could change their futures. Daniel spoke regularly at a high school in
the city, having initially been invited by an old friend to share his experience. His connection
with the students impressed the principal and he was invited back to speak again. Grace told me:
“I want to help teenagers that were my age. I [want to] also, bring light. Bridge, the gap. I look at
advocacy as just bridging gaps.” Keith developed a job working with teenagers at risk of
incarceration.
Some identified gaps in the services available to people leaving prison through their own
experience and aimed to fill these gaps. Celeste and Diane talked about the lack of services
available to women, specifically, and how they sought to fill them. Celeste’s experience in prison
and during reentry motivated her to work on behalf of other women coming out of prison.
Celeste:
But reentry has been my passion because of my own experience and how I was
treated so poorly and so badly. I was uninformed... it was it wasn't a good
experience. It was it wasn't a good experience. It wasn't nice being locked down
being told when to get up being you know, having these officers, a lot of these
officers had no lives obviously. Because they would come to the prison and kind
of like to take it out on all the women. With the toss-ups. They would, you know
they would like, at three in the morning, you would have to take your drawers
down and you gotta like, bend over. Like, whatever. It was disgusting. My whole,
that whole experience was disgusting. […] So I do I do the work that I do because
I know that the system could be like really messed up.
Celeste sought to work with women after prison because of her first-hand knowledge about the
degrading nature of the prison experience. Diane found that the services for women after prison
were limited and made it her goal to expand them.
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Diane:
I realized working with the men, I didn't want to work with them. You know, I was
like, look at these SOBs, right. [laughter] Like, you know what I mean? Look, at
them. They come in they talking about Sean John suits and stuff. And […] women
coming home [are] needing to get their children, you know, like, I was like, oh,
heck, no. So I started a woman's group and everything, like, and I mean, don't get
me wrong, everybody needs help. But I felt like the women needed it more.
Diane realized through her experience that there was a gap in the services available to people
leaving prison. She sought to fill that gap by establishing a program for women.
Several of my participants felt a strong pull to give back but did not yet know how they
would do so. Eric, José, and Patrice talked about this uncertainty combined with the drive to find
a way to share their experiences. José, who was studying biology, looked ahead to how he would
use his education to make the world a better place.
José:
It's all a science and it all interrelates. It all binds together to form this wonderful
place, we live on, earth, as people. So you want to be a good person, you want to
be a productive person, you want to help find solutions to the problem. And You
know, you want to help make it better, and not destroy it. So that's what it's
about. So I want to be a person who helps build as opposed to destroy. So
that's really why I want to pursue my education.
José had hopes that he might find ways to improve human life with technology, such as limb
regeneration or harnessing photosynthesis for green energy. Patrice was also unsure yet what his
venue would be but wanted to use his experience to help others.
Patrice:
I want to use my education, to teach others what I know, without them having to
go to the benefit of going to school. If that's if that's possible, you know, because
everybody's not going to be a college person, or everybody's not going to be a
bookworm. Or everybody's not going to want to go through all the things that I
went through, but they can learn from me. And they can have that benefit of that
information.
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Eric, who had only enrolled in college briefly in prison, had for a long time struggled to see the
purpose of going back. He struggled with alcoholism. He heard often at meetings at reentry
organizations or support groups about the achievements of other people who had left prison. He
told me: “I didn't understand for a long time because I was very self-centered that my experience
was for a purpose beyond myself.” Eric contacted me a few days after our interview to tell me he
intended to re-enroll in college as a result of our conversation.
College was also a venue for giving back. James and Sebastian took on formal and
informal teaching roles in college settings to educate college students about the reality of the
system about which they were learning. Sebastian enrolled in graduate school for social work
when he was in his 40s. He found himself in classrooms filled with young people who believed
they had “all the answers.” He shared his experiences with them in hopes that they would begin
to see the problems about which they were learning more clearly.
Sebastian:
Living through, you know, through the poverty, through prison, through all the
social issues that we have, I experienced all of them, I was on that side of the
fence. So, I had this unique understanding of the people that I hope to serve. And
being in, in classrooms, like with these young kids who felt like they have the
answers, but had no idea what they were about to embark on. I felt like having
that unique experience, put me in the position where I was able to bring up
certain, certain situations that that were real in our everyday lives. And that
people who have never been to it don't really understand.
James was a guest lecturer at a college and speaking on the topic of solitary confinement when
the importance of his role in sharing the reality of the experiences of men and women behind
bars came into focus for him in a new way.
James:
I was in Nevada two days ago. And I was talking about solitary confinement and I
asked the entire 300 social work students, you know, master’s level social
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work students [that] all want to work in prisons, I said: have you ever heard of
the story of Khalif Browder? And not one person raised their hand. Oh one
person did raise their hand and she was faculty, none of the students raised their
hand. So it's moments like that where I'm like, I belong, like I belong here, not just
in a learning capacity, because I think that we are lifelong students, but also in
the teaching capacity.
Both Sebastian and James felt they were bringing new perspectives and knowledge into the
classroom. They hoped their contributions to college discussions would equip people who were
not themselves formerly incarcerated to better understand the issues they were studying and the
people they hoped to serve.
My participants also sought to remove barriers to enrolling in college for people after
prison. They wanted to use their experiences to encourage their own colleges to change. Daniel,
Grace, James, and Shawn shared these goals with me. Daniel got involved in student government
at his community college and through that, formed a relationship with the college president. At
the president’s invitation, Daniel shared his experiences enrolling after prison and offered
suggestions for how the college could better engage other students like himself. Grace worked
with her department head, as well as her college success program, to advocate for changes to
assignments that would unintentionally reveal criminal histories. James was one of a handful of
students with criminal convictions that his college recruited to create a cohort of justiceinvolved students. He told me: “In that school, they also needed to do some learning on... from
us too. […] But it felt good. [laughter].” Shawn entered college with the goal of breaking down
barriers for those that would follow him. He told me: “So, you know, just being cognizant that
there were going to be people coming behind me, I was trying to like, open up doors so that they
can make the transition seamlessly in like pass the buck.” He strongly encouraged the formerly
incarcerated students he met to connect with others on campus and to build a community.
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My participants sought to increase access to college programs in prison. James, José, and
Montez shared these goals with me. Montez was one of a group of people in prison who
advocated successfully for college to return to the prison where he was incarcerated. He
believed that working in a prison had changed the college, as well as the prison. He told me this
group of students: “Push[ed] the college in a direction that they probably didn't imagine
themselves going but then once they went on that road with us, it has really worked out well, I
think for everyone.” Montez believed that similarly high-quality college programs could and
should be made available to every person in prison. James pointed to the scope of the need in our
conversations compared to the limited access to higher education in prison. He told me: “I don't
know, like, we're not we're honestly not in a place where people are looking at the millions of
souls that are there.” José also believed college should be more available in prison. He told me:
“Being an educated person should be pushed, should be pumped... we should pump it like, they
pumped money into the economy to go save Lehman Brothers. Pump this stuff to help people.”
Individual level efforts could also produce a collective impact. My participants believed
that encouraging even one person to enroll in and complete college during or after prison had the
potential to cascade into a larger impact. Carlos and KC told me about this. Carlos was a
professor with a college program inside one of the prisons in which he was incarcerated. He told
me that when he goes in to teach, he tells the students: “I'm here to save a life. So if there's one
person, graduate and change their life, if two fine, if three better, and if the whole class does it
then I'm a winner. You win, too but I win more because that's what this is about.” Carlos drew
strength from the impact he might have on just one person. KC similarly believed that individual
people could make a significant difference.
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KC:
Anytime you can, reach back and pull one, two, three, or maybe a whole bunch of
people […] and help them to get themselves to a place where they're valued with
their life experience and their voices are valued. And they could get an education
level where they can go out, and then they can reach back, and they can pull some
people up with them. It's amazing.
KC saw the impact of one person’s efforts to reach people while they were still in prison
growing as those they impact turned to help others that followed them. Patrice was in his senior
year when we spoke. He felt ready to pass on his knowledge to incoming students through a oneon-one mentoring program developed by his college success program. Specifically, he wanted to
share with them what he had learned about maintaining his emotional health. He told me: “your
coursework can suffer if you don't know how to deal with your emotional stores while you're
doing this work.” He hoped they would pass this on, in turn.
Having college degrees put my participants in more powerful positions to advocate for
change to the criminal justice system. The degree, they found, positioned them as experts on the
universal impact of the criminal justice system. Before, when speaking from direct experience,
they found their perspectives minimized. They were put aside as offering context to policy
discussions but not central to them or too specific or personal to draw aggregate conclusions
from. With the degree in hand they were invited to participate in and lead policy discussions and
began to see new venues for advocacy. My participants wanted to “give back” by working with
young people who they saw as on the path to prison to try to prevent them from making the same
mistakes they had. They created programs and services for people coming out of prison,
drawing on their own experiences to shape their delivery. They also sought to inform the people
in their college classrooms about the realities of the social problems they were studying, to give a
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human face to the theoretical problems they discussed. They wanted to break down
administrative barriers at their colleges to make it easier for other people with criminal
convictions to enroll. They sought to expand access to college in prison. By “eating the system
from within” they sought to use the middle-class capital they had gained through
their enrollment in college to challenge the exclusionary policies and attitudes that served as
gatekeepers to their hard-won status. They wanted to make it easier for others who shared their
backgrounds in poverty or the working-class or those who served time in prison to overcome the
barriers to capital that they had stumbled on before overcoming.

Discussion: A Symbolic Revolution Unfolding
From Bourdieu’s perspective, my participants sought symbolic revolution. Using the
middle-class capital they gained in college, they sought to change the policies and attitudes that
had kept college out of reach for them and others who shared their backgrounds. Their success in
college was against the odds. Their time in prison substantially lowered the likelihood that they
would go to college - and yet they had. Their poor experiences in high school made college
success seem unlikely - and yet they succeeded. The 1994 ban on Pell Grants made college in
prison programs scarce – and yet they had found their way to enrolling inside. College is an
engine for downward class mobility, releasing people with working-class opportunities available
to them at best – and yet they were hired for White-collar, middle-class salaried jobs. Everything
about the success of my participants was unlikely. Going against the tide as they did, they
developed a split habitus. This gave them insight into the artificiality of the policies and attitudes
that made their success so unlikely. Their abilities and their motivation, it would seem, were not
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the difficulty. Rather, the lack of college programs in prison and the barriers to enrolling
afterwards are what made their success a rarity among people leaving prison. With these
revelations in hand, my participants sought to change these policies and to uproot these
attitudes.
College was a profound experience for the men and women who sat for my interviews.
They described realizations about the American race and class hierarchy that had shaped their
lives without their knowing it. They began to see that it was not by chance that they had grown
up in the neighborhoods they did or that they had to contend with violence, poor schools,
and few economic opportunities when they were younger. They started to realize that the
interlocking fields of race, education, and criminal justice had created the circumstances in
which going to prison was more than likely for them than college. At the same time, doing well
in college or even in high school programs in prison, showed them that they were not limited to
the future towards which this affinity of hierarchies was moving them. From childhood ideas that
college was for other people or “White people” to study to become “doctors and lawyers,” my
participants began to see college as a place for them to study and to teach. As Sebastian told
me, college “explained the unexplainable.” Realizing that the barriers that kept them from
joining the middle-class were based on exclusionary policies, rather than individual failings, my
participants set about building their middle-class capital and claiming their positions in that
field.
Prison (re)produces poverty and working-class status among incarcerated people. People
who go to prison see their opportunities for jobs and education curtailed through myriad policies
that exclude people with criminal convictions from securing professional licenses, housing, jobs,
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and entrance into college. Even those who enter from middle-class backgrounds originally will
face these exclusions upon release. My participants sought to use their newly acquired middleclass capital to challenge this class (re)production. They sought to destabilize the assumptions
they encountered about what people who went to prison “were like.” They noted that Hollywood
depictions were against them, as was media coverage that focused on high-profile violent
crime. They told me that most people in prison were seeking to fill their time behind bars with
self-improvement activities and that only a minority of those in prison engaged in violence and
illegal activity. But they argued against efforts to put aside some as “incorrigible” while offering
opportunity to others. Even among those involved in violence, some would change, such as
Carlos, James, and Tomas. Looking to their families, they sought to pull children and spouses
into the middle-class with them by encouraging them to go to college. They also turned their
energy toward others in or leaving prison to tell them: “if I could do it, you can.” My
participants had realized that they could amass the capital that would give them entry to the
middle-class and they sought to share this message with others who they saw as trapped by the
exclusions they themselves had overcome.
My participants advocated for removing the barriers over which they had stumbled in
their efforts to build capital. The men and women with whom I spoke took action at three levels:
seeking to influence state and federal policy, challenging institutional or administrative college
policy that excluded people with criminal convictions, and encouraging individual people in or
leaving prison to enroll in college. Changing criminal justice policy offered the most substantial
opportunity to bring revolution to the systems my participants hoped to change. College opened
the door to these opportunities. When before they had been asked only to provide context or
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background to discussions by sharing their personal experiences, my participants described being
offered a “seat at the table” once they had their college credentials in hand. For
several, influencing state or federal policy this was the goal for which they were aiming. While
enrolled in college, they sought to make college more accessible to people who shared their
backgrounds and criminal convictions. They challenged college policies that might create
hurdles for others like them. At the individual-level, they sought to encourage others in or
leaving prison to enroll in college, believing that changing the direction of just one life would
lead to a larger collective impact over time.
My participants fought to make their unlikely success likely for others. For the men and
women who participated in my project, college “explained the unexplainable.” Seeing the race,
class, and education hierarchies that had coalesced to make prison a likely and college unlikely
experience in their lives, they took action. My participants shared their revelations with others.
They encouraged family and peers to go to college, using their own success as evidence that any
person interested in school could succeed if they enrolled. While realizing the rarity of
their achievements, they refused to accept that they were exceptional, repeatedly telling me and
others “if I can do it, you can.” They advocated for changes to state and federal policy that would
result in fewer people going to prison in the first place and would make college more available
for those that still found themselves behind bars. Using their mastery of middle-class capital their college degrees, their success in avoiding returns to prison, and their professional status they acted to break down the barriers to others’ success. They engaged in what Bourdieu
termed symbolic revolution.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION

College in Prison and Bourdieu
In this project, I sought to learn the meaning of college for those who enroll in college
while in prison. Comparing the reflections of my 18 participants, I found I was best able to
understand their experiences in the context of the American social class hierarchy, the
relationship between education and incarceration policy, and the correctional ideologies of the
recent past and the present. Pierre Bourdieu’s theories of capitals, habitus, and symbolic
revolution clarified aspects of my participants’ experiences and helped me to draw connections
between ideas that at first seemed disparate. The previous sections organized my participants’
comments using this theory. This section discusses them in these contexts and in relation to
the three concepts that make up Bourdieu’s theory of symbolic revolution: the corps, the
economy of symbolic goods, and the capitals and habitus.

The Corps
Bourdieu developed his theory of symbolic revolution using Édouard Manet’s successful
challenge to the exclusionary system of academic painting in France the late 1800s. In his
example, the corps was a body of people: the Academy. It controlled which painters could be
economically and critically successful. To be considered for government jobs or commissions, a
painter had to be a member of the academy. The way to be admitted was for the existing
members to evaluate a painter’s work and select one of his paintings for exhibition in the annual
Salon. Over time, the subjects and techniques deemed admirable by the Academy became
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increasingly narrow. The studio training system grew to support the Academy and students were
trained to paint in the Academic style. With improvements to the secondary school system in
France, there were too many inputs (painters) with too few outputs (Salon showings), by the late
1800s for the system to remain stable. In this context, Bourdieu and others credit Manet’s
challenges to the Academy with undermining and ultimately dismantling it.
In the context of college in prison, the corps is not a single body of people. Rather it is a
context in which criminal justice and corrections policy coalesce through independent actions to
create a shared outcome. Having low levels of education makes prison more likely; going to
prison makes further education less likely. There are multiple independent institutions involved.
On the criminal justice side there are police, jails, prosecutors, courts, prisons, and probation and
parole offices. On the education side there are primary and secondary schools, colleges, and state
and federal education departments. Together, these independent institutions produce shared
outcomes. The education and criminal justice agencies in the United States form what Bourdieu
termed an affinity of hierarchies. While not explicitly intending to work together, their policies
follow similar tracks. This produce a corps logic, although no single corps governs the policies
that relate to all of these different institutions.
This corps logic arises from the tough on crime ideology that swept through America in
the 1980s and 1990s. It affected all of these institutions and many more. The result is part of the
“mass” in “mass incarceration:” myriad policies that stigmatize and exclude people who come in
contact with the criminal justice system from a range of goods and opportunities, including from
building economic capital. This corps logic relegates people who to go to prison to living in
poverty at worst or the working class at best. Prison generates downward class mobility
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(Wacquant, 2001; Western, 2006; Western and Pettit, 2010; Couloute and Kopf, 2018). While
common, this trajectory is not an explicit goal of either the corrections system or education
agencies. As a result, while college in prison challenges the corps logic of class reproduction,
it also fits within the explicit policy goals of the institutions involved. At a high level, these are
increasing educational attainment (for the colleges) and controlling crime or reducing recidivism
(for the prisons). This creates the circumstances in which corrections leaders support college in
prison programs.
Morphological and technical factors play a role in destabilizing a corps logic. The same
policies that created the increase in prison populations also shut down the college programs that
had been operating inside. But as a biproduct, the growth created the context in which college
programs would later be restarted at a smaller scale. So many people in prison prompted a shift
in corrections practice by the late 1990s that began to prioritize programs that reduced
recidivism. This shift was aided by technical factors: the expansion of research and
accompanying practices that promised to guide corrections agencies toward achieving their new
goals of recidivism reduction. These goals were set in the context of limited state budgets and
overcrowded prisons. Colleges help corrections agencies meet their goals of recidivism reduction
and facility safety (Davis et al, 2013; Bozick et al, 2018; Pompoco et al, 2017).
A corps or a corps logic shapes individual experiences by seeming taken for granted or
part of the natural order of things. A corps most easily maintains its authority to control who has
access to which symbolic goods when it goes unquestioned (Bourdieu, 2017). Challengers to a
corps logic must first recognize that the corps is a social construct. Today, college is a rare
opportunity to which only a small number of people in prison get access. It creates a kind of
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numerus clausus among people in prison: a small elite group that is invited to claim the symbolic
capital controlled by the corps logic. This can function as a safety valve that enables the corps to
maintain its legitimacy. In this instance, by characterizing college graduates as exceptional rather
than average. But as in the Manet case study and here, this fails. The people in my project
gained access to the symbolic goods controlled by the affinity of hierarchies through college, but
they also recognized the corps logic and challenged it.

The Economy of Symbolic Goods
This affinity of hierarchies between criminal justice and education institutions and its
corps logic control who has access to symbolic goods: in this case those associated with the
middle-class. A bachelor’s degree grants Americans access to the middle class and aids their
efforts to earn wages associated with that status. But class is more than credentials and earnings.
It is also culture and experiences. My participants described three elements to the symbolic
capital to which they were seeking access: time, money, and freedom. In their view, these were
symbolic of the class status they believed a college degree would place them within. Prison, with
its largely downward impact on class mobility, put these things out of reach, in my
participants’ perspectives, while college made them attainable. Colleges in their retreat from
prisons as a result of financial aid policy and their institution of criminal background checks on
their applications, set limits on who will have access to a middle-class through a bachelor’s
degree.
While there is no one corps controlling access, as was the case in Bourdieu’s case study,
the net result of the independent actions of a series of institutions produce a dividing line that
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preserves the class hierarchy and allows only a few to build the capital necessary to rise from
poverty or the working class to the middle class. These institutions include the tax schemes that
offer only very limited funding to schools in poor and working-class neighborhoods, the criminal
justice policies that promote the arrest and incarceration of large numbers of young men and
women of color who have not completed high school, the lack of access to relevant
postsecondary education or training in prison, the college policies that require applicants to share
criminal histories, the requirement of criminal background checks to secure housing, and the
pervasive discounting of salaries paid to people with criminal convictions regardless of their
qualifications or experience. These independent decision-makers and processes all control the
economy of symbolic goods of the middle-class and to whom they are accessible.
My participants were among the few that were able to get access to this economy of
symbolic goods. They got access to college in prison during periods when college was being
pulled from prisons or had, for the most part, long departed. Their experience was unlikely
because of the series of events that had to line up for them to enroll. They had to be at the right
prison at the right time. They had to have their high school credential. They had to get approval
from the facility to enroll. In a few instances, they had to convince their fellow incarcerated
people that they were committed and qualified. Few finished their degrees inside, meaning they
had to leave prison and begin their lives outside before they could continue on to complete
their bachelor’s degrees. They had to secure housing, rebuild relationships with family, find
work, manage health crises, and adhere to parole conditions. Some were still pursuing these
credentials when we spoke. Their efforts to complete a college degree took years. In some
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instances, decades. The path that they travelled to claim their status in the middle-class was filled
with challenges. My participants’ experiences are the exception and not the rule.
But by showing us the exception, my participants can tell us what is possible for many
people behind bars today. By succeeding in college, my participants developed their mastery of
the symbolic goods of the middle class. They then sought to use these goods to challenge the
corps logic that had colluded to prevent their access in the first place. They were attempting to
bring this logic of exclusion out into the open. The men and women with whom I spoke
embraced the praise they received for their hard-won achievements, but they fought against the
idea that they were unusual. The only thing unusual about their experience, they argued, was the
opportunity they had been given, not what they had achieved once given an opening. Several of
my participants were active in advocacy circles that were fighting to overturn the ban on Pell
grants in prison, one taught in a college program that operated in prison, several more told me
about barriers they sought to break down at the colleges in which they enrolled once home to
make enrollment easier for the people that followed them. My participants contested dominant
stereotypes of people in prison. They told me that the majority of people behind bars were like
them. They were looking for ways out of the cycle of prison and poverty in which they found
themselves. But even those who actively engaged in violence or illegal activity behind bars, they
told me, should be given a chance. People decide to change their lives while they are inside.
College is available in only a fraction of the nearly 2,000 prisons that dot the American
landscape (Sawyer and Wagner, 2020; Castro et al, 2018). In 2018, researchers at the University
of Utah recorded the highest number of college programs tallied in the last 25 years at just over
200 (Castro et al, 2018). While a small presence today, more colleges seek to start programs in
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prisons every year (Castro et al, 2018). Funding is the barrier to expansion. After slow-growth in
programs over the 25 years following the Pell ban, the two initiatives that extended financial aid
to incarcerated students seeded a rapid expansion of college programs in prison: the launch of the
U.S. Department of Education’s Second Chance Pell Experimental Sites Initiative and the
extension of Board of Governor’s tuition waivers to incarcerated students in California. These
two initiatives alone expanded the number of colleges teaching in prison by 180 and students
enrolled in prison by 15,000 per year (Delaney at Montagnet, 2020; Mukamal and Silbert, 2018).
For context, in the year before Pell grants were banned in prisons about 25,000 students enrolled
(General Accounting Office, 1994). It would seem that if students in prison are able to pay
tuition with financial aid, colleges would be ready to enroll them. As colleges get more involved
in working in prison, they may revisit their barriers to enrollment on campus.

Habitus and Capitals
My participants derived capital from their experiences prior to and in prison. It was
outside of the scope of this study to fully explore the prior experiences of my participants or to
map their shifts in capitals and habitus before and during prison as well as through college. This
project focuses on the transition from prison to college. Based on their comments about how
others now saw them showed me through the inverse what other people expected their capital
and habitus to be as a result of prison. It would seem that in the eyes of family, friends, and
peers, prison was not supposed to prepare my participants for salaried jobs in leadership
positions or for master’s programs. Through comments about their upbringings, their parents’
values, and their views of college before they went to prison, I got further insight into their pre-
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prison capitals and habitus. But these are snapshots rather than detailed pictures. In the Manet
case study, Bourdieu exhaustively explores seven sources of capital from which Manet derived
his unique habitus. In comparison, what I offer here are sketches of my participants capital
and habitus and the commonalities between them formed by prison. Ideally, future projects will
fill in the missing pieces as this research progresses.
In our interviews, I asked my participants: “What does college mean to you?” In their
answers, they told me that college enabled them to reclaim time lost to prison, to raise their
earnings, and to free themselves from the punishing cycle of incarceration and recidivism. They
told me college helped them to claim the symbolic capital of time, money, and freedom. A
college degree was the cultural capital they built in order to access this symbolic capital of the
middle class. They drew on the social capital of college faculty, college success programs,
corrections and parole staff, and other currently and formerly incarcerated people to make their
way to college and through degree completion. But with degree in hand, they learned that their
status in the middle class could only ever be partial. Their earnings were reduced by gaps in their
resumes and the stigma of a criminal conviction. The men and women with whom I spoke with
still strove for what Sebastian and Terri called the American Dream: homeownership, family
stability, and economic security. These are the privileges of the middle class.
When I asked them what they believed college meant to the people around them, they
told me about their changed relationships with loved ones, peers, and others. College changed
their habitus. They felt different. Others told them they were different. Prison had promised only
pathways to poverty or the working class, but they had found a way to rise. Three of my
participants told me about childhoods in the middle-class: parents with college degrees, career
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jobs, and homeownership. Even these three anticipated that prison would prepare them at best for
a working-class future. In the views of my participants, prison itself was an engine of class
(re)production. Regardless of where a person starts, prison directs their access to capital and their
habitus towards those symbolic of poverty and the working class. This is in part what made their
college experiences so different from everything else on offer behind bars. College belongs to a
different field and class than that which is cultivated in prison. Stepping into the college
classroom, my participants crossed into a different world of opportunity.
Coming from prison into college, my participants developed split habitus. As Bourdieu
theorized, having to intentionally learn what is taken for granted by others, they saw the habitus
for what it was: a construct that facilitates membership in a class status. My participants saw as a
construct what they had taken for granted as natural: the American race and class hierarchy.
College opened their eyes to the limitations that had shaped their own lives and paved their roads
to prison. Seeing this, they pursued strategies to share their knowledge with others and to break
down the barriers they now saw as based on arbitrary class distinctions. They engaged in what
Bourdieu called symbolic revolution. They sought to use the capital of their new class status to
challenge the exclusionary policies and practices that had worked against their efforts to build
this capital in the first place. They saw the affinity of hierarchies between the criminal justice
system and higher education institutions in the United States and its corps logic: the coalescing
of policies that create the circumstances of poor k-12 schools that lead to dropouts, of the high
rate of incarceration among those who leave high school early, and the higher education policies
that keep people with criminal convictions from enrolling.
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Not content with their own success, my participants used the capital they had developed
to try to change the systems of exclusion that had made their achievements so unlikely. They
used their college degrees to gain a “seat at the table” to influence criminal justice policy. They
lobbied their family members to enroll in college. They encouraged friends and strangers alike,
saying “if I can do it, you can.” Montez shared with me his vision of what this kind of organizing
could lead to.
Montez:
I think it could change dynamics for the better. […] I think you will be tipping
towards the kind of stuff that we are seeing, actually, you know, like, people that
are, you know, taking positions of leadership in advocacy spaces, people that are
taking positions of, you know, leadership in kind of community boards, advisory
boards, reentry organizations,[…] working with, you know, like, the those
organizations and those entities kind of changing, you know, the narrative and
engaged in policy work, I think you're seeing that in New York, and, and I think
across the nation, you're seeing a lot of it.
A symbolic revolution, in Bourdieu’s view, turns the capital earned through advancing in the
existing class hierarchy against that hierarchy in order to transform it. In this case, to break down
barriers that limited opportunity to the few rather than to the many. This is what my participants
told me they were doing when they shared how they leaned into their split habitus and
emphasized the rarity of their success to advocate for more college for more people behind bars
and smoother roads to college after release. They leveraged the middle-class capital they had
built to break down the barriers that had made it so difficult for them to build it. They were
enacting a symbolic revolution.
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Conclusion: Symbolic Revolutionaries
Bourdieu’s case study, in which he describes a specific symbolic revolution in order to
map out a theory of symbolic revolution more broadly, centers on the activities of a single
person: Édouard Manet. Through Manet’s split habitus and mastery of the symbolic capital of
the field in which he was competing, he was able to challenge the corps and its logic by using its
own tools of exclusion against it. This event occurred over 100 years before Bourdieu analyzed it
to create the foundations of his theory. While his historical research shows that Manet was
written about by his contemporaries as the leader of the movement that revolutionized academic
art in France, Bourdieu's analysis of it has the benefit of being retrospective. The revolution was
long over when he took his critical lens to it. Identifying a heresiarch for an event long past is
likely easier than doing so with events unfolding in real time. The present is always chaotic.
Only looking back do events seem to follow a clear progression.
Studying something that is happening in the present also means we cannot know or
predict if the revolution will be successful. Whether Pell will be reinstated, mass incarceration
will end, and colleges will welcome formerly incarcerated people on their campuses is yet to be
seen. Looking at a potential symbolic revolution while it is unfolding is a contribution to
sociology’s understanding of social change. This research shows us where it is people believe
they are trying to get to before their journey is over. We will have to follow their progress to
know whether they reach that or some other destination as yet unanticipated. As the saying goes:
“We make the road by walking.” My participants did not identify a single leader to the symbolic
revolution they were advancing. Time will tell whether a leader emerges to serve as a heresiarch
when we look back on this from the future. Looking at their efforts in the present, the
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revolutionaries with whom I spoke advanced a shared logic across their myriad independent
efforts: that many people in prison are looking for opportunities to leave the downward cycle of
class (re)production to which prison limits them and that most will be successful if given the
opportunity to go to college.
My findings have important limitations. The people I spoke with may not be
representative of all those who enroll in college while in prison. There is no data at the state or
national level that would help me to understand the characteristics of incarcerated
college students as a whole. As a result, there is no way to know whether my participants are
representative of this group. Among those who go to college while in prison, not everyone is
likely to respond to an interview request to discuss their experiences. My sample may have been
skewed towards those who remain actively involved in advocacy related to college in prison.
I made contact with several of my participants through college success organizations that work
with formerly incarcerated people or through individuals who had taken on prominent roles in
the effort to reinstate Pell grants nationally. The emphasis among my participants on changing
policy may be more common among those who engage in these circles after prison than in in
other communities. My sample was also too small to identify any clear differences in
experiences or perspectives based on race, gender, or other characteristics. Besides more focus
on the need to reconnect with children after prison among women, I did not identify connections
between these demographic characteristics and experience.
But the similarities among my participants’ responses to open-ended questions suggests
that even if this is a subset of the people who go to college in prison, there is cohesion within it.
What my project captures is an experience shared by 18 people who attended 25 unique colleges
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in and after prison at different times over the last 30 years. The diversity of their experiences in
contrast with the similarity of the meanings they shared with me suggest there is an
intersubjective truth to their perspectives. No great differences arose between Black, White,
Latinx, Asian, Biracial, or race not identifying participants. Only small differences emerged
between men and women – in regards to caring for children while attending school. My
participants’ responses show an experience and orientation shared by least some of those who
attend college in prison. Taking their stories at face value, their perspectives are broadly held
among the people who share their backgrounds. For many who enroll in college while in prison,
college is a means to build middle-class capital for themselves and their families, as well as a
means to challenge the corps logic of exclusion from opportunities to build this capital that
is characteristic of American mass incarceration.
College should be made widely available to those behind bars. There are many more
people in prison who are ready to try and to succeed in the ways my participants have. The
primary mechanism that supported broad access in the past and that has the potential to seed a
new era of postsecondary opportunity in prison is the need-based Pell grant. Banned to people in
prison in 1994 during the apex of the tough on crime policy era, Congress is currently
reconsidering the logic of the restriction that has been in place for over 25 years. Lifting this
restriction will create the circumstances in which college in prison can again become
commonplace. A new kind of future would be open to – as James put it – the “millions of souls”
who live in America’s prisons. Broad access for broad impact is the way forward. As the men
and women who so generously gave me their time for this project told me again and again: “if I
can do it, anyone can.” Restoring college to prison would move this country one step closer to
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the symbolic revolution for which the men and women I spoke with were aiming: a new
American Dream that affirms an inviolate human dignity that cannot be wiped away by criminal
convictions or prison walls and that leaves the door always open to learning, growth, and hope.
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APPENDIX A

First Responses to the Question: What does college mean to you?
This appendix contains the first responses from each of my 18 participants to my research
questions: what does college mean to you? These quotes are lightly edited to remove
introductory comments.
Carlos:
Well, college means.... college is a transforming agent.
Celeste:
College to me means empowerment. Right, because knowledge is power, right?
And no one can take that away from me.
Daniel:
[…] I said, Listen, I have no education I need a college degree to do anything in
this world.
Diane:
Oh, wow, college. College. Wow, that, you know, it's such a simple but profound
question. Um, college means a better life. College means a deep in-depth
enhancement of one's life, professionally and personally.
Eric:
[…] So, so when I enrolled in college, it was very brief. And what what bothered
me most is that, you know, there were people who are functionally illiterate in
college. And it was as a result of these colleges outside of the facilities being
dependent on the monies they were receiving. And, you know, that's a big problem
in America.
Grace:
College is, I believe, an extension of freedom. So aside from physical freedom, I
always felt like it was no better freedom than to have your mind free. To not have
to be locked into certain ideas or certain beliefs.
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Greg:
College to me, is it opens you up to all kinds of things, you get to use your mind
and you’re and you’re processing thoughts a lot better.
James:
[…] At one point college didn't mean anything. It meant, you know, it meant... it
was like, a place where, you know, like, White people went to to become doctors
and lawyers, and not necessarily where, where I would be destined to be whether
it was communicated to me by my teachers, my environment or my family.
José:
Well, it means... it means to, like improve the quality of my life. And that's, like
every sense of the word.
KC:
Yeah, yeah. And I'm gonna say, for many reasons, I feel like college means
freedom to me. Right, because once someone is educated, they have the freedom
to choose, right? And which way that they want their life to go.
Keith:
What does college mean, to me? I have mixed feelings about what what college is
and is not. First, let me start by saying I have a serious gripe with the American
educational system.
Montez:
Well, that's an interesting question, right? Because I think, to me, college means
having access to a rigorous educational experience.
Patrice:
Well, what college means to me it's an opportunity to go beyond your educational
circumstances, you know.
Peter:
I mean, to be frank, I think it was just a step. Something that I needed to do to
advance to the real world of like career and life and stuff like that.
Sebastian:
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College. College means to me... it means opportunity, or it meant opportunity or
to open up different worlds, where I could take advantage of opportunities and
grow.
Shawn:
College is supposed to be a safe space to share ideas, and to voice opinions. It is
also a place in which you can access resources as a means to help your
professional trajectory in some type of capacity.
Terri:
Wow. College means freedom.
Tomas:
What does college mean to me? Um, well, education, for me is something that,
that I found to be empowering. I believe it was a, a key factor in how I began to
transition from perhaps my previous lifestyle to what I've become today. So it
was actually life changing.
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APPENDIX B

Participant Summaries
This appendix contains brief summaries of the life stories my participants shared with
me. These offer high-level descriptions of the information they shared about their educational
experiences and their terms of incarceration, as well as their age, race, and gender. They are
organized alphabetically: Carlos, Celeste, Daniel, Diane, Eric, Grace, Greg, James, José, KC,
Keith, Montez, Patrice, Peter, Sebastian, Shawn, Terri, and Tomas.

Carlos
Carlos is 58 years old and identifies as a man. In terms of race, he identifies as
other. He was first sentenced to prison in another state and served a term from 1982-1986. Carlos
then returned to New York and enrolled in college. Within his first semester he broke his arm.
His professor would not offer accommodations and so Carlos dropped out. He was sentenced to a
second term in prison, this time in New York. He was incarcerated from 1989-2005 before being
released on Conditional Release. He was denied parole all five of his parole hearings. In 1991 he
enrolled in a private college, where he completed his BA. In 1996 he enrolled in a graduate
program. For this program, he was selected out of hundreds of applicants for a cohort of 23.
During the first four years of his sentence in New York, Carlos describes himself as being
involved in every kind of illegal activity that took place in the prison, except for being in a gang.
After this period and at about the time that he enrolled in college, he says he began to change. He
became involved in multiple programs available in prison. In his own words, he became very
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involved in the prison community and became a leader. Once released in 2005, Carlos became a
father. He sought and successfully gained employment in HIV/AIDS care programs. Despite his
education and the experience he accumulated over the years, he was often hired at the lowest
possible salary rung. He watched multiple people with less experience get hired with salaries
higher than his. Carlos does not blame college for this, but sees it as college not being enough.
He has repeatedly had to prove himself because of the general sense in American society that
people with criminal records are “unworthy.”
Since coming home, Carlos has enrolled in a PhD program. When we spoke, he was
drafting his dissertation proposal. He believes that a PhD will give him a “seat at the table” in
policy discussions, with the ultimate goal of bringing about the development of services and
programs for people in and leaving prison. He currently teaches in a college program in
prison. Carlos believes his success is proof that anyone can achieve what he has. He sees himself
as a role model for his family, his friends, people left behind in prison, and as a change agent in
policy circles.

Celeste
Celeste is 43 years old and identifies as a Biracial woman. Her parents are Puerto Rican
and Jamaican. Celeste earned her high school diploma from an elite public high school in New
York City. She skipped a grade, resulting in her graduating at age 16. Once she completed high
school, however, her mother kicked her out of her house. She moved in with her boyfriend’s
family and soon became pregnant. Soon after that, she began to spend more time with her
father’s family which was involved in the drug trade. She went through the shelter system and
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was given an apartment when she was still a juvenile, as a single parent. She enrolled in a private
college and earned 32 credits before getting into a fight and being arrested.
Celeste was incarcerated from 2003 to 2006. After spending 18 months or Riker’s Island,
she was incarcerated in state prison for two years. She did her time in multiple facilities. Only
one facility had a college program. She encountered hurdles to enrolling, including a wait list,
and difficulty establishing her high school diploma from prison. She was enrolled in college for
just three weeks before she was moved to another facility where there was no college
program. She served five years on supervision. Celeste formed a positive relationship with her
parole officer with whom she remains friendly. He supported her career pursuits, allowing her to
go to Riker’s Island and into prisons to provide reentry planning and assistance to people there.
She connected with a college support program through her work and sought to re-enroll
in college. She found that she had a $2,000 debt outstanding from her earlier enrollment. It took
her 18 months to pay down the debt so that she could enroll in school. She completed her BA in
August of 2019, magna cum laude. Within a few days of graduation, however, she was notified
that she owed the college just over $8,000 and that it would not award her degree until the debt
was paid. When we spoke, Celeste was uncertain about how she would reach her aspiration to a
master’s degree. Celeste also manages a number of health conditions.
Celeste’s goal is to lead a good life, which she describes as having a paycheck, a bank
account, and seeing her kids complete school. She distinguishes her achievements from her
mother’s circumstances. Her mother could not read or write and lived primarily on welfare and
public housing. Celeste describes college as offering her empowerment, freedom, stability, and a
chance to break the cycle. She counts her children’s educational achievements toward
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these goals, including her daughter avoiding teen pregnancy and all three of her
children completing high school and associate degrees and being employed. She counts as her
achievements having a job, a bank account, paying rent, having savings, and completing her own
BA.

Daniel
Daniel is 58 years old and identifies as a White man. He completed high school before
going to prison by attending night school after he was expelled from military school. Daniel
served two terms in prison. He first went to prison in 1990 for a term of three to life. He was put
on work release in 1993 and two months later was arrested again and sentenced to his second
term. He was in prison from 1993 to 2013 when he was released on parole. While in
prison, he came into contact with college four times. He enrolled in a public college during the
first few months of his initial sentence and completed several courses. He was then put on work
release and enrolled in college in the community while under that status. Daniel had to
withdraw before completing a term because his reporting schedule changed and the times
conflicted with his courses. During his second sentence, Daniel enrolled in a private college, but
he was unsatisfied with the rigor of the coursework and dropped out after earning a few credits.
He enrolled a fourth time in a public college near the end of his time in prison. He has remained
in contact with this program since his release.
Once home, Daniel struggled with finding quality housing and to re-enroll in college. He
eventually found a partially subsidized one-bedroom apartment in a housing complex operated
by a nonprofit. He has a fear of homelessness. Daniel could not find a college that would
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accept the 58 credits he accumulated over the years in prison. He was frustrated to find that
several colleges deemed them “too old” to qualify for transfer credit. Initially, he abandoned
college and enrolled in a computer course instead, but he did not enjoy the program. He then
went back to community college to finish his associate degree. Once finished there, he decided to
pursue his bachelor’s degree. Unsatisfied for a second time with the transfer credits offered to
him, he turned down one public college and enrolled in another that would take more credits.
During that time, he also had the opportunity to enroll in several courses at an elite private
college, an experience he found greatly exciting and rewarding. Throughout his time after
prison, he has worked with a college success program that supports formerly incarcerated
people.
Daniel discovered, having completed his bachelor’s, that it may not be enough to qualify
him for the kinds of jobs he would like to do. He is also unable to fully describe what kind of
work he would like to do. He has put together piecemeal opportunities with prominent academics
and fellowships, which he has enjoyed. Despite applying for many jobs, he has not secured fulltime work. He’s considering graduate school, but is concerned about paying for a master's degree
and is unsure if he could complete a PhD. As he notes, he would be 62 by the time he
completed. Right now, his primary goal is to enjoy his life because he has lost so many years to
prison.

Diane
Diane is 51 years old and identifies as a Black woman. Her father was an immigrant from
the West Indies. Diane describes her family as placing a high value on education growing up.
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Her father was a minister and a medical professional. He held five degrees and taught in a
medical college. As a teenager, although Diane enjoyed school and did well, she did not have an
interest in college. She became a mother at age 16 and did not complete high school. In 1992,
she was arrested and spent two years on bail while her case proceeded through the courts. She
went to prison in 1994, arriving just as the college programs were closing down due to the 1994
Pell ban. She came home in 2004.
Diane took the GED in prison and the TABE test, receiving the highest scores possible.
Once completed, she described feeling at a loss of how to spend her time in prison since further
educational opportunities had shut down. A few years later, through advocacy by the warden,
civilian staff, and incarcerated women, a college program started up again at the prison where
she was living. Although it was volunteer at first, it later awarded credits. Diane enrolled in the
first cohort of students and earned her associate’s and embarked on her bachelor's while still in
prison. She was released after she had earned 84 credits. Coming home, she prioritized getting a
job, an apartment, and then going back to school. She achieved these things within three years.
She completed her bachelor’s from a public college in 2008. A few years later, she enrolled
in a master’s program, completing her social work degree from the same public college in 2015.
At the time of the interview, Diane had just completed her clinical social work test and was
preparing to take over the private practice of a colleague.
Diane was proud of the career goals she had set and achieved since returning home. She
told me that college secured what she called “a better life.” To her, this term includes economic
prosperity, stability, wellness, intellectual engagement, and connection to society. She believes
that without the education she pursued, her career achievements would have been limited. She
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has been ambitious to fill out her resume in order to overshadow her conviction with
achievements. As she says, “prison is just a place,” rather than a defining identity.

Eric
Eric is 50 years old and identifies as a White man. He attended military school for two
years but did not complete high school before his first term of incarceration. He went to prison
three times: from 1986 to 1990, from 1993 to 1996, and from 2003 to 2006. He earned a GED
between his first two terms. In addition, he has been jailed on Rikers Island “hundreds” of times.
Eric describes himself as an alcoholic. He attributes his incarceration to behavior while drinking.
He says prison was not difficult for him because he was sober while there. He approached
different incarcerations in different ways, sometimes trying to get involved in positive
programming and working in the law library. Other times, he refused to engage and broke
rules. Still, he says, he had opportunities to get out of the cycle and chose not to. During one
period of incarceration he enrolled in a private college. He describes this experience as
disappointing because the standards for students were too low. He believes there were students in
the course that were unable to read or write.
When he was released in 2006, he sought assistance from a college success program with
the goal of completing a degree. He describes thinking the program would make him change,
although he later realized that change would have to come from within. Shortly after he got
involved, however, the program moved to another location and travelling to the office became
too difficult. Eric has been homeless for long stretches of time. He saw several barriers to
enrolling in college, including getting stable housing, but also dealing with his addiction,
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securing a job, and overcoming his anxiety about how other people view him. For Eric, fear of
other peoples’ judgements has been a constant. Another challenge is that his GED was
completed under a different name and this has made proving his credentials challenging.
Eric is married and finds great meaning in the care he offers to his wife, who has been
HIV positive for 19 years and who is also a recovering alcoholic. He manages their household
budget, cooks, and assists her with her health. His search for meaning and for a purpose for
remaining sober has come to a focus on helping others. He does this in his care for his wife and
also through qualifying at Alcoholics Anonymous. Shortly after our interview, Eric contacted me
to say he was planning to reconnect with the college success program and to look again into
enrolling in college.

Grace
Grace is 45 years old and identifies as a Black woman. She went to prison in 1989 and
returned to New York City in 2008. She completed her GED in prison, taking the test without
receiving any additional schooling while inside, although she went to jail at age 15. She earned
47 credits in prison from a private college. She was incarcerated when Pell eligibility
was revoked and her education was suspended until she was released. She had a second
opportunity to enroll in college while in prison, but declined when the private college refused to
accept her 47 credits in transfer. She encountered a third college program before her release, but
she was not eligible for it because of her age. They enrolled only people 26 years
old and younger.
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Within one year of returning home, she re-enrolled in a public college within one year
and sought her Certificate in Alcohol and Substance Abuse Counseling, but then was diagnosed
with an auto-immune condition that forced her to drop out. She did not follow the withdrawal
policy, resulting in a $1500 debt to the school. She recovered her health and re-enrolled in 2018
and was in the midst of her third semester at the time of our interview. Grace sought and
received help from a college success program and from several organizations that assist people in
reentry. She was critical of nonprofits that do not foster and support independence among the
people they serve or assist them in reaching their own goals.
Grace has worked in various jobs, although due to her condition, her primary income is
from public assistance. Her work has been as a peer counselor at a nonprofit. Her educational
goal is to complete a degree in social work on the macro/policy track. Her career aspiration is to
advocate for policy change to help people who are struggling with addiction or who are formerly
incarcerated. She credits her college success program with assisting her to reach her career goals
by including her on a policy advocacy trip to Washington, DC. Grace recently reconnected with
her older brother who lives in another state. She plans to move to closer to her brother when she
finished her degree.

Greg
Greg is 65 years old and identifies as a Black man. He is a military veteran. Greg went to
prison in 1992 and was released in 2012. He earned his GED while in the military and enrolled
in college in prison. He took courses towards an associate’s degree from a private college, but
when Pell grants were revoked in 1994, the program shut down and he was not able to complete
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his degree. After he came home, he re-enrolled using a veteran’s benefits program and continued
working towards an associate’s degree at the same private college. This program also shut down
and he was unable to continue. Greg served an extended period on parole. He eventually
advocated for his parole to be concluded based on compliance and by calling on the network he
had developed through his college program. Greg still aspires to complete a degree. He believes
he has the credits for a bachelor’s and may continue to a master’s. He retires in April and plans
to begin his studies again at that point.

James
James is 40 years old and identifies as a Black man. James was arrested in 2000 and
started a prison sentence in New York in 2001. He served 13 years, three of which were in
solitary confinement. His original sentence was 15 years, but he earned two and a half years off
that sentence through good time. He also served five years on parole after his release from
prison. While he has been off corrections parole for a year, James is still monitored on
immigration supervision as a result of his conviction. Several of the crimes for which he was
convicted are deportable offenses. James came to the United States with his mother at age 19 as a
refugee.
James enrolled in a private college while in prison and earned 60 credits. After his release
in 2013, James enrolled in a different private college and completed his bachelor’s degree in
2017. James initially enrolled at a public college but had to withdraw when the
school determined that he did not qualify for financial aid. Through his social media
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network, he came in contact with the private college from which he ultimately graduated. James
is considering applying to graduate schools, either for a master’s or a law degree.
James describes himself as having been involved in illegal and rule breaking activities in
prison during the first 3-4 years of his sentence. Although he was given chances to set a new
course, James believes he squandered many of them. Inspired by two books: Man’s Search for
Meaning and the Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, James began to exert his agency on
his experiences in prison. He got involved in skill-building work at the law library and the
general library, earned a certificate related to his legal work at the library, and worked his way
into the college program. While he was initially excluded based on his conviction for violent
crime, James worked with the administration of the prison to be granted an exception.
James was able to secure a career job early in his time at home. He believes having a
college degree is important for validating his individual experiences and granting him a “seat at
the table” in policy discussions, which is his career aspiration. As he says, the piece of paper
validates that he knows what he says he knows. He draws inspiration from others who have
come home and pursued successful careers in advocacy and policy work.

José
José is 41 and identifies as a Latinx man. He dropped out of school at age 13 or 14 at the
same time he left home. José lived in group homes and on the street. He was bullied and
involved in what he viewed as a negative peer group. At age 18, he re-enrolled in high school but
did not complete his credential. In 1999, José went to prison. He was released in 2007 and was
ordered to serve a five-year term of mandatory supervision. He absconded from this supervision
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and remained on the run until 2015 when he turned himself in and was re-incarcerated on the
parole violation until 2017. He had nine months remaining on community supervision at the time
of this interview. Although he was only released from incarceration two years before this
interview, José counts himself as having been out of prison since 2007.
In prison, José earned his GED, which motivated him to think again about college. José
described aspiring to college since childhood. For a time, he was interested in pursuing
architecture and while living on the streets he spent time in an elite college’s library, examining
blueprints and other materials related to architecture. In prison, his interest turned toward biology
and chemistry. In 2006, while he was still in prison, a college success program came to the
prison where he was incarcerated for a talk on how to enroll after prison. José sought contacted
this program immediately upon release and enrolled in school. He subsequently dropped out after
getting involved in an unsupportive peer group.
While he was in prison for the second time for the parole violation, the same
college success program visited the facility in which he was incarcerated to offer a college
preparation course. José enrolled and felt motivated by the counselors and faculty. Once
released, he re-enrolled in college and is pursuing a transfer-track associates degree at
a community college in the field of biotech. He believes that college is a platform for giving back
to society and to individual people. He regularly encourages others to go to college. José was
living in a shelter when we spoke.
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KC
KC is about 60 years old and identifies as a Black woman. She completed high school in
1979. She went to prison in 1989, was released in 1991. She was rearrested and went back to
prison in 2003 and was released in 2004. She enrolled in a private college while she was in
prison during her first term, paying for her courses with a Pell grant. When she came home in
1991, she tried to enroll again to complete her degree in the community, but found that her
conviction barred her from receiving financial aid. When she was again incarcerated in 2003, she
hoped to complete her degree but found no opportunity to do so.
After her release, in 2006, she decided to enroll again and worked with a college success
program for formerly incarcerated people to do so. When her mother became ill, she dropped out
of school without following the process for withdrawing. When she went back to school
in 2012, she found she was not eligible for financial aid due to her earlier withdrawal. This time
she worked again with the college success program and the college administration and found her
way into a program that would enable her to rehabilitate her eligibility. She performed very well
in school and met her financial obligations, landing on the Dean’s List in the first semester. The
college then offered her scholarships and she took out loans to cover the remainder of the cost.
She completed her Associates degree in 2015. In the three years since, she has paid down
her $17,000 student loan and is now planning to re-enroll to complete her bachelor's. She aspires
to complete a master's degree. She hopes to run for office one day.
KC has worked in various jobs. Before she completed her degree, she worked “mediocre”
jobs, cleaning hotel rooms and in other similar unskilled positions. She has since been involved
in community organizing focused on eliminating the Rockefeller Drug Laws, which governed
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the sentence she served in prison. She is involved in state and national groups and coalitions that
organize to raise public awareness of the experiences of women in prison and to advocate for
policy change that would improve conditions in prison, as well as reduce sentences and divert
women from prison terms altogether. This includes advocacy for reinstating eligibility for Pell
and state financial aid in prison.

Keith
Keith is 56 years old and identifies as a Black man. He college at a historically Black
college in another state right after finishing high school. He broke his leg one summer and did
not continue college. He then enlisted in the Navy but was released after six months due to his
injury. Keith returned to New York and got involved in the drug trade. He went to prison first in
1989. While there he earned a bachelor’s degree and then a master’s degree from two private
colleges. After he was released, he pursued a career working with at-risk youth in
schools. Securing this employment was challenging due to his criminal conviction, but he
persevered through many false starts to a secure job in his local school district. In 2011, Keith
was arrested again on a drug charge and was incarcerated a second time. He was released to
parole in 2018. He continues to appeal his case as a wrongful conviction. Today, Keith works for
a delivery service in New York City.

Montez
Montez is 51 years old and identifies as a Latinx (non-White) man. Montez graduated
from an elite public school in New York City. He applied to college before he was incarcerated
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but did not enroll. Montez went to prison in 1994 and was released in 2010. When he arrived in
prison, the 1994 Pell ban had just been enacted. The college program at the facility where he was
incarcerated closed down before he could enroll. Later, Montez moved to a different facility,
where he sat for CLEP tests (College Level Examination Program). He enrolled in a noncredit private college program and then continued in the program when it began to offer
an associate’s degree and later a bachelor’s degree. Montez graduated with his bachelor’s
degree while in prison. Montez earn a master’s in social work after returning home. On the
advice of a mentor from the college program he participated in while in prison, he enrolled in an
elite college for graduate school. Montez has worked in the non-profit reentry and justice policy
sector and at a state agency. In his time since prison, he has been unemployed for only a short
time – a few months - while he completed his graduate program.

Patrice
Patrice is 47 years old and identifies as a Black man. He went to prison in 1991 and was
released in 2014. Although he did not complete high school before he was incarcerated, he
describes his family members as highly educated, most holding college degrees. He completed
his GED in prison at the encouragement of the manager of the barber shop in which he worked.
He passed the test without taking any courses to prepare. He enrolled in a public college soon
after. On the advice of one of his college mentors, Patrice took a year off of college when he
returned home. He connected with a college success program that works with formerly
incarcerated people and enrolled in a public college to complete his bachelor’s degree. He
aspires to attending graduate school but is uncertain about the cost and how to pay for it. His
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career goal is to start a nonprofit that provides resources to struggling communities, such as
creating community gardens.

Peter
Peter is 32 years old and identifies as an Asian man. He went to prison at age 23 in 2006,
having already completed his high school credential. He had enrolled in college in the year
before his incarceration in the hopes that it might encourage the judge in his case to offer a
community-based sentence. When he entered prison, another Asian man connected him with the
program offered by a private college at the facility where he was living. By this time, Peter had
identified college as a necessary next step for when he left prison. He arrived at the facility in the
summer and was able to start college in the fall semester. Peter enrolled with the goal of
completing courses that would satisfy degree requirements at the college to which he planned to
transfer to complete his bachelor’s.
Once home, Peter enrolled in a public university. Most of the pre-requisites he had taken
in prison transferred either as required courses or electives. He enrolled within a few weeks of
returning home in 2010, completing his bachelor’s and his master's in 2014. To Peter, college
was an opportunity to build his professional network. A connection with a nonprofit college
success program led to a job at a nonprofit and several subsequent career advancements. Despite
his professional accomplishments, Peter described a constant feeling of being “behind” where he
should be in his life and career.
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Sebastian
Sebastian is 51 years old and identifies as a Latinx (non-White) man. He went to prison at
age 18 in 1986 on a 15 years to life sentence. He served 15 years before he was released in 2001.
Before prison, Sebastian attended a public arts high school and was a talented baseball
player. He earned his GED in prison. He was completing a drug treatment program in prison at
the time that news of his passage came through. The head of that program brought in a cake and
held a celebration for him. This was the first time in his life he could remember being celebrated
for an accomplishment. During the party, several older incarcerated people asked him what he
would do next with his time. When he said he would take time off before considering college, a
former boxer threatened to fight him if he did not sign up immediately. He signed up and was
enrolled in the next semester. Sebastian completed an associate’s degree from a public college, a
bachelor’s from a private college, and a master’s from another private college.
Once home, Sebastian found his education did not offer him the earnings he had hoped.
His first job out of prison paid $23,000. He returned to college to earn a degree that might
expand his professional opportunities, choosing a social work program at a public college. He
became ill as he neared the end of the program and was unable to complete the required
internship. Although he still owes $71,000 in student debt, he does not hold the master’s in social
work degree due to his illness and withdrawal. Sebastian sees great value in education. He
believes it helped him to understand the structures and systems and power to which he was
subject and where he fit into society and the economy.
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Shawn
Shawn is 38 years old and identifies as a Black man. He went to prison in 1999 and
returned home in 2014. Shortly after entering prison, he earned his GED. Thirteen years later, he
was able to enroll in a public college while in prison. Through the college administrators and
faculty, as well as a class that was offered in prison that included students from the main college
campus, Shawn was able to begin forming social and academic networks before leaving prison.
Just a few months home, he enrolled in a local community college to complete his associate’s
degree. In 2018, Shawn finished his bachelor’s at a public university, summa cum laude.
For Shawn, college offered a means to establish professional networks and to have access
to people who could help him to hone his professional ambitions. Shawn says that while he was
still on parole (which ended the day before our interview), he felt like a walking contradiction of
what people thought he could do and what he was actually accomplishing. He describes feeling a
tension between some of his friends and family members who knew him before prison and his
current plans and ambitions. He felt more supported among faculty and peers on campus.

Terri
Terri is 57 years old and identifies as a Black woman. She completed high school before
serving three years in prison, from 1990-1993. While in prison, she enrolled in college, but after
signing up and attending classes for a few weeks, she was told she had an outstanding student
loan and could not continue taking courses because she did not qualify for a Pell grant. Despite
this, she stayed engaged with the college program by studying alongside the women who were
able to enroll. When she left prison, she joined a college success program for formerly
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incarcerated people. This program assisted her in paying down her student loan and enrolling
in private college. She later transferred to another private college to complete
her associate’s degree. She re-enrolled in 1996 and completed her bachelor’s degree in 2012. In
2017, she finished her master‘s degree in social work and passed her licensure requirements.
Along the way, she also earned her Credentialed Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Counselor
certification (CASAC).
Terri became a mother at age 16. When she went to prison, her daughter was 13 years
old. After she was released from prison, rebuilding her relationship with her daughter took
time. Terri says she struggled with addiction and being on the street before going to prison. She
has been HIV positive for decades. For Terri, college is a means to meaningful work. She has a
leadership role in a program that works with people in prison and in reentry. Terri’s two children
and one grandchild have attended or graduated from college. She has one other grandchild who
she expects to enroll after finishing high school.

Tomas
Tomas is 51 years old and identifies as a Latinx man. He was sentenced to 14-40 years in
1989. He was released by the Parole Board in 2004, having served 15 years. Prior to his arrest,
he had dropped out of high school at age 15. He later completed his GED so that he could enroll
in a community college to earn enough credits to qualify for the Marines. He completed 15
credits, but accumulated three felony convictions in his late teens, disqualifying him for military
service. Tomas was engaged in violent gang activity related to the drug trade before going to
prison. He described himself as being engaged in robbing drug dealers, or stick ups in the Bronx
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in the late 1980s (Contreras, 2012). Once in prison, he engaged in much of the same activity as
he had in the community, robbing people who had contraband and engaging in violence with
gang members and others in the prisons he served time at. Over the course of his sentence,
Tomas served time in 11 maximum security prisons in New York State.
Tomas repeatedly engaged in violence throughout his sentence, but came to a point where
he was interested in making a change. Right at about that time, a private college program was
starting up at the facility in which he was living. Currently incarcerated people vetted his
application and accepted him into the program. Later, another private college program started up
at the facility in which he was living, and he was able to complete all but three courses in his
bachelor's degree before choosing to transfer to a lower level facility. From there, he was
paroled. Tomas returned to New York City in 2004 and re-enrolled in the same private college
within a few months of release. He graduated in 2005. He struggled to find paid work and was
repeatedly turned down for jobs due to his criminal history. He returned to stick-ups as a means
to earn money, as well as occasional paid labor in construction. Reaching what he called “the
crossroads” he contacted the head of a social work program at a public college with whom he
had worked while he was in prison. This man helped him to get a job.
Since then, Tomas has succeeded professionally, holding senior roles in multiple
nonprofits over the years. When Tomas has left work, it has been due to perceived conflict
between his values and those of his employer. At the encouragement of the man who had helped
get his first job after prison, Tomas completed a master’s in social work program, starting in
2007 and completing in 2010. At the urging of his niece, he completed an Education Doctorate
(EDD), starting in 2012 and completing in 2015.
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